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1.  Introduction  

The Local Housing Strategy is West 

Lothian Council’s only strategic 

document which focuses solely on 

housing and related aspects of service 

delivery. 

The Housing (Scotland) Act 2001 places 

a statutory duty on local authorities to 

produce a Local Housing Strategy (LHS) 

which sets out its strategy, priorities 

and plans for the delivery of housing 

and related services. 

The LHS sets out the strategic approach 

in West Lothian to delivering high 

quality housing and housing related 

services across all tenures, to meet 

identified need.  Housing has a 

fundamental impact on the lives of 

people across West Lothian.   

The LHS also sets out West Lothian’s 

approach to meeting priorities within the Single Outcome Agreement (SOA), Scottish Government 

National Outcomes and National Health and Well Being Outcomes.  It covers statutory housing 

responsibilities including fuel poverty, house condition, and homelessness as well as its strategic 

response to national outcomes and national housing priorities. 

Links to Local and National Plans and Policy 

Local National 

 West Lothian Community Plan and  Single 

Outcome Agreement 2013-2023 

 West Lothian Local Development Plan 

 West Lothian Local Plan  

 SESPlan Strategic Development Plan 1 and 2 

 West Lothian Corporate Plan 

 Strategic Housing Investment Plan 

 Housing, Customer and Building Services 

Management Plan 

 West Lothian Council Climate Change 

Strategy 

 West Lothian Anti-Poverty Strategy 

 Community Safety Strategic Plan 

 Scottish Planning Policy 2014 

 Scottish Government National Outcomes  

 Housing and Regeneration Framework  

 LHS guidance 2014 

 HNDA Managers Guidance 2014 

 

 

The LHS provides an opportunity to engage people in consultation to identify the housing needs that 

matter most. To deliver the LHS requires the input of partners and it is essential that they are engaged 

in the process and a shared understanding of the available resources is achieved.  The LHS 2017-2022 

builds on the success of previous West Lothian Council strategies and supports our vision to promote 

“quality homes for quality lives”.   
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2.  What We Said – What We Did 

Outcomes and Performance 

LHS Themes What we said - Outcomes What we did - Performance 

 

Meeting Housing 

Need and 

Demand 

 

 

People in West Lothian can 

find a suitable place to live 

and have quality housing 

options available to them. 

 

 

Between March 2012 and October 2016 WLC 

completed 575 new build Council houses. 

During the same period, RSLs in West Lothian 

completed 255 homes. 

 

 

Housing Options 

 

Homelessness is prevented 

in West Lothian as far as 

possible and effective 

advice and support is put 

in place for people who 

become homeless. 

 

 

The number of homeless applications has reduced 

from 1,728 in 2011/12 to 1,361 in 2015/16. 

Housing options approach has been developed 

with advice and assistance in place. 

 

Independent 

Living 

 

People living in West 

Lothian can access the 

appropriate range of care 

and support services 

enabling them to live 

independently in their own 

homes where they choose 

to do so.   

 

 

The number of people receiving care at home has 

increased from 2,252 in 2011/12 to 2,650 in 

2014/15. 

 

Improving 

Communities 

 

Our communities are 

attractive, safe places to 

live and work.   

 

 

All completed new build council housing 

developments have achieved secured by design 

accreditation. 

Demolition of housing at Winchburgh, Deans 

South and Bents has been completed.  

Regeneration proposals have been developed for 

Bathville Cross, Armadale and work has started on 

site. 
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LHS Themes What we said - Outcomes What we did - Performance 

 

House Condition 

Social Rented 

and Private 

Sector 

 

House Condition in West 

Lothian is improved. In the 

social rented sector 

improved house conditions 

will be achieved by 

investment by the Council 

and by Registered Social 

Landlords in the housing 

they own and manage.   

In the private sector, the 

council will encourage 

home owners to take 

responsibility for repair and 

maintenance of their 

property. 

 

  

100% of WLC housing stock currently meets SHQS.  

At the end of 2015/16 97% of RSL stock in West 

Lothian met SHQS. There was a reduction in the 

percentage of private sector housing requiring 

urgent repairs from 28% to 26% between 2011 and 

2014.  The Scottish average is 34% (Scottish House 

Condition Survey, 2012-2014).  

 

 

Fuel Poverty and 

addressing 

Climate Change 

 

People in West Lothian live 

in energy efficient housing.   

 

People facing fuel poverty 

can access the help and 

support they need.   

 

Improve sustainability of 

existing housing. 

 

In West Lothian, fuel poverty levels reduced from 

26% to 23% between 2012 and 2013 but increased 

back to 29% in 2014.  The Scottish Average is 35% 

(Scottish House Condition Survey, 2012-2014). 
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3.  What has changed since 2012? 

 

West Lothian Economy  

 The population of West Lothian has continued to grow.  According to National Records for 

Scotland the population of West Lothian in 2015 was 178,550 (NRS, 2016). 

 Average incomes have increased. The gross weekly average pay for full time workers has 

increased from £492.50 in 2012 to £507.40 in 2016 (ONS, 2012, 2016) 

 Average house prices have increased from £142,569 in quarter one 2012/13 to £158,601 in 

quarter two of 2015/16 (Registers of Scotland, 2016).  

 West Lothian Council rents have increased. The average rent for a 2 bedroom property in 2013/14 

was £61.07 and in 2015/16 this had increased to £65.55. 

 Average private rents in West Lothian have increased from £528 per month in 2012 to £578 per 

month in 2016 (Scottish Government, 2016). 

 The working age population age in West Lothian is 114,950. This has continued to increase since 

2011 and is projected to be at a similar level up to 2025 (West Lothian Council, 2016). 

 The numbers of residents  in West Lothian claiming the key out of work benefits has fallen in line 

with the national trend (West Lothian Council, 2016). 

 The number of pensioners in West Lothian on top-up benefit has decreased (West Lothian 

Council, 2016). 

 The number of children in working households in West Lothian receiving working tax credits and 

those receiving free school meals has increased (West Lothian Council, 2016). 

 In 2012, 7,200 children were living in families that were out of work.  By 2016 this had reduced to 

6,800 (West Lothian Council, 2016). 

 The percentage of residents in West Lothian earning below the living wage has decreased from 

16,000 in 2012 to 15,600 in 2016 (West Lothian Council, 2016). 

 West Lothian Council has adopted the Living Wage for its employees. 

 Attainment in West Lothian schools has reached its highest levels.   

 The economic profile of west West Lothian continues to be less favourable than that of east West 

Lothian (CHCP, 2016).  

 

Health Profile 

 The west of West Lothian continues to have a less favourable health profile than the east of the 

county.   

 The numbers of people aged between 64 and 75 years continues to be higher in the west of West 

Lothian that in the east, however the gap is narrowing.  The number of those aged 75 years and 

over is significantly higher in the west. 

 Premature mortality (including alcohol related mortality) is declining sharply, but is still 

significantly higher in the west of the county than the east. 

 There is a higher rate of alcohol and drug related hospital admissions in the west than the east.  

Drug related admissions are increasing in areas across West Lothian, but are higher in the west. 

 Suicide levels in West Lothian are rising in the east and fluctuating in the west, but remaining at a 

higher level in the west. 

Housing supply 

 There has been growth in the number of new council houses built.  There were 575 council houses 

built between 2012-13 and October 2016. In 2013-14 and 2014 -15, West Lothian Council built 

more council houses than any other Local Authority in Scotland. 

 There has been a general increase in the number of affordable housing completions. 

 A new affordable housing policy has been included in the West Lothian Local Development Plan 

and Supplementary Guidance is in development. 
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 There has been an increase in the number of houses in the private rented sector.  The sector is 

now around 10% of the housing stock in West Lothian. 

 There has been growth in the private house build market in recent years with 647 completions in 

2015/16 compared to 259 completions in 2012/13. 

 Progress has been made in developing the Core Development Areas with private sector house 

building being developed at Winchburgh, Calderwood, Armadale and Mossend.  Development 

has also commenced at Heartlands, Whitburn. 

 Between 2012 and 2016, property prices in West Lothian increased by 11% (Registers of Scotland, 

2016).  

Homelessness 

 The number of homeless presentations has decreased from 1,399 in 2012/13 to 1,361 in 2015/16. 

 The council’s approach to prevention of homelessness has been further developed and the 

housing options approach is proving successful. 

Improving Communities 

 Housing regeneration has been undertaken in a number of areas with demolitions at three 

different localities: 

1. Bents, Stoneyburn 

2. Glendevon Park, Winchburgh 

3. Deans South, Livingston 

 

 Regeneration is complete at the blocks at Park Road, Blackridge and is underway at Bathville 

Cross, Armadale. 

 West Lothian Development Alliance has developed brownfield sites including Whitdale Annexe, 

Whitburn and a site at Station Road, Armadale.   The Alliance has also purchased vacant 

properties. 

 There has been good progress in developing the Core Development Areas. 

 There has been a major strategic and corporate focus on specific areas with improvements to 

roads and schools being delivered in tandem with new housing development.  Some of the 

projects have been funded by the West Lothian Local Infrastructure Fund. 

House Condition 

 100% of council housing in West Lothian meets the Scottish Housing Quality Standard in 2015/16. 

 97% of RSLs housing stock in West Lothian met the Scottish Housing Quality Standard in 2015/16 

(Scottish Housing Regulator, 2016). 

Fuel Poverty and Climate Change 

 The number of households facing fuel poverty is well below the Scottish average. 

 The council has approved a Climate Change Strategy (West Lothian Council, 2015). 

 42.4% of  the WLC housing complies with the Energy Efficiency Standard for Social Housing.  WLC 

on target for full compliance by 2020. 
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4.  What will we do next?  

4.1 West Lothian’s Housing Priorities 

Reflecting on the Scottish Government LHS guidance, West Lothian Council propose the following 

strategic priorities for 2017-22:  

 

  

Priority 1: Housing Supply and Place Making 

Increase the supply of good quality affordable housing in West Lothian.   

Priority 2: Preventing and Addressing Homelessness 

Improve housing options and advice and support services in West Lothian. 

Priority 3: Inpendent Living and Specialist Provision 

Enable people to live independently where they choose to do so and provide a range of 
housing support options for West Lothian residents. 

Priority 4: Private Rented Accommodation 

Ensure that the private rented sector provides good quality housing in West Lothian. 

Priority 5: House Condition 

Improve public and private sector house condition in West Lothian.   

Priority 6: Fuel Poverty and Climate Change 

Continue to develop measures to address fuel poverty and climate change. 
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4.2 Link to National, Local and Housing Outcomes 

National Outcome West Lothian Single Outcome 

Agreement 

LHS Outcome 

Our children have the best start 

in life and are ready to succeed. 

We have improved the life 

chances for children, young 

people and families at risk. 

Our children have the best start in 

life and are ready to succeed. 

 

Ensure that good quality housing is 

available in all tenures. 

 

Improving Housing Options to 

prevent people becoming homeless 

in the first place. 

 

We realise our full economic 

potential with more and better 

employment opportunities for 

our people. 

Our economy is diverse and 

dynamic, and West Lothian is an 

attractive place for doing 

business. 

 

Ensure that good quality housing is 

available in all tenures. 

 

Maximise employment 

opportunities through housing 

investment. 

We have strong, resilient and 

supportive communities where 

people take responsibility for 

their own actions and how they 

affect others. 

 

We live our lives safe from crime 

disorder and danger. 

 

We live in resilient, cohesive and 

safe communities. 

 

Promote regeneration and 

sustainability to enhance 

communities. 

 

Our communities continue to be 

attractive and safe places to live 

and work. 

 

Promoting sustainable communities 

by ensuring that, where possible, 

housing need can be met in a 

planned manner. 

We have tackled the significant 

inequalities in Scottish society. 

People most at risk are protected 

and supported to achieve 

improved life chances. 

 

Promoting sustainable communities 

by ensuring that, where possible, 

housing need can be met in a 

planned manner. 

We live longer, healthier lives 

and have reduced health 

inequalities.   

 

 

Older people are able to live 

independently in the community 

with an improved quality of life. 

 

Ensure that accommodation is 

planned and available for people 

with a wide range of needs. 

 

Enable people to live independently 

where they choose to do so. 

 

We live in well-designed, 

sustainable places where we are 

able to access the amenities and 

services we need. 

We value and enjoy our built 

and natural environment and 

protect it and enhance it for 

future generations. 

We make the most efficient and 

effective use of resources by 

minimising our impact on the 

built and natural environment. 

 

 

Reduce levels of fuel poverty and 

increase number of people living in 

energy efficient homes. 
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5.  Consultation  

The Housing (Scotland) Act 2001 requires all local 

authorities to consult on their proposed Local 

Housing Strategy.  Furthermore, statutory equality 

duties require public bodies to involve, consult and 

engage with as wide a range of local residents as 

possible.   

Questionnaire 

A questionnaire was developed to collect people’s 

opinions on what they believed should be the 

council’s main housing priorities.  The questionnaire 

was first piloted in October 2015 at the annual 

Tenants and Residents Information Day.  The 

questionnaire was improved and made available online, via the council’s website and Facebook page 

from the 17
th

 of June 2016 to the 29
th

 of July 2016.  Furthermore, in order to reach as wide a range of 

residents as possible, seven pop-up consultation sessions were conducted in seven different 

partnership centres and libraries across West Lothian.  These pop-up sessions took place from the 17
th

 

of June until the 30
th

 of June 2016.  The pop up sessions proved valuable as they allowed for 1-2-1 

engagement and to reach people who may not have had access to the internet.   

Response Rate and Key Findings 

In total the questionnaire was completed 170 

times, of which 139 (82%) of the surveys were 

adequately completed and could be analysed.   

Key messages which were raised by the public 

consultation were as follows: 

1. More should be done to help first time buyers. 

 

2. The council should provide details of future 

maintenance projects. 

 

3. Concerns about rent levels in the private 

rented sector.   

 

4. More council house building should be 

undertaken. 

 

5. Help and advice should be provided by the 

council to home owners to encourage them to 

repair, maintain and future proof their homes. 

 

6. More detailed information on recycling should 

be provided by the council. 
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Forums and Working Groups 

Several meetings were held with representatives from housing associations, developers, voluntary 

organisations, tenants groups and officers from a range of council services to discuss the key LHS 

themes and priorities.  A number of comments were received at each of the meetings and many of 

these have been used to inform the Local Housing Strategy. 

Comments were received from a range of individuals, organisations and groups.  The majority of 

comments were supportive of the themes identified in the Local Housing Strategy.  An Equalities 

Impact Assessment (EIA) was also conducted.  For more information see Section 13 of this document.   

A supporting paper on the consultation and analysis which informed the LHS is available at Appendix 

1. 
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6.  Profile of West Lothian 

West Lothian has one of the fastest growing and youngest populations in Scotland, reflecting the 

area’s location within the central belt close to Edinburgh and Glasgow and its appeal as a place to 

invest in, live, work, and visit. 

West Lothian is strategically located in the central belt of Scotland and is served well by a number of 

motorways and trunk roads and it has direct rail links to Edinburgh, Glasgow, Stirling and beyond.  

West Lothian’s central location and excellent business and labour market connections make the area 

an important economic hub.  West Lothian is ideally located, with 60% of Scotland’s population within 

a one-hour drive, making for easy access to customers, suppliers and workforce.  Although West 

Lothian has a significant jobs base in its own right, these transport links have helped to shape West 

Lothian into a commuter district and as a result the population of West Lothian has continued to 

increase.   

West Lothian was once the home of the world’s first commercial oil production and the effects can be 

seen on the landscape from the ‘red shale bings’ to the ‘traditional miner’s rows’.  Since then West 

Lothian has experienced economic change and become a diverse place for people to live and work.   

6.1 Population 

According to National Records of Scotland, the population of West Lothian in 2015 was 178,550 (NRS, 

2016).  West Lothian is the 9th largest local authority by population in Scotland.  In the last two 

decades the area has undergone rapid change with almost every town and village experiencing 

population growth.  Population growth in West Lothian has been driven by both “natural increase” 

(more births than deaths) and in-comers choosing to move to the area.  With significant migration 

from Eastern Europe and further afield in the last ten years, West Lothian now has a more culturally 

and linguistically diverse population than ever. 

6.1.1 A Growing Population 

The area has experienced significant population growth in the recent past. Figure 1 shows that while 
there has been gradual population growth in Scotland, West Lothian’s population has increased 
more significantly over time.  
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Figure 1: Comparison of West Lothian and Scotland Population, 1989-2015 
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Table 1 conveys that by 2039 the population of West Lothian is projected to be 192,523, an increase 

of 8.6% compared to the population in 2014.  The population of Scotland is projected to increase by 

7.5% between 2014 and 2039.  Over the 25 year period the age group projected to increase the most 

in size in West Lothian is the 75+ age group.  This is the same as for Scotland as a whole. 

Table 1: Projected Population by age group in West Lothian 2014-2039 (NRS, 2016) 

Projected Population by age group in West Lothian 2014-2039 

 

Age Group 

 

Base Year Projected Years 

2014 2019 2024 2034 2039 

0-15 35,073 35,139 34,613 34,384 34,417 

16-29 29,697 29,330 29,217 29,452 28,906 

30-49 36,234 34,508 35,718 35,235 34,865 

50-64 39,309 40,656 37,799 33,968 35,493 

65-74 26,007 28,458 31,268 36,137 33,734 

75+ 10,880 13,097 16,359 21,481 25,108 

All ages 177,200 181,188 184,974 190,657 192,523 

 

6.1.2 An ageing population  

Figure 2 conveys that whilst the population aged 16-64 are set to decline, the population of older 

people aged 65-74 and 75+ are expected to increase dramatically, more than the average increase 

projected for Scotland.   

Figure 2: Percentage change in population in West Lothian and Scotland, 2014-2039 (2014-based projections) (NRS, 
2016) 

 

This dramatic demographical change will require careful consideration when planning future housing 

policies and allocating resources. 
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6.2 Households, Health and Economic Change 

Figure 3 shows the projected increase in households in West Lothian. In line with anticipated steady 

population growth, it is projected that the number of households will increase by 17% between 2012 

and 2037. This is higher than the average 10% increase projected for Scotland (NRS, 2016). 

Figure 3: Projected Increase in Households in West Lothian 2012-2037 (NRS, 2016) 

 

Employment 

According to the Office for National Statistics, from April 2015 to March 2016, 77.6% of the working 

population in West Lothian were economically active. Figure 4, highlights the reasons for economic 

inactivity. While these reasons are varied, the data shows that around a third (32.4%) of working aged 

people are not working due to a long term illness.  This is more than the national average as 27.3% of 

Scotland’s working aged population are not working due to long term illness. 
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Employment by Occupation 

Employment by occupation according to the Standard Occupational groupings shows:  

 40% in group 1-3 (Managerial, Professional and Technical)  

 24% in group 4-5 (Administration, Skilled Trades) 

 18% group 6-7 (Personal and Customer Services, Sales)   

 18% group 8-9 (Elementary and Process Operators). 

 

West Lothian has a higher percentage of employees in occupational groups 4-5 and is slightly below 

the national average in groups 1-3.  However the number and proportion in group 1-3 has increased 

over recent years (West Lothian Council, 2016). 

Low pay and in-work poverty 

 

Gross wage levels for West Lothian (both residence and workplace) are below the Scottish and GB 

levels.  

 An estimated 18% of West Lothian working residents earn below the living wage level of £8.25 per 

hour compared to 19% for Scotland as a whole. 

 Similarly, approximately 18% of jobs located within West Lothian pay hourly rates below the living 

wage level compared to 19% for Scotland. 

 Approximately 9,400 West Lothian working households receive Working Tax Credit or Child Tax 

Credit. This represents 19% of all working households (slightly higher than the Scottish level of 

18%). 

 The latest available figures show that 24% of children in West Lothian live in low income working 

households, compared to 25% for Scotland and UK. 

 Part time jobs in West Lothian (based on 2014 data) represent 27.4% of total jobs (compared with 

26% in 1998 and 27% in 2008). The West Lothian level of part time jobs is also significantly lower 

than the 32.5% recorded for Scotland and 31.7% for UK (West Lothian Council, 2016). 

Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation (SIMD) 

The Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation (SIMD) identifies small area concentrations of deprivation 

across all of Scotland in a consistent way.  The SIMD was published by Scottish Government on the 

24
th

 of August 2016.  It is based on both updated data and revised datazone boundaries, therefore 

providing a much more valid picture on the current spatial dimension to deprivation.   

Income, Employment, Health and Education are the main drivers of deprivation in West Lothian. Crime 

is a factor insofar as the higher scoring datazones tend to have town centre locations where there is 

more reported crime. 

 

Noted below is the preliminary analysis of the SIMD 2016 as it relates to West Lothian. The key points 

covered in the analysis include the following: 

 West Lothian’s relative position in terms of its share of areas in the most deprived 15% and 20% 

categories has not changed. 

 West Lothian does not have the acute and extensive pattern of area deprivation that is evident in 

Glasgow and other parts of the west of Scotland.  

http://www.gov.scot/Topics/Statistics/SIMD
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 The number of datazones in the most deprived 15% located in West Lothian is 16. However a 

further 23 datazones are found within the 15 to 20% range.  

 The picture in West Lothian is one of clusters of deprived datazones in some localities e.g. in 

Craigshill, Blackburn and Whitburn. However, elsewhere there is a more diffuse pattern with 

datazones in the most deprived 20% often sitting next to areas with low deprivation levels. There 

is also a number of outlier datazones in Uphall and Bridgend. 

 Changes to the overall number and adjustments to ensure logical boundaries of datazones 

alongside changes to the methodology for the domains means that comparisons should not 

generally be made with previous iterations of the SIMD. A number of areas including two 

datazones in Carmondean for example show up as being moderately deprived due to more 

logical datazone boundaries being introduced. 

 Nevertheless, the overall pattern of area deprivation in West Lothian is similar to that evidenced in 

previous SIMD exercises.  The 2016 map is close to that derived from the deprivation mapping 

exercise 25 years ago. 

 However, there also appears to be some positive change in that some areas where regeneration 

activity has been focused, most notably Boghall, no longer feature within the most deprived 

group of datazones. 

The SIMD interactive mapping allows you to view interactive maps of the SIMD results for any 

area of Scotland. 

Poverty in West Lothian 

Material poverty is still a significant issue for many households and communities. West Lothian, like 

many other parts of Scotland, experienced the impact of the credit crunch and subsequent recession – 

with substantial job losses and a rise in local levels of unemployment. Although the headline 

unemployment level has fallen since 2013, there are still underlying issues of poverty and deprivation 

– with a core of individuals and households experiencing extreme hardship and wider groups 

experiencing financial difficulties and challenges. Low pay as well as unemployment is a key factor 

West Lothian Council (2016). 

Welfare Reform 

The Welfare Reform Act 2012 introduced several major changes to the welfare system.  These include 

the introduction of Universal Credit (which replaces six current working age benefits/credits and the 

introduction of the Personal Independence Payment (PIP) to replace Disability Living Allowance for 

people of working age.   Other recent changes include: 

 A reduction in the household benefit cap from the current limit of £26,000 to £20,000. 

 A four year freeze on most working age benefits. 

 Restrictions on Housing Benefit and Pension Credits. 

 Ending of the automatic right to Housing Support for single young people aged 18-21.  

Local authorities were responsible for implementing many of these changes which are now in place. 

Currently there are approximately 140 households affected by the benefit cap in West Lothian.    

The Scotland Act 2016 includes provisions to devolve eleven benefits/schemes/systems to Holyrood 

and the power to top up any benefits, reserved or devolved, provided the funding is met by the 

Scottish Government.  From May 2016, the Scottish Government received some of the new devolved 

powers.   

http://www.gov.scot/Topics/Statistics/SIMD/SIMDInteractive
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2012/5/contents
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The main housing related benefits that will be devolved are: 

 Disability, industrial injuries and carers’ benefits. 

 Benefits for maternity, funeral and heating expenses. 

 Discretionary payments: top up of reserved benefits. 

 Discretionary housing payments. 

 Power to create new benefits. 

 Universal credit: cost of claimants who rent accommodation. 

 Universal credit:  persons to whom, and time when paid. 

 Employment support. 

The Scottish Government plan to introduce a new ‘Social Security Bill’ during the first year of the 

current Parliament, and establish a new ‘Scottish Social Security Agency’. The Scottish Government has 

committed to the following housing related changes to welfare reform: 

 To effectively abolish the bedroom tax; and 

 To enable the Housing Support element of Universal Credit to be paid directly to Social 

Landlords, and to offer twice monthly payments to recipients rather than monthly payments. 

Impact in West Lothian of Welfare Reform  

The Discretionary Housing Payment (DHP) Fund can provide additional support to households where 

a tenant is entitled to Housing Benefit but where there is a shortfall between their rent and the 

amount of housing benefit paid.  DHP can be paid to alleviate short term hardship or to assist those 

most affected by the welfare changes, particularly those affected by the size criteria restrictions (spare 

room subsidy) in the social rented sector. 

The council’s DHP projected spend for 2016/2017 is shown in the table below. 

Table 2: No. of Discretionary Housing Payment Awards and Expenditure in West Lothian 

DHP in West Lothian Number of Awards Projected 

Benefit Cap 5 £12,000 

Removal of the Spare Room Subsidy 3472 £1,937,000 

Local Housing Allowance Restrictions 7 £4,000 

Combination of  Reforms 101 £4,800 

Total 3585 £1,957,800 

Source: WLC Partnership and Resources Policy and Development Scrutiny Panel 2016 

The Scottish Welfare Fund (SWF) is a national scheme but delivered by local authorities who are 

responsible for administering Community Care Grants and Crisis Grants.  The council’s SWF spend for 

2015/16 for Community Care Grants was £917,188 and £279,809 for Crisis Grants.   

Table 3: No. of Awards and Associated Expenditure  

Scottish Welfare Fund Number of Awards Expenditure 

Crisis Grants 880 £64,000 

Community Care Grants 329 £260,000 

Total 1209 £324,000 

Source: WLC Partnership and Resources Policy and Development Scrutiny Panel 2016 

In 2015/16 the DHP budget was fully spent and in 2016/17 the budget is being carefully managed to 

ensure it is fully spent by 31 March 2017. 
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Impact in West Lothian of the roll out of Universal Credit 

Universal Credit involves the integration of six core benefits and tax credits into a single payment.  The 

Universal Credit payment brings together income based (means-tested) Job Seekers’ Allowance; 

income based Employment Support Allowance; Income Support; Housing Benefit; Child Tax Credit and 

Working Tax Credit.  Universal Credit is delivered by the Department of Work and Pensions.  Local 

authorities will not have a role in the administration of Universal Credit. 

6.3 Housing Market, Need and Supply  

The pattern of housing tenure in West Lothian is very similar to that for Scotland.  Table 4 below 

shows the tenure breakdown in West Lothian. 

Table 4: Comparison of Tenure Breakdown in West Lothian and Scotland (2016) 

Housing Tenure 

 West Lothian Scotland 

Owner occupied 63.2% 62% 

Social rented 26.2% 24.3% 

Private rented 9.7% 12.4% 

Other  0.9% 1.3% 

Total 100% 100% 

 

Private Rented 

In West Lothian, there has been a significant increase since 2012 in the number of registered private 

landlords from 4,107 to 5,397 but the number of registered properties in the private rented sector has 

reduced from 7,893 to 6,878 over the same period.   

Social Rented 

As at 31st October 2016 there were 8,806 applicants on the Common Housing Register (CHR).  At the 

time of writing, West Lothian Council’s housing stock equated to 13,473 homes.   

Owner Occupier - Average House Price 

July-September 2016 figures indicate that the average house price in West Lothian was £158,601, 
which is lower than the Scottish average of £170,309, indicating owner occupation is a more 

affordable option within West Lothian than in some other areas of Scotland.  The average house price 

in West Lothian has increased by £27,389 between 2006/07 and 2015/16 (Registers of Scotland, 2016)
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7.  Priority One: Housing Supply and Place Making 

 

 

ACTIONS: 
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Lack of availability of 
suitable sites for affordable 
housing in high demand 
locations. 

Challenges in funding the 
delivery of a minimum of  
300 affordable homes per 
annum. 

Capacity within the 
construction sector to 
deliver a large programme 
of affordable housing in 
West Lothian. 

Ensuring that the private 
rented sector continues to 
contribute to increasing the 
supply of housing in West 
Lothian. 
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Deliver more affordable 
housing in West Lothian – to 
meet housing supply target 
of 300 homes per annum 
from 2018/19 to 2021/22. 

To deliver further new  build 
council housing. 

Continue to develop housing 
that will meet a range of 
needs, with particular focus 
on housing that is suitable 
for older people. 
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Ensure that good quality 
housing is available in all 
tenures. 

Promote regeneration and 
sustainability to enhance 
communities. 

New build affordable housing 
will continue to be a council 
priority. 

Our communities continue to 
be attractive, safe places to 
live and work. 

Maximise employment 
opportunities through 
housing investment. 

 

 New build council housing will be developed beyond the current 1,000 houses programme. 

 The council will continue to work with Scottish Government and RSL partners to deliver more 

affordable housing in West Lothian. 

 Revise affordable housing supplementary guidance to ensure that is in accordance with emerging 

policy in the West Lothian Local Development Plan (LDP).  

 Contribute to the wider strategic planning for housing in the South East Scotland (SESplan) area. 

 The council will develop its approach to working with private landlords to ensure quality of supply 

within the sector. 

 Regeneration will take place in areas that require it to address matters of disrepair and anti-social 

behaviour. 

 Develop a range of housing options to assist people who are at risk of homelessness. 
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7.1 Background 

Since the previous Local Housing Strategy, there have been major changes to the housing market in 

West Lothian.  Demand for affordable housing remains high with more than 8,806 applicants at 

October 2016 for social rented housing.  There is also high demand for market housing and private 

rented housing. 

The scale of Housing development in West Lothian is determined largely by the Strategic 

Development Plan which covers the six South East Scotland local authorities (West Lothian, 

Midlothian, East Lothian, City of Edinburgh, Scottish Borders and the southern part of Fife Council) and 

by the Local Development Plan (LDP) which covers West Lothian.   

The first Strategic Development Plan (SDP) for Edinburgh and South East Scotland set the context for 

the West Lothian LDP.  The spatial strategy sets the broad policy principles to be considered in 

implementing the SDP strategy at a local level.  This includes the allocation of land in the right 

locations to accommodate development needs and the phasing of development to secure the 

provision and delivery of infrastructure to accommodate this.   

In addition, the SDP requires LDPs to have regard to the built and natural environment when 

considering land allocations and the development strategy to be taken forward whilst also addressing 

the challenges of climate change.  A second Strategic Development Plan is being prepared and is at 

Proposed Plan stage.  The LHS will span two Strategic Development Plan periods SDP 1 2009-2027 

and SDP 2 2018-2037.  It is therefore important that Housing Supply Targets reflect both plans and 

periods.  

7.2 West Lothian Local Development Plan (LDP) 

LDP Housing Aims 

 Provide a generous supply of housing land and an effective five year housing land supply at 

all times; 

 Continue to promote and support major development within the Core Development Areas 

(CDAs); and 

 Support the council’s new build housing programme.  

The proposed housing allocations set out in the LDP have been informed by an assessment of the 

established housing land supply. This comprises the remaining capacity of housing sites currently 

under construction, sites with planning permission and sites with agreed potential for housing 

development.  In addition to the planned completions to 2024, a number of housing sites will 

continue to deliver beyond the plan period.  Taking these into consideration this provides for a total 

established supply of 26,073 houses which is very considerably in excess of SDP1 requirements and 

the requirements set out in the Main Issues Report for SDP2, principally through on-going 

development within the Core Development Areas (CDAs) and other strategic allocations.  The supply 

demonstrates that the council continues to support and promote development and continues to take 

a longer term view on the growth of the area. 

The LDP supports the delivery of housing CDAs; Heartlands at Whitbur;, Wester Inch at Bathgate; 

Drumshoreland, to the east of Pumpherston and Uphall Station; and the former Bangour Village 

Hospital, Dechmont. It also brings forward a small number of new housing sites in and around other 

communities to spread the benefits of growth and to complement the spatial strategy.  Further land 

allocations for development are required in order to meet SESplan requirements in full.  A key 

requirement is the provision of infrastructure to support development and maximising use of the 

existing infrastructure. 

 

https://www.westlothian.gov.uk/media/9837/Proposed-Plan/pdf/CONSOLIDATED-ProposedPlan-FINAL.pdf
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7.3 Housing Need and Demand Assessment 

The Housing (Scotland) Act 2001 places a statutory requirement on local authorities to prepare local 

housing strategies supported by an assessment of housing need and demand which are a key part of 

the evidence base for the LHS and the development planning framework.   

Housing Need and Demand Assessments (HNDAs) provide a framework to enable an understanding 

of additional future housing estimates and help local authorities to consider the level of housing that 

can realistically be delivered across an administrative or wider regional area such as SESplan.  The total 

additional future housing estimate is then used to inform the process of setting Housing Supply 

Targets and Housing Land Requirements.   

There have been two HNDAs prepared over the past 5 years.  The first HNDA was used as evidence for 

the first Strategic Development Plan and consequently influenced the Housing Supply Target included 

in Strategic Development Plan 1.   

7.3.1 HNDA2  

A second Housing Need and Demand Assessment (HNDA 2) was carried out to inform the 

development of the second South East Scotland Strategic Development Plan.  The new Strategic 

Development Plan (SDP2), currently at Proposed Plan stage is being prepared by SESplan.  This 

received the Scottish Government’s Centre for Housing Market Analysis “robust and credible” stamp 

of approval in March 2015.   

HNDA2 presents a number of scenarios and will inform the housing land requirement for SDP2.  It 

incorporates the 2012 Based Household Projections.  The preferred scenario (a medium growth 

scenario referred to as Alternative Future Steady Recovery 2 in HNDA2 and Option 1 Steady Economic 

Growth in the SESplan MIR2) is 11,336 houses for West Lothian over the period 2016 to 2032.  

Additionally, HNDA2 identifies that a much higher percentage of housing demand in West Lothian will 

be for rented housing rather than owner occupied housing than was the case in the HNDA1.  The two 

HNDAs that have been completed are based on different methodologies so the supply targets cannot 

be directly compared.   

7.3.2 HNDA2: Preferred Scenarios  

HNDA2 has four different output estimates of additional housing required based on the 2012 

household projections.  These are characterised as, Default, Steady Recovery, Wealth Distribution and 

Strong Economic Growth.  The alternative futures are based on different economic and demographic 

assumptions.  The HNDA report concludes that Steady Recovery and Wealth Distribution are the most 

likely futures.   

HNDA 2 presents a more detailed assessment of housing demand over the projection period and 

breaks the overall demand figure down into four tenures: social rent, below market rent, private rent 

and owner occupation. On the basis of the demand figures in HNDA2, the biggest single challenge 

will meeting the demand for social rented housing.  

7.3.3 Housing Market Areas (HMA) 

In HNDA1, West Lothian was identified as a single housing market.  HNDA2 identified three Housing 

Market Areas in West Lothian, these are: 

 WLC 01 - Livingston including “the Calders”, Winchburgh, Broxburn and Uphall 

 WLC 02 – Bathgate, Boghall, Whitburn, Armadale and Fauldhouse 

 WLC 03 – Linlithgow and surrounding area 

http://www.sesplan.gov.uk/assets/images/HNDA/FINAL%20SESPLAN%20HNDA2.pdf
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The purpose of housing market areas is to provide an analysis of where house purchasers come from 

and move to.  There is a need to understand these factors so that appropriate policies can be used to 

address any imbalance in housing supply and demand in the area.   

7.4 Housing Supply Targets 

Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) states that the SDPs are required to set housing supply targets over a 12 

year and subsequent 8 year period from plan approval.  Housing supply targets are defined as: 

“a policy view of the number of homes the authority has agreed will be delivered in each housing 

market area over the periods of the development plan and the housing strategy, taking into account 

wider economic, social and environmental factors, issues of capacity, resource and deliverability, and 

other important requirements such as the aims of National Parks.  The target should be reasonable, 

should properly reflect the Housing Need and Demand Assessment (HNDA) estimate of housing 

demand in the market sector, and should be supported by compelling evidence.  The authority’s 

housing supply target should also be reflected in the local housing strategy”.   

Housing Supply Targets have been developed for SDP2.  Although a Housing Requirement was 

identified for SDP1, it has been agreed that the Housing Supply Targets to be included in the LHS will 

align with HNDA2 and SDP2 as they provide the most recent economic evidence and meet the most 

relevant guidance.  SDP2 will not be approved until 2018. The targets will be reviewed annually as part 

of the LHS update.  This will ensure that any recommendations on SDP2 by the Scottish Government 

can be taken into account. 

Table 5: Proposed Housing Supply Targets for the LHS 2018-2022 (HNDA2, 2015) 

Year Overall Target  

 Affordable Market 

2018-2019 300 333 

2019-2020 300 333 

2020-2021 300 333 

2021-2022 300 333 

7.4.1 Housing Supply Targets and SDP2 and HNDA2 

In West Lothian, a number of factors have been taken in to account when developing the housing 

supply targets. 

Market housing completions declined significantly between 2008/09 and 2011/12.  The market has 

since shown evidence of recovery but completions remain historically lower than they were during the 

early part of the 2000s.   

Table 6: New Build Completions by Tenure (West Lothian) (Housing Land Audit 2014/15/WLC Records) 

 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 -
Projected 

RSL 66 76 59 5 61 

WLC 249 136 156 0 195 

Private 
Completions 

318 315 619 716 TBC 

Source: WLC 

Since 2010, levels of affordable housing completions have increased significantly due to the WLC new 

build programme.  The use of prudential borrowing has been a major source of funding for the new 
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build council housing but it has also been supported by Scottish Government grant funding.  There 

has been a limited amount of mid-market rent housing built by RSLs. 

 The 10 year average for the delivery of completed affordable housing is 155 per annum.  If this was to 

continue over the period of the LHS, it would represent a shortfall of 145 units per annum when 

compared to the proposed housing supply target for affordable housing. 

It is not yet clear when SDP2 will receive approved plan status or whether the Housing Supply Targets 

will be accepted as they stand or require adjustment.  The final position is likely to be confirmed 

sometime during 2018.  The LHS will commence in Spring 2017.  There is no housing supply target for 

affordable and market housing for 2017/18. 

7.4.2 Market Housing 

As can be seen  in Table 6 above, over the first four years of the last Local Housing Strategy 2012-

2017 (figures for 2012/13 -2015/16) there were 1,968 market completions.  This is an increase on 

previous years’ figures. 

In order to facilitate development of private sector sites during the recession, West Lothian Council 

worked closely with developers to consider options to progress sites.  This included deferred payment 

of developer contributions and the council forward funding infrastructure to enable sites to progress.  

This enabled progress to take place in the Core Development Areas and in other sites that were 

stalled. 

7.5 Delivery Mechanisms for Affordable Housing 

7.5.1 New Build Council Housing 

Since 2007, the council has delivered over 800 new build council houses and has a programme to 

provide a further 1,000 new build council houses by 2017/18. 

The council began its current programme of building a further 1,000 council homes in 2013.  The scale 

and size of the programme is unprecedented in West Lothian and is among the largest new build 

programmes in Scotland for social rented housing.  26 sites have been identified, contractors have 

been appointed and at October 2016 632 homes have been completed or are under construction.  

There will be new build council housing in every council ward.   

New Build Council Housing Sites in West Lothian  

The current new build council housing programme delivers on a number of fronts including making 

use of sites obtained through the affordable housing policy, building on brownfield sites and 

developing greenfield sites including a very large site at Kirkhill that is on the Housing Revenue 

Account. 

Beyond the current 1,000 houses programme, a key challenge will be securing suitable sites that are 

well located in terms of amenity and in areas of high demand.  It is likely that there will be greater 

reliance upon land acquisition in the future as the number and availability of council owned sites 

reduces.  The council will develop a further programme of new build council housing beyond the 

current 1,000 house programme.  The scale of the programme will be confirmed once the funding is in 

place. 
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The map below shows the location of all new build council housing developments since 2007. 

 

For more information on the above map – Click Here 

7.5.2 Affordable Housing 

Registered Social Landlords (RSLs) have also made an important contribution to the supply of 

affordable housing in West Lothian in recent years with 255 completions homes over the duration of 

the LHS covering the period 2012-2017.   

Some RSLs in West Lothian have successfully secured bond funding to support new build housing.  

This may enable them to provide housing below benchmark levels of housing subsidy. RSLs have 

identified development opportunities for 700 units over the next 5 years.  Funding to support these 

projects will be considered through the Strategic Housing Investment Plan.  Sites will be prioritised for 

investment based on the amount of funding required and on location.  

Table 7: Affordable Housing Completions by Tenure in West Lothian 

 2012-13 2013-14 2014 -15 2015-16 2016-17 

Social Rent (WLC) 42 343 156 0 195* 

Social Rent (RSL) 56 58 25 5 61* 

Mid-Market Rent (RSL) 0 18 34 0 0 

LCHO RSL 10 0 0 0 0 

 108 419 215 5 256 

*Forecast figures 

 

http://www.westlothian.gov.uk/new-1000-houses
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7.5.3 Affordable Housing Policy  

To achieve appropriate levels of affordable housing in West Lothian developers of market housing are 

required to make affordable housing contributions, unless a specific exemption applies.  The SDP 

identifies a benchmark figure of 25% (25% of the total number of housing units per housing site 

should be provided as affordable units).  However, the SDP recognises that each local authority area 

has its own characteristics and variations in need and therefore allows for each to set out an 

appropriate approach to provision, compliant with SPP2014 and taking into account council house 

waiting list and HNDA evidence.   

West Lothian Council’s Local Development Plan (LDP) sets out the council’s emerging affordable 

housing policy. Draft Affordable Housing Supplementary Guidance has been prepared.  The policy will 

be confirmed when the LDP is adopted. 

7.5.4 Open Market Acquisition Scheme (OMAS) 

The council is undertaking a programme of open market acquisitions. There may be advantages to 

considering this in strategic locations where there are few available sites for development or to 

acquire flats which would consolidate the council’s ownership in a block and make it easier to 

progress that would allow major capital works.  

7.4.5 Open Market Shared Equity 

The Scottish Government’s Open Market Shared Equity scheme in West Lothian has been highly 

successful with over 500 purchases since 2012/13.  It is anticipated that this funding stream will 

continue to be available and will continue to contribute to affordable housing supply in West Lothian 

for the duration of the Local Housing Strategy. 

Table 8: Open Market Shared Equity Purchases in West Lothian 

 2012-13 2013-14 2014 -2015 2015-16 

OMSE 58 128 122 203 

Source: Scottish Government 

7.4.6 Provision of housing for people with particular needs 

Approximately 50 bungalows that are suitable for older people or people with disabilities have been 

built by the council since the last LHS.  A further 142 are planned as part of the current new build 

council housing programme.  Housing specifically for older people and people with disabilities has 

been completed at Rosemount Gardens, Bathgate (46 units) and at West Main Street, Broxburn (18 

units).  During 2012-2015 RSLs in West Lothian built 20 homes suitable for people with particular 

needs.  

7.4.7 Provision of Temporary Accommodation  

There is particular pressure on temporary accommodation for homeless people.  The use of Bed & 

Breakfast accommodation has increased over the past 3 years and a range of housing solutions are 

being developed. 

The Blackburn Homeless Assessment Centre has been extended and provides 10 additional temporary 

flats for homeless families.  Other options that may be considered will include shared accommodation 

for people under 35 affected by the shared room rate in relation to welfare reform.  This will require 

engagement with private landlords and RSLs as well as examining opportunities for council provision.  

A need has also been identified for very short-term accommodation to enable people at risk of 

homelessness to be given respite and the opportunity to explore their housing options.  The design of 

such a service may be done in conjunction with the voluntary sector. 

 

https://www.westlothian.gov.uk/media/9837/Proposed-Plan/pdf/CONSOLIDATED-ProposedPlan-FINAL.pdf
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7.6 Regeneration 

7.6.1 Community Planning 

The West Lothian Community Planning Partnership (CPP) is specifically charged with developing local 

Community Planning processes and delivering the Single Outcome Agreement at a local level.  It is 

seeking to make the best use of local data and information and empower communities in order to 

deliver targeted positive outcomes and tackle inequalities – the key theme of the CPP.  Developing the 

relationship between Community Planning, Development Planning and Community Regeneration is 

key to delivering local Community Planning.   

West Lothian Council’s Regeneration Framework 2013-2034 provides a long term plan for targeted 

action to improve the life chances of those living in the most disadvantaged communities.   

Community regeneration initiatives are primarily focussed on areas identified in the Scottish Index of 

Multiple Deprivation 2012 as facing inequalities.  This principally includes settlements in the west of 

West Lothian, many of which are former mining communities including Armadale, Blackburn, 

Blackridge, Fauldhouse, Stoneyburn and Whitburn.  Other areas experiencing elements of 

disadvantage are Bathgate and Boghall and settlements in the Breich Valley such as Addiewell, 

Loganlea and Breich where headline levels of disadvantage including unemployment, financial 

exclusion, poor health and lower education attainment have been identified.   

7.6.2 Placemaking 

The importance of design and place-making in the planning process is set out in key national policy 

statements, Designing Streets (2010) and Creating Places (2013).  SPP2014 also reaffirms the Scottish 

Government’s intentions in respect of design and place-making.  The terms of these documents are 

included in the council’s Residential Development Guide. 

All new build council housing is built to Housing for Varying Needs standards and meets Secured by 

Design standards.  The majority of the new build council housing is no more than two storeys in 

height and most of the flats have individual entrances.  The new build council housing is medium 

density.  Customer and housing management staff feedback is used to inform future new build 

developments thus enabling continual improvement to the design, quality and standards of new 

housing. 

7.6.3 Rural Housing 

In West Lothian, the development of rural housing is relatively limited.  Most development takes place 

in or around the main settlements or in the Core Development Areas.  However, there continues to be 

limited opportunity for conversions of farm buildings and development of some rural sites in limited 

circumstances.  The new build council housing programme has provided development in two very 

small communities at Philpstoun and Bridgend.  These developments can help to make communities 

more sustainable and provide a wider range of housing options.   

The local development plan seeks to deliver a balance between the development requirements set out 

in the Strategic Development Plan and the need to protect the area’s valuable natural environment by 

setting out a policy approach which seeks to avoid sporadic development in the countryside that 

would erode its character and amenity, and identify those circumstances in which development may 

be supported.   

It is possible that local communities may seek to lead development in their own neighbourhoods 

through Community Empowerment legislation.  Some proposals are being developed.  The council will 

consider each development on its merit along with the relevant legislation and guidance. 
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7.6.4 Self Build 

Self-build is not a major source of housing supply in West Lothian.  Where people are interested in 

self-build, they can get advice from the Planning team at the council.  In some cases, RSLs are 

prepared to offer advice and assistance to groups that may wish to come together to develop a site 

for affordable housing. 

7.6.5 Community Safety 

The Safer Neighbourhood Team is part of the Community Safety Unit, dedicated to preventing anti-

social behaviour and crime to ensure a safer community where people can live their lives without fear 

for their own or other people’s safety.  The Community Safety Unit (CSU) is made up of staff from the 

council, Police Scotland and the Scottish Fire and Rescue Service.  The CSU approach is to coordinate 

resources through prevention, intervention and diversion; working to assess and manage potential 

risk; increasing partner agencies’ focus on current problems; and improving information-sharing and 

greater accountability.   

7.6.6 Empty Homes 

Around 1.3% of the housing stock in West Lothian is classified as empty or second homes (996 

properties in 2015).   

West Lothian Council participated in the Empty Homes Shared Service Project Pilot with Fife, East 

Lothian and Scottish Borders Council and Shelter between 2011 and 2014.  Over the period there was 

a shared member of staff dedicated to empty homes work. Whilst there is no longer a dedicated 

resource the council continues to work with homeowners to bring their empty homes back into use.  

 

The council is undertaking a programme of strategic acquisitions of existing housing stock and some 

of these may be empty homes in mixed tenure blocks or in areas where there is high demand for 

social rented housing.  In addition, there is opportunity for owners of empty homes to make use of 

the HomeChoice service to rent their properties to people who are seeking private rented housing. 

7.6.7 Town Centres and Regeneration  

In West Lothian, town centres are regarded as important in terms of creating a vibrant and attractive 

destination.  Between 2012 and 2016 there has been significant investment in environmental 

improvements in town centres Bathgate, Armadale, Whitburn and Linlithgow.  In addition, RSLs in 

West Lothian have taken the opportunity to build on a number of brownfield sites in town centre 

locations providing mid-market rent houses in both Bathgate and Armadale.  Such developments are 

both convenient and attractive and are in high demand.  A number of proposals for further housing 

development on brownfield sites are being proposed in Bathgate with the possibility of up to 100 

homes being built for mid-market rent.  Should these developments proceed, these too will provide 

much needed affordable housing as well as regenerating town centre locations. 

RSLs and the council have built on brownfield sites that were formerly school sites in Whitburn, Uphall 

Station, Pumpherston and Broxburn.  Such developments not only provide much needed social rented 

housing but also make best use of existing land supply and buildings and bring life back into 

communities.  Of the 26 sites in the 1,000 new build council housing programme, 13 are brownfield 

sites with 230 homes being built on these sites. 

There is likely to be continued use of brownfield sites in the future especially for affordable housing. 

7.6.8 Housing led Regeneration 

The Deans South estate, is an area where the council wishes to see a comprehensive redevelopment 

take place in order that the houses with structural problems can be replaced with modern houses thus 
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creating a high quality place where people want to live.  This process has commenced with the council 

preparing to build new homes as part of the current council house build programme.   

Demolition of 184 houses has been completed and a masterplan has been prepared to inform how 

development proposals are taken forward. 

Future Regeneration Projects 

 Continuation of regeneration at Deans South, Livingston 

 Completion of regeneration at Bathville Cross, Armadale 

 Development of proposals for Almondell Road, Broxburn 

 Completion of regeneration for Mayfield, Armadale 

 Capital programme investment in various communities across West Lothian. 

Examining regeneration options may also be appropriate in other areas such as Ladywell, Dedridge 

and Knightsridge where there is evidence of some anti-social behaviour associated with the 

environment.  There may be some improvements that can be made to amenities and the local 

environment. 

7.7 Constraints on Housing Delivery 

7.7.1 Infrastructure 

There are several constraints to the delivery of housing in West Lothian.   These include: 

 Constraints on school capacity 

 Transportation constraints 

 Scottish Water capacity constraints 

A number of solutions have been developed or are being explored including; 

1. Use of the West Lothian Local Infrastructure Fund – where the council forward funds 

investment in schools and transportation to allow sites to come forward. 

2. Joint working with developers in relation to the Core Development Areas. 

3. Encouraging developers to cooperate to provide common infrastructure works. 

4. Bidding for Scottish Government funding to deliver infrastructure projects. 

It is proposed that as far as possible, these solutions will be used in the future to deliver sites for 

affordable and market housing.   

7.7.2 Funding  

During 2012-2016 there were significant funding constraints for both affordable and market housing. 

In the face of the constraints, it is a notable achievement that the council and RSLs were able to 

deliver more affordable housing.   

West Lothian Council spent £58.63m on its new build programme over the years between 2012/13 

and 2015/16 and plans to spend a further £32m in 2016/17 and £43m 2017/18.  Scottish Government 

has supported WLC’s new build with grants in excess of £30million since 2012. 

The scale of any future new build council housing programme will depend on the amount of subsidy 

available from Scottish Government.  Early indications are that there will significant additional 

resources over the next 5 years for affordable housing. 

Scottish Government has provided funding support through a variety of mechanisms including grants 

to RSLs.  Recently, benchmark grants have increased for RSLs and this should assist in encouraging 

future development.   
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Scottish Government has provided funding directly to homeowners to enable them to purchase 

homes through taking an equity stake in the property (e.g. Open Market Shared Equity Scheme).  They 

have also supported private developers to facilitate the sale of homes (e.g. OMSE and Help to Buy). 

For prospective homeowners, availability of mortgages remains tight although Scottish Government 

initiatives such as Help to Buy and the OMSE scheme have been particularly successful in West Lothian 

and this is likely to continue in the longer term. 

In the private rented sector, the Bank of England is concerned about the level of borrowing and is 

introducing stricter lending criteria for buy-to-let landlords.  Tax changes including the Additional 

Dwelling Supplement and restrictions on finance cost relief are likely to deter some landlords from 

further investment in new supply.  The Scottish Government wishes to encourage Institutional 

investment in housing through build to rent development.  There is no evidence of such investment in 

West Lothian to date. 

7.7.3 Actions to Overcome Development Constraints 

 Continue to forward fund via the West Lothian Local Infrastructure Fund (LIF). 

 Work with Scottish Government and other agencies to resolve infrastructure issues on sites that 

are constrained. 

 Continue to develop programmes in partnership with developers and RSLs. 

 Work with Scottish Government to maintain and increase levels of funding for affordable housing 

in West Lothian. 

 Investigate options for alternative funding mechanisms for the delivery of affordable housing. 

 Ensure sites that come through the affordable housing are suitable and desirable, in areas of high 

demand for development. 

 Make best use of commuted sum funding to support new build. 

 Work with the private sector to encourage private rented housing supply.   
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7.8 Housing Supply and Place Making - ACTION PLAN 

 

Outcome: To increase supply of housing both affordable and market housing in West Lothian between 2017 and 2022 

 

Action 

 

Baseline 

 

Indicator/Measure 

 

Target/Milestone 

 

Timescale 

 

Responsible Person 

 

Progress Update 

 

Provide new 

council homes. 

 

736 council homes 

built between 

March 2012 and 

October 2016. 

 

Number of homes 

built. 

 

Complete 1,000 

council houses 

programme and 

begin a new 

programme.   

 

By 2022 

 

Housing Strategy and 

Development Manager 

 

Support and Assist 

other providers to 

deliver affordable 

homes. 

267 RSL homes 

completed between 

2012 and 2017. 

Number of homes 

built 

700 RSL homes to 

be built.  

By 2022 Housing Strategy and 

Development Manager 

 

 

Private Sector 

Homes to be 

delivered. 

 

1,968 completed 

2012/13 and 

2015/16 (average of 

417 per annum). 

 

Number of homes 

built. 

1,516 private homes 

to be built. (Balance 

of Housing Land 

Requirement 

2016/17 and 

2017/18) 

Housing Supply 

Target of 333 per 

annum for 4 years). 

By 2022 Planning Services  

 

OMSE 

 

511 purchases 

between 2012/13 to 

2015/16. 

 

Number of Open 

Market Shared 

Equity Purchases. 

 

500 (subject to 

continued support 

of the Scheme by 

Scottish 

Government). 

 

 

 

By 2022 

 

Housing Strategy and 

Development Manager 
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Outcome: To increase supply of housing both affordable and market housing in West Lothian between 2017 and 2022 

 

Action 

 

Baseline 

 

Indicator/Measure 

 

Target/Milestone 

 

Timescale 

 

Responsible 

Person 

 

Progress Update 

Open Market 

Acquisitions 

1 Number of homes 

bought by the 

council for social 

rent. 

150 homes 

purchased 

By 2022 Housing Strategy 

and Development 

Manager 

 

Complete 

Regeneration of 

Deans South 

To commence in 

2016/17 

Number of homes 

built. 

Complete phase 1 By 2022 Housing Strategy 

and Development 

Manager 

 

Progress 

Regeneration 

Project in 

Almondell, 

Broxburn 

To commence 

2017/18 

 

Common area and 

security 

improvements. 

Complete End 2018 Housing Strategy 

and Development 

Manager 
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7.9 Resource Plan 

A resource plan has been developed to set out future funding requirements.  This will be reviewed as 

new budgets are confirmed. 

 2017/18 £M 2018/19 £M 2019/20 £m 2020/21 £m 2021/2022£M 

Prudential 

Borrowing 

35.00 TBC TBC TBC TBC 

Affordable 

Housing Supply 

Programme 

Indicative 

planning figures 

12.00 17.00 20.00 20.00 15.00 

 

OMSE 

 

TBC 

 

TBC 

 

TBC 

 

TBC 

 

TBC 

SG Infrastructure 

Fund 

TBC TBC TBC TBC TBC 

Commuted Sums 1.3 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 

Council Tax 

(second homes) 

0.200 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.200 

 

Non-HRA 

(housing related) 

Projects 

 

TBC 

 

TBC 

 

TBC 

 

TBC 

 

TBC 
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8.  Priority Two: Preventing and Addressing Homelessness 

 

 

ACTIONS: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

M
ai

n
 Is

su
es

  

More people are presenting 

with complex needs and a 

range of housing options are 

required to meet their housing 

needs. 

Shortfall of temporary and 

supported accommodation to 

meet all needs. 

Recent increase in use of Bed 

& Breakfast accommodation. 

Thecontinuing impact of 

Welfare Reform has had a 

severe impact on the income of 

homeless households. 

Impact of the shared room rate 

and implications for 

households under the age of 

35. 

Ensuring Tenancy sustainment. 

New allocations policy has 

been implemented and 

outcomes will be monitored. 

 

 

 

P
ri

o
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es

   

 

 

 

Improve how  we  work with 

people with complex needs to 

ensure long term sustainable 

housing options are offered. 

 

Increase the supply of 

temporary accommodation. 

 

Increase access to the range 

of permanent outcomes for 

people facing homelessness. 

 

 

O
u

tc
o

m
es

 

 

 

 

Improving Housing Options to 

prevent people becoming 

homeless in the first place. 

 

Promoting sustainable 

communities by ensuring that, 

where possible, housing need 

can be met in a planned 

manner. 

 

Ensure there is access to a 

range of housing support. 

 

• Develop a supported temporary accommodation strategy for young people to increase 

satisfaction with the quality of accommodation and improve outcomes for young people facing 

homelessness. 

 

• Developing relationships and protocols with private landlords to maximise opportunities to 

prevent homelessness. 

 

• Ensuring a sufficient supply of temporary and permanent accommodation. 

 

• Ensuring that financial advice and tenancy sustainability services are in place to assist homeless 

households. 

 

• Managing and expanding membership of the Common Housing Register in partnership with local 

Registered Social Landlords. 
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8.1 Preventing and Addressing Homelessness 

The council and its partners aim to prevent homelessness occurring.  When homelessness does 

happen, the objective is to ensure the provision of appropriate emergency or temporary 

accommodation and re-housing into settled accommodation as soon as possible.  Housing support is 

provided where required to help people sustain their accommodation.  The Allocations Team works in 

partnership with Registered Social Landlords and private sector landlords to let settled 

accommodation that meets the housing needs of all applicant groups. 

In West Lothian, a Housing Options Service and Prevention Team has been in place since December 

2011.  The aim of the service is to assist the customer to avoid where practical the crisis of 

homelessness by early intervention, identifying options and solutions for the customer which focuses 

on the needs of the household ensuring that housing solutions are sustainable.   

The creation of the prevention team has enabled the enhancement of the service’s proactive approach 

to assisting customers either to remain in their current accommodation or to identify appropriate 

alternative housing options in preference to making a homeless presentation.  This has had a 

significant impact on reducing the numbers of applicants presenting as homeless.  In all circumstances 

customers are advised of their rights to make a homeless application should they choose to do so.   

In 2015/16 the prevention team assisted 1309 households, with 472 (39.4%) making a Homeless 

application as a result of the approach.  

It is also noteworthy that in 2014/15, 44.5% of all approaches were made by those under the age of 

30. In 2015/16 the percentage was slightly lower at 42%. This age group, if unemployed, or on a low 

income, would struggle to be able to afford private rented accommodation in West Lothian due to the 

application of the Shared Room Rate for all single people under 35 for housing benefit purposes.  

It should be noted that the introduction of the Scottish Government’s Housing Options Guide in May 

2016 removes the choice for an applicant not to make a homeless application.  The guidance states an 

application must be taken if a council has reason to believe an applicant may be homeless within 56 

days.  It is expected that this guidance is likely to result in increased homeless applications over time. 

The recording of prevention work has been developed by the Scottish Government and the national 

recording system (Prevent 1) commenced on 1
st
 April 2014). Scottish Government has changed the 

nature of the publication of the statistics and for year 2015/16 there is no individual breakdown of 

outcomes per Local Authority. 

8.2 Profile of homeless Applicants 

There were 1361 applications in 2015/16, compared to 1331 in 2014/15.  This is a 0.2% rise in 

homeless applications.  Given that in 2013/14 the council recorded its lowest total number of 

applications in 15 years, performance in this respect is still good. 

The majority of applications in West Lothian are made up of single people, mostly male, followed by 

single parents, most being female.  In total 66% of all homeless applications in 2015/16 were from 

single person households.  It is notable that applications from the 16-25 age group are currently 11% 

higher than the national average. 

In West Lothian, many people who present as homeless are young people who have been asked to 

leave the parental home.  Their needs can be complex but are sometimes relatively short term until 

there can be mediation or other housing options made available to them. 
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There are significant issues with people with complex needs and often people present in an 

emergency that are not known to the council or social services.  There is also a significant shortfall of 

temporary accommodation for people with physical disability. 

8.3 Reasons for Homelessness 

During 2015/16 family/relationship breakdown continued to be the most common reason for 

homelessness both locally and nationally.  In West Lothian, however, the numbers recorded in the 

category “asked to leave” are significantly higher than the national average which has been a 

continuing trend for a number of years.  This category is mainly young, newly forming households 

being asked to leave the family home. 

It is important to note that of the 1,361 homeless applications to the council in 2015/16, 1,200 (88%) 

were made by those who either had been living with a partner or friends and family and had been 

asked to leave.  Of the applicants where the reason for application was that the household had lost or 

ended their own tenancy or owned accommodation, 118 of these (73%) were because of “other action 

by landlord” or “termination of tenancy/mortgage due to arrears or default on payments”.  

8.3.1 Previous Locations of Homeless Applicants 

The majority of homeless applicants over the past three years have previously been living in Livingston 

or Bathgate.  These are areas of high demand and low turnover. 

8.4 Homeless Assessments 

All applicants are assessed in order that a decision on their individual circumstances can be made.  

The key aspects that are considered are: 

1. Homeless – determines if the applicant is, homeless or potentially homeless.  In 2015/16 the 

council assessed 82% of all those applying under the homeless persons legislation as 

homeless.  The national average was also 82% for this same period. 

 

2. Intentionality – determines whether the applicant deliberately did or failed to do something in 

consequence of which they became homeless.  The percentage of applicants assessed as 

intentionally homeless in West Lothian increased slightly in 2015/16 to 5% (67 cases) of all 

assessments carried out.  This is a 0.6% increase on the previous year.  This remains lower than 

the national average of 6% of applicants assessed who were found to be intentionally 

homeless. 

 

3. Local Connection – establishes if the applicant has any links with West Lothian. 

 

8.4.1 Housing Support  

Table 9 below outlines the number of households who were provided with housing support under the 

Housing Support Regulations.  

Table 9: No. of households with support provided under the Housing Support Regulations 

Year No. of Households 

2013/14 39 

2014/15 102 

2015/16 89 
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8.4.2 Final outcomes of Applications 

If accepted as unintentionally homeless, West Lothian Council has a duty to secure a settled outcome 

for applicants. This is measured in the main, in relation to the number of homeless applicants who 

secured a local authority or housing association tenancy as the final outcome of their application. In 

2015/16, 28.6% of West Lothian’s homeless applicants (regardless of assessment decision) secured a 

local authority tenancy.  This is a reduction of 14% on the previous year, however the reduction is as a 

result of the overall number of available lets reducing significantly with the number of applications 

remaining similar to the previous year. 10.6% of applications secured an RSL tenancy which is a 

reduction of 3.4% on the previous year. When comparing the council’s position against the national 

figure, West Lothian performed slightly less well in securing a local authority tenancy, and was 6% 

below the national figure in securing Housing Association tenancies as a final outcome. The council 

continues to work with our partners to ensure they assist the council to house homeless applicants.  

The overall percentage of council lets to homeless households has increased from 61.3% in 2014/16 to 

73% in 2015/16. This is a reflection of the relative urgent housing need of homeless applicants.   

If accepted as unintentionally homeless, the council has a duty to secure a settled outcome for 

applicants.  This is measured, in the main, in relation to the number of homeless applicants who 

secured a Local Authority or Housing Association tenancy. 

Table 10: West Lothian’s Homeless Applicants who secured a Local Authority or RSL Tenancy  

 WLC Tenancy RSL Tenancy 

2013/14 42% 12% 

2014/15 42% 14% 

2015/16 28.6% 10.6% 

Source: WLC Services for the Community Policy Development and Scrutiny Panel 2016 

8.5 Temporary Accommodation and ARC Return 

Homeless applicants may be placed in temporary accommodation while the council assess their 

application or while awaiting an offer of settled accommodation.   

A wide-range of good quality furnished temporary accommodation is available throughout West 

Lothian, with housing support provided where required.  The council has identified an over reliance on 

the use of hotel accommodation to meet the temporary accommodation duty. This is due primarily to 

a shortfall in number of temporary accommodation units, and the council is in the process of 

increasing its temporary accommodation stock in order to meet demand. 

8.5.1 ARC Return 

The Housing (Scotland) Act 2010 requires Scottish Ministers to set standards and outcomes which 

social landlords should aim to achieve, and to publish these in a Scottish Social Housing Charter. It is 

the responsibility of each landlord to meet these outcomes and standards. Each year West Lothian 

Council provides an Annual Return on the Charter (ARC) to evidence performance over a range of 

indicators.  In relation to Homelessness there are three main indicators that are used:  

 
1. Indictor 25: The average length of time (days) in temporary accommodation by type in West 

Lothian. This is outlined in table 11 below.  
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Table 11: The average length of time (days) in temporary accommodation by type in West Lothian 

Type of Accommodation  Length of Stay (days) 

Ordinary local authority temporary tenancy  137 

RSL leased temporary tenancy 200 

Local Authority Hostel 78 

Hotel 13.5 

Source: WLC Services for the Community Policy Development and Scrutiny Panel 2016 

2. Indicator 26 of the ARC relates to the percentage of households requiring temporary or 

emergency accommodation to which an offer was made in West Lothian. In 2015/16 the council’s 

performance in relation to ARC indicator 26 was 100%.  It should be noted that not all applicants who 

are assessed as unintentionally homeless require temporary accommodation until they can be given 

an offer of housing. 

3. Indicator 27 of the ARC is the percentage of temporary or emergency accommodation offers 

refused in the last year. Over the course of the year a total of 1,498 offers were made with only 52 

(3.4%) offers of accommodation being refused.   

In 2015/16, 1336 households occupied temporary accommodation.  755 of these were accommodated 

in hotels initially and may then have occupied a temporary tenancy resulting in an element of double 

counting of the overall total of households accommodated. 

8.6 Sustainability 

In 2015/16, 88.6% of homeless applicants who accepted permanent accommodation maintained their 

tenancy for more than a year.  Tenancy sustainment of formerly homeless applicants in West Lothian 

has slightly increased on the previous year and is part of a steady increase in sustainment since 

2009/10.   The sustainability figure reflects the council’s person centred approach to ensuring where 

possible homeless applicants are made offers of accommodation in areas of West Lothian which are 

sustainable.  In addition the council’s housing support service continues to assist homeless applicants 

settle into their new homes. 

8.7 Repeat Applications 

The Scottish Government defines repeat homelessness cases as:  The number of cases reassessed as 

homeless or potentially homeless within 12 months of the previous case being completed and both 

cases involving the same adults and family composition.  

In West Lothian in 2015/16, 1.4% of all applications were repeat applications, a reduction on the 

previous year. This compares favourably with the national average of 6.6% of all applications being 

repeat applications and is the lowest repeat figure in Scotland.  

8.8 Developing the Approach to Homelessness in West Lothian 

8.8.1 The Scottish Social Housing Charter 

The outcomes of the Scottish Social Housing Charter are at the heart of the approach to homelessness 

in West Lothian.  
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Outcome Description WLC approach 

Access to Housing and 

Housing Support 

 

Social landlords work together to ensure 

that people looking for housing get 

information that helps them make informed 

choices and decisions about the range of 

housing options available to them.  Tenants 

and people on housing lists can review their 

housing options. 

 

Social landlords ensure that people at risk 

of losing their homes get advice on 

preventing   homelessness. 

Working with RSLs through 

the Common Housing 

Register.  A new allocation 

policy has been developed. 

 

 

 

 

Housing options advice is 

available to people who 

need it. 

 

Tenancy Sustainment Tenants get the information they need on 

how to obtain support to remain in their 

home; and ensure suitable support is 

available, including services provided 

directly by the landlord and by other 

organisations. 

Housing advice and housing 

support is available. 

Homeless People Homeless people get prompt and easy 

access to help and advice and are provided 

with suitable, good-quality temporary or 

emergency accommodation when this is 

needed; and are offered continuing support 

to help them get and keep the home they 

are entitled to. 

Homeless people receive 

housing options advice.  

Temporary accommodation 

is available as required.  

Housing support is available 

to people who need it. 

 

8.8.2 Partnership Working 

The council works with a range of partners to deliver housing support and assist those people at risk 

of homelessness or who are homeless.  These partners are: 

 Registered Social Landlords operating in West Lothian 

 Private Sector Landlords in West Lothian 

 Service Users and partner agencies 

 Local support service providers 

 NHS Lothian/Moving into Health 

 Integration Joint Board 

 Police Scotland 

In West Lothian, there is a common housing register for the council and two RSL partners.  These are 

Almond Housing Association and Weslo Housing Management.  Work is underway to review the 

Common Housing Register and consider extending membership to other RSLs who wish to 

participate. 

8.8.3 New Allocations Policy 

A new allocations policy was introduced in April 2016 and it aims to ensure that homeless applicants 

are given greater choice in the areas that they can select.  This should help to improve tenancy 

sustainment and lead to greater stability for families affected by homelessness. 
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8.8.4 Increasing Supply of Affordable Housing 

The development of 1,000 new build council house programme will result in increased provision of 

housing that will result in more properties being available for homeless households.  The current 

allocations policy for new build, whilst giving priority to existing tenants, provides the opportunity for 

homes that are vacated to be made available for people on the waiting list including homeless 

households.  Over the duration of the Local Housing Strategy, funding levels for affordable housing 

are likely to increase significantly.  This will provide the opportunity for additional new homes to be 

built by both the council and RSLs and this will result in more accommodation being available for 

homeless households. 

8.8.5 Mortgage to Rent 

The costs associated with the scheme will be funded from borrowing afforded by rental income 

received on the properties involved.  This is a Scottish Government subsidy scheme to allow home 

owners in financial difficulty to sell their properties to the council and pay a social rent providing they 

meet certain criteria.   

8.8.6 Rent Deposit Guarantee Scheme 

The Rent Deposit Guarantee Scheme enables West Lothian HomeChoice to provide written deposit 

guarantee agreements between landlords and tenants to the value of one month’s rent.  This 

encourages landlords to provide private rented accommodation for people on low incomes and in 

housing need to whom they would normally not offer accommodation.  

The criteria for customers to access this Scheme are:  

1. Unable to afford the full amount of a deposit.  

2. Sustainable through affordability checks and previous tenancy referencing. 

8.8.7 Restructure of Homeless Service 

The council is in the course of restructuring the Homeless Service to better reflect the needs of clients.  

The team will consist of Unit Managers and Community Support Teams to ensure that support is put 

at the heart of the service.  There will be support assessors and support workers. 

8.8.8 Arbitras Model 

A new online homeless diagnostic service is being developed so that people can explore their housing 

options online.   

8.8.9 Developing housing options for people under 35 

From 1 April 2018, social tenants who are under 35 and childless will only be eligible for housing 

benefit at the ‘shared accommodation’ rate, based on the cost of renting a room in a shared house or 

flat locally. 

The cut which will affect any tenancies signed from 1 April 2017 will mean housing benefit no longer 

covers the cost of renting a housing association or council home for those tenants in the affected 

bracket, prompting fears from landlords that many younger tenants will be unable to afford to pay 

their rent. 

In West Lothian there is a very limited availability and supply of shared accommodation.  This is 

because there has been no real market for it as most people have secured their own tenancies.  

Demand for this type of accommodation is likely to increase due to the planned housing benefit 

changes and the impact of the roll out of universal credit in February 2018. 

http://www.insidehousing.co.uk/hb-for-social-tenants-to-be-capped-at-lha-rates/7012918.article
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Options will be developed with partners in relation to providing a range of accommodation for people 

under 35 affected by the shared room rate.  This will include working with the private rented sector to 

promote the use of shared tenancies and working with voluntary agencies to provide housing support 

to facilitate flat sharing projects.  The council may also consider whether some tenancies may be 

suitable for shared housing. 

8.8.10 Short-Term Housing Options 

There may be an opportunity to develop a very short stay accommodation to allow people “breathing 

space” to resolve issues.  Further consideration requires to be given to how this model could be 

developed and there may be opportunity to draw on the experience of other partners.  

8.9 Future Actions 

The council will continue to work with those in greatest housing need to secure an appropriate 

sustainable outcome. Pressure on the supply of temporary accommodation and over reliance on hotel 

accommodation remains a concern.  Work is ongoing to source additional accommodation from the 

council’s own stock and that of our RSL partners and the private sector to alleviate this issue.   
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8.10 Preventing Homelessness – ACTION PLAN 

 

Outcome: Improving Housing Options to prevent people becoming homeless in the first place 

 

 

Action 

 

Baseline 

 

Indicator/Measure 

 

Target/Milestone 

 

Timescale 

 

Responsible Person 

 

Progress Update 

Increase the provision of 

Temporary 

Accommodation 

Through PSL and  

Open Market Acquisition 

Scheme. 

TBC No. of new temp 

tenancies per annum. 

 

20 per annum  2017-2022 Housing Needs 

Manager  

 

Explore potential to 

develop new  supported 

housing provision in the 

East of the county. 

TBC New supported housing 

provision in place. 

Feasibility 2017/18 

New Provision by 

2022 

2017 -2022 Housing Needs 

Manager 

 

Develop a supported 

temporary 

accommodation strategy 

for young people to 

increase satisfaction with 

the quality of 

accommodation and 

improve outcomes for 

young people facing 

homelessness. 

N/A Strategy to be 

developed. 

 2018 Housing Needs 

Manager 

 

Developing relationships 

and protocols with RSLs 

and private landlords and 

to maximise 

opportunities to prevent 

homelessness. 

TBC Increase the number 

of special lets. 

 

Increase the % of lets to 

homeless people as 

settled accommodation. 

TBC TBC Housing Needs 

Manager 
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Ensure that financial 

advice, inclusion and 

tenancy sustainability 

services are in place to 

assist homeless 

households. 

TBC Number of new tenant 

visits. 

TBC TBC Housing Needs 

Manager 
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References and finding out more…  

For more information on the Scottish Government Acts and Bills relevant to this section:  

 Housing (Scotland) Act 2001  

 Housing (Scotland) Act 2014 

 The Homelessness etc. (Scotland) Act 2003 (Section 11) 

 Equality Act 2010 

Public Bodies (Joint Working) (Scotland) Act 2014, Available [online] at: 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/asp/2014/9/pdfs/asp_20140009_en.pdf  

Scottish Government and COSLA (2009) ‘Prevention of Homelessness Guidance’, Available [online] at: 

http://www.gov.scot/resource/doc/274719/0082198.pdf  

Scottish Government (2012) ‘The Scottish Social Housing Charter’, Available [online] at: 

http://housingcharter.scotland.gov.uk/media/34241/the%20scottish%20social%20housing%20charter.

pdf  

Scottish Government (2014) ‘The Prevent 1 Return’, Available [online] at: 

http://www.gov.scot/Topics/Statistics/15257/1529/introductionprevent1  

Scottish Government (2016) ‘Housing Options Guidance - Development of Housing Options in 

Scotland’, Available [online] at: http://www.gov.scot/Publications/2016/03/6556/10  

Scottish Housing Regulator (2016) ‘Scottish Social Housing Charter’, Available [online] at: 

http://housingcharter.scotland.gov.uk/  

Scottish Government (2016) ‘Homeless Statistics’ Available [online] at:  

http://www.gov.scot/Topics/Statistics/Browse/Housing-Regeneration/RefTables 

West Lothian Council/National Statistics 2015/16 Available [online] at: 

http://coins.westlothian.gov.uk/coins/viewSelectedDocument.asp?c=P62AFQZL0GZ381ZL  

West Lothian Council (2016) ‘Homeless Performance 2015-16’, Services for the Community Policy 

Development and Scrutiny Panel, Available [online] at: 

http://coins.westlothian.gov.uk/coins/viewSelectedDocument.asp?c=P62AFQZL0GZ381DX [22 

November 2016] 

West Lothian Council (2016) ‘Annual Return on the Charter’, Services for the Community Policy 

Development and Scrutiny Panel, Available [online] at: 

http://coins.westlothian.gov.uk/coins/viewSelectedDocument.asp?c=P62AFQZLDN0G0GUT 28 June 

2016 

West Lothian Council (2015) ‘Homeless Performance 2014-15’, Services for the Community Policy 

Development and Scrutiny Panel, Available [online] at: 

http://coins.westlothian.gov.uk/coins/viewSelectedDocument.asp?c=P62AFQDXZ3DN2UNT {6 October 

2015] 

  

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/asp/2001/10/contents
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/asp/2014/14/contents/enacted
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/asp/2003/10/section/11
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/15/contents
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/asp/2014/9/pdfs/asp_20140009_en.pdf
http://www.gov.scot/resource/doc/274719/0082198.pdf
http://housingcharter.scotland.gov.uk/media/34241/the%20scottish%20social%20housing%20charter.pdf
http://housingcharter.scotland.gov.uk/media/34241/the%20scottish%20social%20housing%20charter.pdf
http://www.gov.scot/Topics/Statistics/15257/1529/introductionprevent1
http://www.gov.scot/Publications/2016/03/6556/10
http://housingcharter.scotland.gov.uk/
http://www.gov.scot/Topics/Statistics/Browse/Housing-Regeneration/RefTables
http://coins.westlothian.gov.uk/coins/viewSelectedDocument.asp?c=P62AFQZL0GZ381ZL
http://coins.westlothian.gov.uk/coins/viewSelectedDocument.asp?c=P62AFQZL0GZ381DX
http://coins.westlothian.gov.uk/coins/viewSelectedDocument.asp?c=P62AFQZLDN0G0GUT
http://coins.westlothian.gov.uk/coins/viewSelectedDocument.asp?c=P62AFQDXZ3DN2UNT
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• Continue to provide wheelchair homes in new build council house programme and RSL housing 

programmes. 

• Continue to provide adaptations and equipment and make best use of adapted stock. 

• Develop specialist housing provision for people with particular needs including core and cluster 

housing for learning disabilities and supported accommodation for older people. 

• Make use of information on health and social care integrated planning to better estimate the 

need for specialist housing provision. 

• Encourage and promote the use of technology enabled care (TEC) to enable people to live 

independently. 

• Await outcome of review of current configuration of mental health service provision to inform 

future specialist housing requirements for this care group. 

9.  Priority Three: Independent Living and Specialist Provision  

 

ACTIONS 

 

M
ai

n
 Is

su
es

 

 

 

 

West Lothian’s population is 

currently growing at a faster 

rate than the overall Scottish 

rate of growth. 

 

West Lothian has an ageing 

population.  

 

Over the period 2010 -2035, 

the 64-74 age group will 

increase by 80% and the over 

75 age group will increase by 

187%.   

P
ri

o
ri

ti
es

 

 

 

 

Provide housing and 

housing options that meet 

people’s needs. 

 

Develop proposals for 

specialist housing provision 

including the needs of older 

people. 

 

Make best use of existing 

housing stock.  

O
u

tc
o

m
es

 

 

Ensure that accommodation is 

planned and available for 

people with a wide range of 

needs. 

Enable people to live 

independently where they 

choose to do so. 

Ensure that housing support is 

available to those people who 

need it. 

Enable integration of health, 

social care and housing 

solutions for people to live 

independently for as long as 

they are able to do so. 

Engage with a wide range of 

providers to enable specialist 

housing solutions. 
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9.1 Background 

West Lothian has a good provision of specialist housing services available to a range of client groups 

provided by the council, RSLs and the independent sector.  The integration of health and social care 

will be a key driver in relation to the way in which specialist housing provision and housing support is 

commissioned and delivered in the future. 

By working together with Health and Social Care services to identify the needs of different client 

groups for accommodation and housing support, the necessary actions can be set out within the LHS 

to deliver a more integrated approach to service delivery.  In some cases, this may require an 

alteration to policy or procedure and closer working between services.  For other clients, specialist 

provision may be required and new models of care and support may have to be considered.   

In West Lothian, a model of specialist provision and the journey between the sectors for clients has 

been developed in conjunction with Social Policy and Health (Figure 5).  

 

Figure 5: Journey between the sectors for clients as client’s needs change 

Most clients will remain in their own homes with support but for some they may require more 

intensive support at times of crisis or as an ongoing requirement.  Where possible, the objective is to 

enable people to live as independently as possible and so a spectrum of accommodation, care and 

support is planned to ensure people’s needs are met. 

There are a number of competing priorities that require to be addressed in relation to specialist 

housing support and provision. 

The key demographic influence in West Lothian is the ageing population.  The challenge of balancing 

the aspiration for people to live independently for as long as possible with the range of complex 

needs that often present later in life affects both housing support provision  and provision of specialist 

accommodation.   
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There is a need to ensure that cases of delayed discharge from hospital are minimised.  Whilst this 

may not result directly in the provision of new accommodation, in some cases, it may mean significant 

resources are required to adapt an existing property.   

There is pressure on temporary accommodation for homeless households with particular difficulty in 

securing wheelchair accessible housing for the limited number of homeless people with this 

requirement.  Whilst new homeless accommodation is being built and procured, this is likely to be an 

ongoing issue. 

The need for core and cluster properties has been identified for people with learning disability. These 

properties require a sensitive location and to be managed to ensure the best outcomes for all 

concerned.  There are particular challenges in housing people with addictions and providing the 

housing support that they require on a consistent basis. Improvement in health care and technology 

has resulted in children with more complex needs and disabilities surviving longer.  This may require 

significant adaptation to the existing property as they become adults. 

Young people ‘in transition’ may have particular housing needs and there may be a requirement to 

consider shared living projects. 

Families at risk of domestic violence face considerable issues in relation to housing.  Whilst the 

emphasis is on moving the perpetrator, some people at risk of domestic abuse prefer to move away 

from the family home and this can create issues in terms of schooling and family support networks. 

Welfare reform continues to have a significant impact on people with additional or complex needs in 

West Lothian.   

People with particular needs often need additional space in their homes to accommodate access and 

equipment and this group are at risk from the removal of the spare room subsidy should the 

discretionary housing payment cease. Furthermore the new cap on social rented tenancies (often 

referred to the Local Housing Allowance Cap) will apply to supported accommodation from 2019/20.  

9.2 Links to Other Strategies 

There are a number of links between National Health and Well- Being outcomes that inform and link 

to the LHS outcomes. 

 

National Health and 

Well Being Outcomes 

 

West Lothian Single 

Outcome Agreement 

 

Strategic Plan  

Outcome 

 

LHS outcomes 

Outcome 2:  

 

People, including those 

with disabilities or long 

term conditions, or who 

are frail, are able to live, 

as far as reasonably 

practicable, 

independently and at 

home or in a homely 

setting in their 

community. 

 

 

 

Older people are able to 

live independently in the 

community with an 

improved quality of life. 

 

 

 

Older people are able 

to live independently 

in the community 

with an improved 

quality of life. 

 

 

 

Ensure that 

accommodation is 

planned and 

available for people 

with a wide range of 

needs. 

 

Enable people to 

live independently 

where they choose 

to do so. 

Outcome 4: 

 

Health and social care 

People most at risk are 

protected and supported 

to achieve improved life 

People most at risk 

are protected and 

supported to achieve 

Ensure that housing 

support is available 

to those people 
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services are centred on 

helping to maintain or 

improve the quality of 

life of people who use 

those services. 

chances. 

 

We live longer, healthier 

lives and have reduced 

health inequalities. 
 

People most at risk are 

protected and supported 

to achieve improved life 

chances. 

improved life chances. 

 

We live longer 

healthier lives and 

have reduced health 

inequalities. 

 

who need it. 

 

Ensure that 

accommodation is 

planned and 

available for people 

with a wide range of 

needs. 

 

 

9.3 West Lothian Integration Joint Board 

Legislation to implement health and social care integration came into force on April 1, 2016, following 

the Public Bodies (Joint Working) (Scotland) Act 2014. As a result, new partnership arrangements for 

the delivery of integrated health and social care in West Lothian are now in place. 

Under these new arrangements West Lothian Council and NHS Lothian delegated some functions to a 

new body; the West Lothian Integration Joint Board (IJB). West Lothian IJB is a separate and distinct 

legal entity from West Lothian Council and NHS Lothian. The IJB is responsible for local joint strategic 

commissioning of delegated health and social care services and for overseeing the delivery of services 

on its behalf.  

The IJB brings together the planning, resources and operational oversight for a substantial range of 

adult health and social care functions into a single system. This will ensure services are built around 

the needs of patients and service users, and support service redesign with a focus on preventative and 

anticipatory care in communities. 

The housing functions that are being delegated by WLC to West Lothian Health and Social Care 

Partnership are: 

1. Housing Support Services 

2. Aids and Adaptations  

3. Gardening Services 

 

9.4 The Strategic Context - Health and Social Care Integration 

A Strategic Plan is to be prepared by the Integration Joint Board. Scottish Government Guidance on 

Strategic (Commissioning) Plans (2015) recognises that the integration of health and social care brings 

opportunities to improve alignment of strategic planning and to support the shift to prevention. 

NHS Lothian and WLC have a long history of working in partnership to meet the health and social care 

needs of people in West Lothian.  The West Lothian Integration Joint Board Strategic Plan 2016-2026 

has been developed to set out the way in which the integration of health and social care will be 

delivered in West Lothian to deliver the nine National Health and Wellbeing outcomes.  

There are three main outcomes of the Strategic Plan: 

1. Older people are able to live independently in the community with an improved quality of life. 

2. We live longer, healthier lives and have reduced health inequalities 

3. People most at risk are protected and supported to achieve improved life chances. 

 

http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0046/00466819.pdf
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The main challenges to improving health in West Lothian are the ageing population, persistent health 

inequalities, the continuing shift in the patterns of disease towards long term conditions and growing 

numbers of people with multiple conditions and complex needs. 

The way health and social care services are delivered locally has a significant impact on addressing the 

main health and wellbeing challenges, namely shifting the balance of care from hospital to 

community, reducing health inequalities and reducing emergency admissions. The further 

development of the integration agenda between primary, secondary and social care therefore has a 

pivotal role to play in tackling these areas with the potential to lead to: 

 More care and support being delivered closer to home rather than in hospital or other 

institutions, - this is a key link to the theme of independent living. 

 A more person centred way of working focused on the whole person and not just a problem 

or condition. 

 Citizens, communities and the staff involved in providing health and social care services 

having a greater say in how those services are planned and delivered. 

 Improved health and wellbeing for the people of West Lothian. 

 

A number of major issues are noted in the West Lothian Integration Joint Board’s Strategic Plan that 

will influence the need for accommodation provision and/or housing support in West Lothian over the 

duration of this strategy. 

 West Lothian’s population is currently growing at a faster rate than the overall Scottish rate of 

growth.   

 West Lothian has an ageing population.  Our oldest residents are most likely to experience 

complex and inter related problems in their physical and mental health.   

 Meeting the needs of older people is a top priority for West Lothian’s Integration Joint Board. 

 It is estimated that 35% of households in West Lothian have someone with a longstanding 

illness, health problem or disability and 16% of households have someone who provides 

regular unpaid help or care to others. 

 As the population ages more individuals in the area are going to be living in poorer health.  

Consequently, there will be higher demand on health and social care services. 

 West Lothian has a higher proportion of people in the most deprived areas than other parts 

of Lothian, and so tends to have poorer health than the Lothian average. 

 There are inequalities within West Lothian.  Life expectancy in West Lothian for women ranges 

from 87 in Linlithgow and to 76.6 years in Dedridge; life expectancy for men ranges from 82.6 

in Linlithgow to 74.9 years in Breich.  These figures reflect wider socio economic differences. 

9.4.1 West Lothian Localities  

The purpose of creating localities is to provide an organisational mechanism for local leadership of 

service planning to feed into the IJB’s Strategic Plan and for them to influence how resources are 

utilised in their area.  There will be involvement in the locality groups from health professionals, 

representatives from the housing sector, representatives from the third sector, carers and patients’ 

representatives and people managing services.  In West Lothian, a two locality approach, East and 

West, was adopted based on current multi-member wards.  The localities are illustrated in the map 

below. 
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Figure 6: West Lothian Localities Map 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The West locality consists of four multi-member wards: Armadale and Blackridge;, Bathgate; Whitburn 

and Blackburn; and Fauldhouse and Breich Valley.  This locality contains most of the former 

coalmining and heavy industrial areas of West Lothian, and shows the continuing impact of these 

declining industries and the processes of deindustrialisation and long term unemployment which took 

place from the 1980s onwards. 

The East locality consists of five multi-member wards: Linlithgow; Broxburn, Uphall and Winchburgh; 

East Livingston and East Calder; Livingston North and Livingston South.  The East locality has a 

considerably larger population of which the age profile of older people is increasing more rapidly than 

the West.  

9.4.2 Commissioning 

West Lothian Integration Joint Board (IJB) will commission a wide range of health and care services to 

achieve the best possible outcomes for people living in West Lothian.  The IJB will work closely with 

Housing, Education and the Police as well as the Third and Independent Sectors. 

The IJB has developed an overarching strategy for the Joint Commissioning of Health and Care 

Services within West Lothian for the period 2016-2026.  The strategy outlines the approach to be 

taken in the subsequent development of a series of care group commissioning plans as follows: 

 Commission services which focus on prevention and early intervention.   

 Empower people to live independently through applying the principles of personalisation in 

the way in which we commission services. 

 Undertake appropriate consultation and involvement with service users and their carers to 

achieve their agreed outcomes when commissioning services. 

 Engage positively with providers of health and social care services in the public, voluntary and 

private sector. 

 Adhere to the relevant procurement legislation and guidance and ensure that services are 

commissioned in a way that is fair, transparent and open. 
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 Ensure that quality, equality and best value principles are embedded through our 

commissioning processes. 

The following three year care group Commissioning Plans have been developed. 

 West Lothian Adults  Learning  Disabilities Commissioning Plan 2016/17 – 2018/19 

 West Lothian Adults Physical Disabilities Commissioning Plan 2016/17 – 2018/19 

 West Lothian Adults Mental Health Commissioning Plan 2016/17 – 2018/19 

 West Lothian Older People Commissioning Plan 2016/17 – 2018/19  

 West Lothian Alcohol, Tobacco and Drugs Partnership Joint Commissioning Plan 2012-2015 

(updated in 2015) 

 

RSLs have engaged through the West Lothian Housing Providers Forum on the Housing Contribution 

Statement.  There has also been council and RSL representation at the locality groups as well as at the 

needs assessments workshops and development of the Commissioning Plan for each of the care 

groups.   

9.5 Housing Contribution Statement 

The Housing Contribution Statement, included in the West Lothian IJB Strategic Plan, sets out the way 

in which housing organisations will improve services in respect to adaptations, housing support, 

homelessness and specialist housing provision. It builds on West Lothian’s first housing contribution 

statement completed in 2013.  The Housing Contribution Statement is an integral part of West Lothian 

Integration Joint Board’s Strategic Plan.   

Other housing services that the council is responsible for will be closely aligned to health and social 

care. These include supported accommodation, housing options information and advice, 

homelessness and housing needs services and services to address fuel poverty. 

9.6 Specialist Provision 

Existing Supported Accommodation Provision in West Lothian 

Table 12: Supported Accommodation in West Lothian (Source WLC) 

 

Client Group 

 

Type of Accommodation 

 

Total No. of Places/Tenancies 

Learning Disabilities Supported/core and cluster 43 

Mental Health Supported living/core and 

cluster 

130 

Older People Amenity, sheltered and very 

sheltered housing with care, 

assisted living. 

605 

Addictions Supported Accommodation 54 

Domestic Abuse Emergency Refuge 12 

Young People in Transition Emergency, supported 

accommodation 

58 

 

 

 

 

http://www.westlothianchcp.org.uk/media/10225/West-Lothian-IJB-Strategic-Plan-2016-26/pdf/IJB-Strategic-Plan-2016-26-Final-Draft.pdf
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9.7 Investment to Support Independent Living 

There are a number of services that the council, RSLs and Voluntary organisations provide that assist 

independent living. 

 

9.7.1 Aids and Adaptations 

In West Lothian more than £1million is spent each year on adaptations to homes in the private sector, 

RSL housing and council housing.  These range from major adaptations such as wet floor showers to 

the provision of grab rails.  Occupational Therapist (OT) assessments are carried out to determine the 

requirement for adaptations.   

Table 13:  Expenditure and adaptations in West Lothian 

HRA NON-HRA 

  Number of Adaptations Expenditure Number of Adaptations Expenditure 

2013/14 729 £425,249.11 

 

2,414 

  

£444,529.20 

 

2014/15 

 

 

683 

 

£433,252.00 

 

2,391 

 

  

£487,722.57 

 2015/16 

 

595 

 

£382,503.45 

 

1,982 

 

£847,670.04 

 

Aids and Adaptations are assessed by Occupational Therapists in Social Policy and are carried out 

based on individual need.  Planned investment for 2016/17 is £800,000 and a further investment of 

£800,000 is planned in 2017/18.   

There are several key issues to take into account when determining funding priority. 

1. People with complex needs 

2. People with bariatric conditions requiring extensive structural alteration to property 

3. Older people living longer independently requiring more adaptations to property 

4. Children with complex needs requiring major adaptations to property as they grow older. 

5. People staying longer in interim care arrangements until they can get a suitable property or 

an adaptation that meets their needs. 

 

In some cases, rehousing may be the best option for people.  
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The provision of aids and adaptations helps to reduce bed blocking by providing adaptations to 

property to allow people to return home from hospital.  This assists people with a range of complex 

medical conditions to live at home independently. 

 

Through Horizon Housing Association, households in West Lothian have also been able to access the 

“Help to Adapt” pilot project.  Help to Adapt assists people who own their own home and need 

alterations to their home to help them live independently for as long as possible.  Help to Adapt is 

focused on helping older people adapt their home by using their equity to secure a low-cost loan 

from the Scottish Government to fund the alterations.  

9.7.2 Care and Repair  

Horizon Housing Association operates the Care and Repair service in West Lothian.  The services 

provided include:  

 Repairs and handyperson services 

 Adapting homes 

 Fitting key safes 

 Organising and managing larger repairs 

 Recommending approved contractors 

 Advice and Assistance 

 

 

9.7.3 Care and Support Service Provision 

Key drivers such as, ‘Shifting the Balance of Care’ and ‘Self Directed Support’, have seen a shift 

towards the delivery of more outcomes based, personalised packages of care and support, focused on 

prevention and early intervention.  These include: 

 Packages of care at home in the community delivered by independent providers to people 

living in their homes with an assessed need. 

 Specialist care and support in the community for adults with a disability which aims to deliver 

services which promotes and maximises independent living.  

 Re-ablement service providing short term intensive support to older people within the home 

to enable individuals to build upon their skills and abilities and in doing so remain as 

independent as possible. 

 Crisis Care Team – partnership working between health and social care providers to provide a 

24/7 response to older people experiencing a health or social care emergency or to deal with 

an imminent crisis they are facing at home.  

 Housing support service provision to sustain tenancies based on an assessment of need. 

 Flexible respite at home services for those assessed as eligible.  

 Community capacity building support for initiatives that promote community capacity 

building and are deemed to benefit older people’s health and wellbeing. 

9.7.4 Home Security for Senior People 

This scheme provides options for the provision of locks, external lighting, door viewer, door chain, 

locks and door intercom system.  Since the scheme’s inception in 2000, approximately 7,500 homes 

for senior people have received their chosen package of security measures.  The budget for this is 

£45,000 for both 2016/17 and 2017/18. 

9.7.5 Food Train 
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The Food Train is a voluntary support service which offers grocery shopping, befriending and housing 

support for older people in the local community which is supported by WLC and NHS Lothian.  Often 

due to poorer health, older people find it more difficult to get their weekly shopping.  Not only does 

the food train deliver groceries to those most isolated, but Food Train volunteers help with odd jobs 

around the home, weekly visits to provide companionship, encourage people to go on day trips, and 

provide an outreach library service.  This service is an invaluable asset to the community.  Isolation and 

loneliness are two common themes amongst this client group.  As a result of using the Food Train, 

29.2% of those surveyed said that they had more social contact and 51.8% said the Food Train had 

helped their independence (The Food Train, 2015).  This shows that this service is providing a much 

needed service and supporting independent living.   

9.7.6 Technology Enabled Care (TEC) 

West Lothian has been at the forefront in the provision of technology enabled care since its 

introduction in 1999.  The Home Safety Service has provided telecare equipment in over 4,300 homes 

in West Lothian – telecare provides a 24-hour telephone link between the service user and Careline, 

our alarm receiving centre, via a ‘lifeline’ pendant and other personal and home sensors.  If alerted, 

Careline establishes the nature of the problem and, if required, contacts the key holder or emergency 

services. There is still potential to reach more people, to offer more direct health/care support and to 

realise more benefits. 

West Lothian Council has currently been awarded £515,000 by the Scottish Government TEC Fund to 

participate in the national TEC programme.  This will enable us to build upon our original investment 

in telecare technology and accelerate commitment in line with emerging national and local priorities 

and developments.   

The funding will allow the range of services offered to be expanded and provide greater opportunity 

to an increased number of our service users in particular to: 

 Meet the increase in demand for services from the growing elderly population and people 

with dementia to enable them to live as independently as possible within their own home. 

 Rebalance the health inequalities in West Lothian. 

 Expand and integrate the routine use of TEC and ensure TEC becomes sustainable and 

embedded feature within health, housing and care support services. 

 

The use of technology enabled care is being developed in two key areas: 

 

Expansion of home health monitoring as part of integrated care plans.  This includes text 

messaging for blood pressure monitoring, wound management and exercise motivation for falls 

management programmes;  

Expanding the range and extent of Telecare use, with a particular focus on upstream prevention to 

support hospital discharge and reduce the rate of readmissions. We will be implementing a range of 

equipment for activity and lifestyle monitoring, medication prompts, on-line assessment and the 

potential of wearable technology to support health and wellbeing. 

 

TEC will benefit those who live in West Lothian by providing support, releasing resources and allowing 

us to redesign services which are aligned locally, more efficient, joined up and person-centred. 
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Example of Best Practice - Specialist  Provision 

 

Rosemount Gardens, Bathgate 

 

In June 2016, a new build development was completed for older people in Bathgate, The development 

comprises 30 one bedroom, two person, wheelchair accessible self-contained flats.  The development 

is designed to enable people over 60 years of age to live independently but with flexible support.  The 

model is Assisted Living and has been developed to offer maximum choice and flexibility with core 

services being supplemented by a menu of options designed to meet most individual’s needs.  There 

is an on-site team of Assisted Living staff who provide practical support and assistance.  The 

development is suitable for single people or couples.   

 

Core Services include:  

 Assistance to arrange property repairs and sustain the tenancy 

 Arrange access to support independent living 

 Support to identify activities/clubs operating in the local community 

 On site events programme  

 Provide assistance to arrange the delivery of prescriptions/shopping 

 

The features of the development include: 

 Dementia friendly design 

 Specially designed shower rooms 

 Guest flat 

 Laundry facilities 

 Lift 

 Restaurant and public café. 

 Dedicated multi-function social areas 

 Hairdressing salon 

 

A refurbishment project is also underway to the existing Rosemount Court properties providing an 

additional 16 one bedroom flats which will be complimentary to the new build. 

 

9.7.7 Residential Care 

For older people, there are a total of 18 care homes within West Lothian 14 of which sit within the 

independent sector and the council contracts with them are on a spot purchases basis as and when a 

placement is needed.  These beds can also be offered to other councils so it is not really a static figure.  

There is capacity within the care home sector in West Lothian. 

The Local Development Plan (Policy: HOU7) references the requirements for new residential care 

homes. 

Proposals for new or extended residentially based community care facilities, nursing homes, or other 

supported accommodation provision will be supported where this meets an identified local need as 

defined by agreed joint strategies and commissioning plans by the council and NHS Lothian.  According 

to the Local Development Plan, Proposals for residential care facilities and supported accommodation 

will generally be permitted where: 

 the location provides a good residential environment; including sufficient garden ground or 

external amenity space for the enjoyment of residents; 

 the facilities are in close proximity to community facilities, active travel infrastructure and public 

transport services that meet the needs of residents; 
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 the proposal is compatible with adjacent uses and is of a scale and character appropriate to the 

site and has no adverse effect on the local character and amenity of the local area; 

 the proposal is capable of accommodating sufficient parking to meet the requirements of 

residents, staff and visitors; 

 the proposal will not lead to an excessive concentration of non-mainstream residential uses to 

the detriment of the character of the particular area.   

 

9.7.8 Healthcare and Community Facilities in New Housing Development (Policy: HOU8) 

The LDP policy Hou8 references the potential requirements for developer contributions for 

Healthcare and community facilities: 

In locations where there is a shortfall in capacity, quality or location of health service provision identified 

by NHS Lothian and/or community facilities identified by the council, an appropriate developer 

contribution may be sought to improve the quantity or quality of such provision commensurate with the 

impact of the new development.  The contribution will be a proportionate one, the basis of which will be 

set out in Supplementary Guidance.  In circumstances where facilities cannot be improved or provided 

physically the development will not be supported.  Similarly, development involving the loss of valuable 

health or other community facilities will not be supported unless appropriate alternative provision is to 

be made. 

9.8 New Build Specialist Provision  

9.8.1 New Build Provision 

Since 2009, the council has been building new council houses and as part of the various programmes 

bungalows have been built.  A development of seven homes was built for people with profound 

physical disabilities at Uphall. All council and RSL houses are built to housing for varying needs 

standards and this applies to both council and RSL properties.    

Housing Associations built 78 homes for people with particular needs between 2007 and 2015.  There 

are a number of specialist housing providers in West Lothian and these include Abbeyfield, Bield, 

Cairn, Trust, ARK and Horizon.  Other RSLs also provide a number of properties that are suitable for 

wheelchair users. 

9.8.2 Specialist Provision – Identified Need 

A draft Joint Accommodation Strategy 2016-2021 has been developed to set out requirements for 

specialist housing provision and policy responses.  Social Policy and Housing, Customer and Building 

Services have worked closely to identify the key priorities to ensure that there is a range of housing 

provision and policy responses to meet a range of needs from a variety of client groups that align with 

the groups noted above.  By identifying the needs of different client groups for accommodation and 

housing support, the necessary actions can be set out to deliver a more integrated approach to 

service delivery.  In some cases, this may require an alteration to policy or procedure and closer 

working between services.  For other clients, specialist provision may be required and new models of 

care and support may have to be considered.   
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9.8.3 Summary of Requirements 

Client Group Additional Accommodation/ 

Design Changes 

Additional 

Support/Care 

Requirements  

Policy Change 

Learning Disabilities 

 

Core and Cluster - housing in a 

community setting for people 

with fairly significant levels of 

disability.  

 

West Lothian Learning Disability 

Housing with Integrated Support 

Project (for 12 people) to 

address a  reduction in 

availability of hospital beds 

across Lothian. 

Support can be 

provided from the 

core.  

 

 

Capital Programme 

Business Case 

completed.  

 

24/7 Support/Care 

model being 

developed. 

Consider how 

this group is 

prioritised within 

the council 

allocations 

policy. 

 

 

Age restrictions 

on housing with 

care allocations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mental Health To be determined from the 

review of current configuration 

of services as detailed in the 

Mental Health Commissioning 

Plan 2016/17 - 2018/19. 

To be determined 

from the review of 

current configuration 

of services as 

detailed in the 

Mental Health 

Commissioning Plan 

2016/17 - 2018/19. 

To be 

determined 

from the review 

of current 

configuration of 

services as 

detailed in the 

Mental Health 

Commissioning 

Plan 2016/17 - 

2018/19. 

People with 

Addictions 

More housing provision for 

homeless people with addictions 

who require support. 

 

Recovery focused 

community building 

activities including 

housing.  

 

Services need to be 

made available for 

individuals who are 

homeless and have a 

substance misuse 

problem. 

 

Pointing system 

for lower level 

clients support 

requires review.  

 

Development of 

systematic and 

embedded 

protocols 

between 

support services. 

Older People Ensure future housing design 

incorporates design practice 

guidance improving the design 

of housing to assist people with 

dementia. 

 

New models of 

supported housing 

being developed that 

may change levels of 

housing support 

needs. 

Consider how 

this group is 

prioritised within 

the council 

allocations 

policy. 
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Client Group Additional Accommodation/ 

Design Changes 

Additional 

Support/Care 

Requirements  

Policy Change 

People with Physical 

Disabilities 

Further provision of specialist 

supported housing for people 

with profound physical disability 

and sensory impairment. 

Lack of suitable accommodation 

for people who require re-

housing. 

Shortage of ground floor 

accommodation for homeless 

people who are wheelchair 

users. 

Quantify emerging need for 

bariatric housing. 

 

Support to people 

who lose a life-long 

carer. 

Support for people 

with an acquired 

brain injury. 

 

 

Consider how 

this group is 

prioritised within 

the council 

allocations 

policy. 

Young People in 

Transition 

 

The development of properties 

which support shared living 

arrangements going forward. 

 

Identifying accommodation 

options - including prevention 

of homelessness to avoid use of 

B&B. 

 

Future investment requirements 

at Newlands House and Open 

Door. 

 

 

Supporting care 

leavers into 

sustainable 

accommodation. 

 

Consider the creation 

of a Transitions 

Service to develop an 

integrated approach 

to meet the need of 

young people leaving 

care. 

Housing 

Allocation Policy 

-identify care 

leavers as a 

priority group.  

Children and 

Families/ Children 

with a disability  

Consideration should be made 

to ensuring that new build 

houses are designed to allow 

adaptions to meet families 

changing needs. 

 

Additional close support units 

for children and young people 

to enable them to be housed in 

West Lothian rather than in 

other authorities. 

 

 

Consideration should 

be made to ensuring 

that resources are 

available to facilitate 

the transition of 

young people with a 

disability to 

adulthood. 

 

None. 
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Client Group Additional Accommodation/ 

Design Changes 

Additional 

Support/Care 

Requirements  

Policy Change 

Criminal Justice Ability to accommodate 

offenders who are permitted to 

have home leave from the open 

estate but have no 

accommodation to reside at. 

 

MAPPA is now in 

place.  (See page 65 

for more details) 

Sustainable support 

to ex-offenders to 

prevent 

homelessness. 

Particular issue 

with 

concentration of 

offenders in 

temp 

Accommodation 

localities.   

 

Increase the 

number of temp 

tenancies to 

permanent lets 

when they are 

successful. 

 

Lothian and 

Borders CJA 

Accommodation 

Protocol. 

 

Domestic Abuse Requirements for emergency 

accommodation provision as 

part of the violence against 

women strategy and safe at 

home approach.   

 

Establish need for additional 

property security measures. 

Support to victims – 

advocacy and legal 

support. 

 

Work with 

perpetrators. 

None. 

Refugee Provision Quantify the number of housing 

units required for refugees in 

West Lothian.   

Quantify the housing 

support required for 

refugees to ensure 

tenancy sustainment. 

None identified. 

Asylum Seekers  

 

A number of tenancies may be 

required for asylum seeking 

unaccompanied children.  

 

May have a 

requirement for 

accommodation.  

None. 

Human Trafficking A small number of temporary 

tenancies are required for 

people at risk or have suffered 

from human trafficking. 

Support for people in 

temporary tenancies 

that have 

experienced human 

trafficking. 

None. 
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9.9 Provision for Ex-Offenders 

The council runs a service of holistic tenancy support for former offenders which are supported by a 

wide network of agencies. West Lothian Council is one of three local authorities which part-fund an 

officer on secondment to Addiewell Prison.  The primary purpose of the post is to act as 

accommodation officer for offenders to smooth the process of terminating tenancies for those 

entering prison, including informing other relevant council departments, such as Revenues and 

Housing Management for all the authorities involved. 

 

9.9.1 Resettlement - The role of the Tenancy Support Team 

The Multi-Agency Public Protection Arrangements (MAPPA) is a set of statutory partnership working 

arrangements introduced in 2007 under Section 10 of The Management of Offenders etc. (Scotland) 

Act 2005. The purpose of MAPPA is public protection and the reduction of serious harm.  In Scotland 

MAPPA brings together the Police, Scottish Prison Service (SPS), Health and the Local Authorities, in 

partnership as the Responsible Authorities, to assess and manage the risk posed by registered sex 

offenders and mentally disordered restricted patients.  

 

The team of tenancy support workers provides one-to-one support to offenders leaving prison, 

entering temporary accommodation and beyond.  Their focus is on resettlement of offenders through 

a programme centred around risk-assessed activity.   A plan is put in place prior to release, in 

accordance with the individual’s risk assessment.  All allocations to offenders follow a screening which 

must demonstrated that the accommodation is appropriate in terms of location and type for the 

individual.  Once in temporary accommodation the offender presents as homeless and is allocated 

housing through this means, however, a robust system of restrictions and support continues during 

this period. 

 

The council’s network throughout the process of resettlement involves a wide range of agencies with 

whom formal and informal contact exists.  This network includes NHS forensic psychology at the Royal 

Infirmary of Edinburgh’s Orchard Clinic and Police Scotland Offender Management Unit.  Best practice 

is also shared amongst front-line staff and trigger points raise issues at strategic levels. 

 

9.10 Gypsy/Travellers and Travelling Show People 

The council recognises the right of the gypsy/traveller community to travel and continue their 

traditional way of life and provided permanent pitches for the travelling communities at Sibbald’s 

Brae, Bathgate from the early 1990s to 2012.  However, the site is no longer operational and the 

council has instead chosen to direct resources to improving outreach services as a more effective 

means of supporting and serving the needs of the travelling communities.  There is a private show 

people’s site at Greendykes Road, Broxburn.   

On closure of the council run Gypsy/Traveller site, the service was replaced by support and 

enforcement processes co-ordinated with support from the Safer Neighbourhood Team.  The role of 

the team is to seek to engage with the gypsy/traveller community and to both support, and to enforce 

legal requirements around unauthorised encampment. The SNT will rely on other partners within the 
council if there are any specific issues and for example seek input from Housing Support to assist 
with any immediate support issues or work with the Neighbourhood Environment Teams to get a 
site cleared. 

 

 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/multi-agency-public-protection-arrangements-mappa--2
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/asp/2005/14/section/10
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/asp/2005/14/section/10
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Key areas where support is provided include: 

 Providing a named support officer from within the council. 

 Advice on registration with GPs and dentists and information on hospital facilities and health 

visitor access where children are present. 

 Schools and education liaison. 

 Acting as post box for receipt of mail. 

 Information and advice on re-cycling, dumping and tipping. 

 Help with laundry and access to water. 

 

Enforcement Issues 

 Discussion on the period of intended stay and checking back when that period has ended. 

 Issuing 7 day notice to move on when required (for council-owned land only). 

 Cleaning the site when it is vacated. 

 For private land, ensuring that the site is made secure, for example by erection of bollards 

when the site is vacated. 

 The service should be reviewed to tighten oversight and realign provision with other services. 

 Support and enforcement elements should be re-examined to ensure continuity of support. 

 

The Local Development Plan (Policy: HOU6) sets out the criteria that would be applied to proposed 

new private sites for Gypsies, Travellers and Travelling Show People.  The policy states that: 

Proposals for small privately owned sites to accommodate gypsies, travellers and travelling show people, 

whether transit or permanent will be supported provided:  

1. there is an identified locational need; 

2. all relevant planning policies in the Local Development Plan relating to the protection and 

enhancement of the built and natural environment and the protection of public open space can be 

satisfied; 

3. the site can be appropriately landscaped and would not give rise to any adverse environmental 

impact or detract from the appearance and character of the local area; 

4. there will be no detrimental impact on the amenity currently enjoyed by residents in the local area; 

5. the site can provide users with an acceptable level of residential amenity and is physically accessible 

to public transport, education and other community facilities; 

6. access, parking, storage and other technical requirements can be satisfactorily met (i.e., drainage; 

water supply; electricity; waste collection; free from flood risk or contaminated land); and 

7. it can be demonstrated that the site will be properly managed. 
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9.11 Independent Living – ACTION PLAN (To be developed through the Joint Accommodation Strategy) 

Outcome: (1) Enable people to live independently where they choose to do so. 

                  (2) Ensure that accommodation is planned and available for people with a wide range of needs. 

                  (3)  Ensure housing support is available to those people who need it. 

 

Action 

 

Baseline 

 

Indicator/ 

Measure 

 

Target/ 

Milestone 

 

Timescale 

 

Responsible 

Person 

 

Progress Update 

Continue to provide wheelchair homes in new build 

council house programme and RSL housing 

programmes. 

      

Continue to provide adaptations and equipment and 

make best use of adapted stock. 

      

Develop specialised housing provision for people with 

particular needs including core and cluster housing for  

people with learning disabilities, supported 

accommodation for older people and supported 

accommodation for younger people. 

      

Make use of information on health and social care 

integrated planning to better estimate the need for 

specialist housing provision. 

      

Encourage and promote the use of technology enabled 

care (TEC) to enable people to live independently. 

      

Await outcome of review of current configuration of 

mental health service provision to inform future 

specialist housing requirements for this care group. 
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http://www.westlothianchcp.org.uk/media/10225/West-Lothian-IJB-Strategic-Plan-2016-26/pdf/IJB-Strategic-Plan-2016-26-Final-Draft.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/asp/2001/10/section/14
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/asp/2014/14/contents/enacted
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/asp/2014/9/contents
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http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0047/00476570.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/15/contents
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10.  Priority Four: Private Rented Housing 
 

ACTIONS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Develop the approach to private rented sector housing to ensure that landlords and tenants have 

appropriate advice and information available. 

 

 Increase landlord awareness of their responsibilities and encourage best practice amongst 

landlords. 

 

 Improve the knowledge and information around HMOs and develop a range of mechanisms to 

work with owners of HMOs to increase quality in the sector. 

 

 Develop the West Lothian HomeChoice service to engage with more landlords and tenants. 

 

 Increase the availability of good quality private sector tenancies through the West Lothian 

HomeChoice Service. 

 

 Promote the use of the new Tenancy Agreement to encourage tenants to view the private sector as 

a long term housing option. 

 

 

M
ai

n
 Is

su
es

  

 

 

Quality of the Private Rented 

Sector. 

 

Introduction of New 

Legislation. 

 

Changing landscape of 

finance and the economy. 

 

Lack of availalbe information 

about Houses in Multiple 

Occupancy (HMOs). 

 

Lack of Engagement and 

Enforcement in the Private 

Rented Sector 

 

 

 

 

P
ri

o
ri

ti
es

  

 

 

Create better links with 

partners to improve 

knowledge of the sector. 

Encourage more contact with 

the private rented sector. 

Ensure appropriate advice 

and information is available 

for landlords. 

Ensure landlords understand 

their responsiblities. 

Develop approach to pre-

enforcement action. 

Monitor private sector rents 

to ensure the sector is 

affordable. 

 

 
O

u
tc

o
m

e
s 

 

 

 

 

The private sector in West 

Lothian  provides good quality 

housing options for people. 

 

Landlords are informed of their 

responsibilities. 

 

Improved Tenant  Satisfaction 

with the sector. 
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10.1 Background 

The private rented sector in Scotland has more than doubled in size since 1999, and now accounts for 

more than 12% of all homes in Scotland (Census 2011).  The Scottish Government Strategy for Private 

Renting in Scotland, “A Place to Stay, A Place to call Home” outlines the Scottish Government's vision 

and strategic aims for the private rented sector.  It aims to improve and grow the PRS by enabling a 

more effective regulatory system, targeting tougher enforcement action and attracting new 

investment.  These key objectives inform the council’s strategy to the private rented sector. 

 In West Lothian, there has been a significant increase in the number of registered private landlords 

from 4,107 in 2012 to 5,397.  In 2016 the number of registered private sector homes has reduced from 

7,893 to 6,878. 

The council engages with private landlords in a number of ways: 

 Through landlord registration 

 HMO licensing 

 HomeChoice 

 Landlord Forums and landlord newsletters. 

 Web information for both landlord and tenants. 

WLC has developed its approach to working with private landlords to help provide a range of options 

for homeless people and people in housing need.   

It is important that the sector provides high quality housing that is well managed.  Tenants need to be 

encouraged to view the sector as a long term sustainable housing option.  This can be achieved by 

improving the support and information to landlords to ensure that they are providing high quality, 

well managed homes.  The council provides advice to both landlords and tenants to ensure that they 

understand their rights and responsibilities.   Web pages on the council’s website aimed at private 

landlords and private tenants have been reviewed so that up to date information is available to 

support both landlords and tenants. 

The council is reviewing its approach to private rented sector housing to enable information on 

landlord performance to be coordinated and scrutinised.  New processes and procedures are being 

developed so that officers can take appropriate action to improve landlord performance.  Where there 

are persistent issues identified with a landlord’s performance, the council will take landlords to the 

licensing committee and request that the landlord be removed from the landlord register.  There was 

one case of this nature in 2015. 

The council can now take cases to the private rented housing panel on behalf of tenants.   A 

procedure has been developed for this.   

10.2 Issues in relation to Private Rented Housing 

 Not all landlords understand their responsibilities and this can lead to issues for their tenants 

and for the management of the property. 

 Some landlords are reluctant to work with those in receipt of housing benefit.  In some cases 

letting to tenants in receipt of housing benefit would result in a breach of mortgage terms 

and conditions. 

 For some tenants, the short-term nature of tenancies means that it is difficult for them to 

settle into communities. 

 There is increasing financial pressure on landlords with changing laws in relation to renting 

out property.  This may deter some landlords from continuing in the sector. 
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10.3 Strategy for Private Rented Housing in West Lothian 

The council’s aims for the private rented sector in West Lothian are to: 

 Improve housing quality within the sector through provision of advice and assistance to 

private landlords and tenants. 

 Improve the approach to landlord registration through providing verification of requirements 

prior to registration. 

 Encourage landlords to register their properties. 

 Develop enforcement measures for those that fail to register.   

 Improve links with Police Scotland and the Scottish Fire and Rescue Service to enable greater 

information sharing on properties that are causing concern. 

 Develop a range of options to ensure that landlords understand their responsibilities. 

 Review the landlord forum membership and encourage more landlords to join. 

10.3.1 Current Activity  

The council operates a series of Landlord/Agent training sessions in partnership with Landlord 

Accreditation Scotland.  This encourages good practice in the sector and good quality homes that 

meet legislative requirements. 

There are Bi-Annual Landlord/Agent Forums encouraging consultation and partnership working with 

the sector.  Updates on internal council services are provided and relevant external bodies are invited 

to come along and give presentations.  Home Energy Scotland has attended the Landlords’ Forum as 

have staff from Revenues and the Advice Shop. 

HomeChoice offer advice and assistance to landlords/agents on all private renting housing matters, 

helping to encourage compliance in the sector and good quality homes.  Furthermore HomeChoice 

encourages landlords/agents to engage with the authority and work alongside the sector to make 

private rented homes accessible to all. 

The Deposit Guarantee Scheme enables HomeChoice to provide written deposit guarantee 

agreements between landlords and tenants to the value of one month’s rent.  This encourages 

landlords to provide private rented accommodation for people on low incomes.  The criteria for 

customers to access this Scheme are:  

a. Unable to afford the full amount of a deposit  

b. Sustainable through affordability checks and previous tenancy referencing  

Planned activity for HomeChoice includes: 

(1) Development of Bi-Monthly E-Newsletter service advising of changes to legislation and updates 

from internal council services. 

(2) Development of a checklist for landlords so that they understand their responsibilities when 

they apply for registration. 

10.3.2 Private Sector Leasing 

The council has introduced a new Private Sector Leasing service. This provides landlords/agents the 

opportunity to lease their properties to WLC for a 12 month period with guaranteed rental income 

throughout this time.  There is the opportunity to continue the lease on a year to year basis or move 

over to the HomeChoice scheme when a suitable tenant is found.  A number of landlords have already 

engaged with the council and some of them have large portfolios of property.   
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10.3.3 Houses in Multiple Occupation 

A Home in Multiple Occupation (HMO) must meet physical standards set by the licensing local 

authority.  Living accommodation is classed as a HMO if it is: 

 occupied by three or more persons from three or more families; and 

 occupied by them as their only or main residence or in some other manner specified by the 

Scottish Ministers by order; and 

 either a house, premise  or a group of premises owned by the same person with shared basic 

amenities, or some other type of accommodation specified by the Scottish Ministers by order. 

There are currently 27 licensed HMOs in West Lothian.  This is the same number as in 2012.   

Future Actions 

 A new approach will be developed to ensure improved coordination of information to identify 

unlicensed HMOs 

 Owners of HMOs will receive advice and information to ensure that they understand their 

responsibilities. 

10.4 Private Rents in West Lothian 

Average (mean) rents in West Lothian between 2010 and 2015 have increased for all property sizes.  

Increases have ranged from 4.0% (one bedroom properties) to 12.2% (four bedroom properties).   

For one, two and three bedroom properties, rent changes between 2010 and 2015 have been similar 

at the top end (upper quartile) and bottom end (lower quartile) of the market.  For four bedroom 

properties and 1 bedroom shared properties increases at the top end (upper quartile) of rents have 

been greater than increases at the bottom end (lower quartile) of rents, which has widened the gap 

between the highest and lowest rents. 

Table 14: Comparison of Rent Increases in West Lothian and Scotland from 2010-2016 (Scottish Government, 2016) 

Property Size West Lothian Scotland 

1 bedroom shared +14.2% +13.2% 

1 bedroom +9.7% +10.5% 

2 bedroom +9.6% +14.8% 

3 bedroom +12.1% +10.9% 

4 bedroom +10.3% +13.7% 

10.4.1 Rent Pressure Zones 

In West Lothian average rent increases in the private rented sector have generally not been as high as 

for Scotland (See Table 14 above).  However, there remains some concern about affordability of the 

sector for households in West Lothian.  There may be a case for looking in detail at rent levels in areas 

where there are particular concentrations of private rented housing such as the main settlements of 

Livingston, Bathgate and Linlithgow.  The council will commit to reviewing the rent levels at the point 

each year when the Local Housing Strategy is reviewed.  If necessary, an application can be made to 

Scottish Ministers for a rent pressure zone to be designated where the rent increases would be 
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restricted.  This would be subject to the necessary evidence being presented and approval being 

granted by Scottish Ministers.  Procedures to take forward rent pressure zones are not expected to be 

introduced before December 2017. 

10.5 Future of the Private Rented Sector  

The future of the private rented sector is uncertain. The growth that has been experienced in recent 

years may slow down or the sector may begin to contract.  The reasons include: 

 Increased taxation on the Buy-to-Let market both in terms of Additional Dwellings 

Supplement and restrictions on finance cost relief for non–incorporated landlords. 

 Mortgage funding for landlords is likely to be more challenging. 

 Stricter compliance requirements may deter new investment in the market. 

In West Lothian it is important to ensure that the private rented sector is high quality, accessible and 

effectively regulated. 

10.5.1 Enabling Growth and Investment 

The Scottish Government is keen to encourage growth in the private rented sector. The Scottish 

Government’s Strategy for Private Renting in Scotland; “A Place to Stay, A Place to Call Home” 

references the opportunity for increasing the supply of private rented housing through institutional 

investment.  At a national level, institutional investment may result in some build to rent 

developments progressing. At the West Lothian level, there has been no developments built 

specifically for market rent and it is considered that West Lothian will not be a prime location for such 

developments over the period of the LHS.  A need for increasing the supply of private rented housing 

was identified through HNDA2. 

10.5.2 Opportunity for Shared Accommodation 

As noted in the Homeless prevention chapter, the shared accommodation sector is not well developed 

in West Lothian.  There may be opportunity for the private sector to further develop this in light of 

welfare reform changes including the introduction of the shared room rate for people under 35. There 

may also be further opportunity for the voluntary sector to provide housing support to private tenants 

as well as to tenants in social rented housing. 

10.5.3 Mid-Market Rent 

Some RSLs in West Lothian have provided housing for mid-market rent.  There have been 

developments in Armadale, Livingston and Bathgate.  The rent level of these properties is lower than 

the market rents for similar properties in these areas.  Where RSLs come forward with proposals for 

mid-market rent, these will be considered on their merit i.e. in relation to the location proposed, the 

likely demand and the level of subsidy required. 

10.5.4 Empty Homes 

There is an opportunity to join up work on empty homes with the HomeChoice Service to enable 

owners of empty homes to bring them back into use for private renting.  The council is also acquiring 

former council houses and former Livingston Development Corporation homes to increase the 

number of affordable homes in West Lothian.  It is possible that some of these may be private rented 

housing that private landlords have put on the open market.
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10.6 Private Rented Sector – ACTION PLAN 

 

Outcome:  The Private Rented Sector provides good quality housing options for people in West Lothian. 

 

 

Action 

 

Baseline 

 

Indicator 

 

Target 

 

Timescale 

 

Service/Partner 

 

Progress Update 

Develop the approach to 

landlord registration and 

enforcement. 

Number of 

landlords 

registered 

5,397  2016/17 Housing, Customer and Building 

Services /Environmental Health 

/Legal Services 

 

Develop the approach to 

HMO licensing and 

enforcement. 

Number of licensed 

HMOs 

27   

2016/17 

Housing, Customer and Building 

Services /Environmental Health 

/Legal Services 

 

Make use of effective 

enforcement options, 

including referrals to 

Licensing Committee for 

removal of landlords from 

register. 

Number of 

landlords provided 

with advice on best 

practice 

TBC  2016/17 Housing, Customer and Building 

Services /Environmental Health 

/Legal Services 

 

Monitor Third Party 

Referrals to the Private 

Rented Housing Panel. 

No baseline but will 

be monitored 

TBC TBC 2016/17 Housing, Customer and Building 

Services /Environmental Health 

/Legal Services 

 

Increased Participation in 

private landlord forum. 

On average 

10 landlords attend 

30-40  TBC Housing, Customer and Building 

Services /Environmental Health 

/Legal Services 
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For more information on the Scottish Government Acts and Bills relevant to this section:  

 Rent (Scotland) Act 1984: Introduction of regulated tenancy regime; regulation on deposits 

clarification of illegal premiums; and notice to quit regulation. 

 Housing (Scotland) Act 1987: Landlord’s identity requirement; and serious disrepair regulation. 

 Housing (Scotland) Act 1988: Introduction of assured and short assured, tenancy regime; tacit 

relocation; and change to notice to quit. 

 Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) (2004): Introduction of landlord registration regulation. 

 Housing Scotland Act (2006): Introduction to Repairing Standard; Housing in Multiple 

Occupation Regime; Tenancy Deposit Scheme regulatory framework; landlord’s right of 

access; and right to adapt properties 

 Private Rented Housing (Scotland) Act 2011: Changes to the registration of private landlords; 

amendments to the Housing in Multiple Occupation licensing regime; introduction of 

Overcrowding Statutory Notices; and introduction of the Tenant Information Pack. 

 Housing Scotland Act (2014): Enforcement of Repairing Standard 

 Private Housing (Tenancies) (Scotland) Act (2016) 
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Continue to meet SHQS. 

 

Work towards meeting the 

EESSH target by 2020. 

 

Improve properties that are in 

poor condition and continue 

to invest in housing stock. 

Undertaking environmental 

improvements in housing 

areas. 

Continuing to provide advice 

and assistance to private 

homeowners in relation to 

property condition. 

O
u
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o

m
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Improve stock condition 

across all tenures. 

 

 

11.  Priority Five: House Condition  
 

 

ACTIONS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Continue to ensure all WLC stock complies with SHQS. 

 Work towards meeting EESSH targets.  

 Continue to engage with WLC tenants in the development of the housing capital programme. 

 Continue to provide advice and information to homeowners through the Scheme of Assistance. 

 Continue to use works notices as required. 

 Make use of Missing Share powers as required. 

 The Scheme of Assistance Policy will be reviewed over the course of the LHS 2017-22 as a result of 

the changing legislation in relation to private sector housing. 

 

Some areas will continue 

to require investment to 

support regeneration. 

Changes required to the 

Scheme of Assistance 

Policy in light of Private 

Sector legislation 

changes.  
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11.1 Housing Stock Profile  

The condition of housing stock in West Lothian compares well with the Scottish average with owner 

occupied and social rented housing showing levels of disrepair below the Scottish average (Scottish 

House Condition Survey 2012-2014). This is evident in figures 7 and 8 below. 

Figure 7: Percentage (%) of Owner Occupied Houses in Levels of Disrepair Comparison of West Lothian and Scotland 
(2012-2014) 

 

Source: Scottish House Condition Survey 2012-2014 

Figure 8: Percentage (%) of Social Housing in Levels of Disrepair Comparison of West Lothian and Scotland (2012-2014) 

 

Source: Scottish House Condition Survey 2012-2014 

11.2 Private Sector House Condition 

11.2.1 Below Tolerable Standard (BTS) Housing 

In West Lothian 2% of all of the housing stock is below the Tolerable Standard (BTS).  This is below the 

Scottish average of 3%.  Where BTS properties are reported in the private sector, Environmental 

Health will carry out an inspection and provide advice and assistance to homeowners.  They may also 

issue a works notice.   
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11.2.2 The Scheme of Assistance 

Homeowners have responsibility for maintaining and repairing their properties.  The current scheme 

of assistance provides advice and information to homeowners who require it.  A suite of leaflets is 

available on the council’s website to provide information on key aspects of disrepair and how to deal 

with them.  Furthermore the council is contributing to the development of “Under One Roof” national 

website which has been developed by the Scottish Housing Network to provide information to owners 

on how to maintain and improve their buildings. 

The Scheme of Assistance Policy will be reviewed over the course of the LHS 2017-22 as a result of the 

changing legislation in relation to private sector housing.  

The Scottish Government  provides grant assistance to help home owners and  private rented tenants 

with mobility issues to adapt their properties in order to help them remain in their own homes for as 

long as possible.  Examples of adaptations include, stair lifts, through floor lifts, wet floor showers and 

ramp access to front and/or rear doors.   

The grant assistance to home owners is either 80% or 100% of the eligible cost depending on an 

individual’s circumstances.  The table below shows that on average there are approximately 200 

adaptations in West Lothian per year for private home owners and private rented tenants equating to 

expenditure of approximately £600,000 per annum.  This suggests that there is a steady and on-going 

demand for this service.   

Table 15: Annual Adaptations to Owner Occupied Homes and Equivalent Spend 

Year  No.  of Adaptations  Amount of Adaptations Grant   

2011/12  184 £508,088 

2012/13  235 £600,295 

2013/14  195 £606,718 

2014/15  234 £676,158 

2015/16 187 £574,879 

11.2.3 Mixed Tenure Estates 

The management of mixed tenure estates and housing capital investment is challenging.  

Homeowners ultimately have the responsibility to maintain and invest in their property.  In many 

estates, the council is no longer the majority owner.  Therefore a consistent approach on investment in 

mixed tenure housing estates is important.  The council reviewed its approach to mixed tenure estates 

in 2015 and this is noted below. 

For owners living in mixed tenure estates where work is essential to the property or block, (e.g.  Roof 

Works or Roughcast Works) owners pay a share of the work based on the marginal cost or equivalent 

cost of repair works (whichever is the lesser).  A single payment process has been introduced for the 

work.  In general the approach is working well with most owners willing to participate in council 

contracts.   

11.2.4 Housing Renewal Area 

At present, amenity powers under the Housing (Scotland) Act 2006 are not applicable as West Lothian 

has no Housing Renewal Areas.  Owners can be excluded from the housing renewal areas if the work 

can proceed without them. 

The council has limited power to intervene in cases where homes and gardens are untidy, but options 

include: 

http://www.underoneroof.scot/
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/asp/2006/1/contents
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 Contacting West Lothian Council’s planning enforcement department and having a Planning 

Amenity Notice Served on a property.   

 Contacting WLC’s Planning Enforcement under the High Hedges legislation. 

 If the property is empty, the council may be able to help the owner return it to use. 

11.3 Scottish Housing Quality Standard (SHQS) 

 At March 2016, 100% of West Lothian Council’s housing stock met the Scottish Housing 

Quality Standard. 

 An average of 97% of RSL housing stock in West Lothian met the SHQS standard in the same 

period with RSL stock being in generally good condition.   

The council will continue to ensure that our housing stock remains up to the standards required within 

the SHQS. In the medium term, as the focus moves from achievement to maintenance of the SHQS, 

the emphasis for expenditure will be on major refurbishment, planned maintenance programmes and 

increased investment in affordable housing supply.  Works will be funded mainly from the HRA capital 

budget whilst all potential external grant and subsidy funding streams such as ECO, Feed in Tariff (FiT), 

and Renewable Heat Imitative (RHI) etc. will be utilised where possible. 

A new Asset Management Plan will be developed for the period 2017-2022 and there will be an 

updated Capital Programme produced during 2017. 

11.4 Energy Efficiency Standard for Social Housing (EESSH) 

The Energy Efficiency Standard for Social Housing was introduced in March 2014 and sets minimum 

Energy Performance Ratings which all social rented houses will be expected to meet by the end of 

December 2020.  The Scottish Housing Regulator is responsible for monitoring and reporting on 

landlord compliance with EESSH from 2015/16; the current level reported for 2015/16 for West 

Lothian Council is 42.4% compliance with EESSH. 

The main focus for ensuring EESSH compliance will be toward the council’s Non-Traditional housing 

of which there are approximately 30 different construction types.  As a result of this there is not one 

solution that suits every property and therefore a detailed programme of works will be developed 

based on the most effective means for each property type to ensure EESSH compliance where it is 

technically and economically possible. 

For traditional housing, such as brick built cavity that does not currently meet EESSH standard, 

measures such as the replacement of the gas boiler for a more energy efficient condensing combi 

boiler will increase a property SAP score. The council already operates a rolling gas boiler replacement 

programme and this will continue to help meet the EESSH standard.  

EESSH is more fully explained in the Section 12 - Priority 6 Fuel Poverty and Climate Change of this 

document. 

11.5 Planned investment in WLC Housing 

Major refurbishment and significant elementals repairs including roofs, and roughcasting will not only 

improve the housing asset base but will help to regenerate communities and improve the local 

environment.  Examples of this are underway at Bathville Cross and Mayfield in Armadale. 

Planned expenditure in 2016/17 and 2017/18 is summarised in the table below: 

http://www.westlothian.gov.uk/article/3280/High-Hedges
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Table 16: WLC Planned Expenditure for Housing Investment (including new build)  

  Planned Expenditure 2016/17 Planned Expenditure 2017/18 

Project Approved June 2016 Approved June 2016 

  £’000 £’000 

New build 1000 houses 44,598 40,596 

Major refurbishments 4,246 1,784 

Major Elemental Repairs 3,202 2,580 

Planned Programmes 6,952 6,500 

Environmental/External 

Upgrading 
670 602 

Miscellaneous 2,782 3,591 

Total Housing Investment  62,450 55,653 

(excluding new build) 17,852 15,057 

 

As the council moves forward it will maintain quality standards and further investment in the 

suitability and sufficiency of its housing stock to improve the environment within communities and 

meet the needs of existing and future tenants across West Lothian. 

Planned Programmes include: 

 Window refurbishment/renewal. 

 Central heating upgrades and replacements. 

 Cavity wall insulation – removal and refill where required. 

 Solar PV panels – fitting of the panels to the existing housing stock is a new initiative and will 

focus in locations where there is no gas supply. 

 External wall insulation. 

As the council is currently further developing our stock condition database and identifying properties 

that require improved energy efficiency, programmes of works will be developed and implemented 

once they have been identified.  Examples for potential works that may be required are: 

 Under floor insulation. 

 Internal wall insulation. 

 Energy efficient lighting. 

 Alternative energy sources. 

 Renewable energy and district heating solutions. 

The key challenges in relation to social rented housing in West Lothian will be: 
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 Continued investment to ensure that social rented housing meets current and future 

standards. 

 Ensuring that the high standards of repair and maintenance of property continue in the future. 

 Monitoring of house condition to ensure it remains fit for purpose. 

 Developing options for regeneration where the housing is no longer fit for purpose.
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11.6 House Condition – ACTION PLAN 

Outcome:  To improve public and private sector house condition in West Lothian.   

 

 

Action 

 

Baseline 

 

Indicator 

 

Target 

 

Timescale 

 

Responsible 

Person/Service 

 

Progress Update 

Continue to 

ensure all WLC 

stock complies 

with SHQS. 

100% compliance.  % of WLC 

homes 

complying 

with the SHQS. 

100% 2017-2022 Housing, Strategy and 

Development Manager 

 

Continue to 

engage with WLC 

tenants in the 

development of 

the housing 

capital 

programme. 

Quarterly meetings 

with the Tenants’ 

Panel Capital 

Working Group. 

Continue to 

have quarterly 

meetings 

Four meetings 

per year. 

2017-2022 Housing, Strategy and 

Development Manager 

 

The Scheme of 

Assistance Policy 

will be reviewed 

over the course of 

the LHS 2017-22 

as a result of the 

changing 

legislation in 

relation to private 

sector housing.  

Existing policy 

dates from 2011. 
Scheme of 

Assistance 

aligns with 

guidance and 

legislation. 

To be 

reviewed over 

the course of 

the LHS 

By 2020 Housing, Strategy and 

Development Manager 
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12.  Priority 6: Fuel Poverty and Climate Change 
 

ACTION 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Develop Carbon Management Plan specifically for Housing Services. 

 Determine baseline carbon footprint of WLC housing and report annually on reductions. 

 Determine actual levels of fuel poverty for Energy Efficiency project participants to report annually on 

reductions. 

 

 Continue to encourage improvement in energy efficiency in the owner-occupied and private rented sector 

through maximising HEEPS:ABS and SEEP funding. 

 

 Continue to address levels of fuel poverty in areas that are off the mains gas grid (Westfield, Breich, 

Wilkieston and Newton). 

 

 Continue to fit passive ventilation to new build council properties. 

 Develop a SEEP working group in order to ensure those responsible for setting capital programmes 

identify suitable properties to integrate domestic and non-domestic properties into a project. 

 

 Work towards all of the council’s own housing stock being compliant with EESSH requirements by 2020. 

 Investigate Collaborative Purchasing Scheme for tenants and residents. 

 Engage further with RSL’s on Energy Efficiency projects. 

 Monitor progress of Regulations for Energy Efficiency in the Private Sector (REEP) and develop suitable 

approach. 

Improve levels of Energy 

Efficiency in Housing stock 

Improve awareness of fuel 

poverty and methods to 

help alleviate it 

Measure levels of carbon 

emissions and fuel poverty 

from our housing stock 

Develop closer working with 

RSLs to tackle fuel poverty 

M
ai

n
 Is

su
es

 

 

 

 

 

Low levels of Energy Efficiency  

in house condition. 

 

Increasing costs of energy to 

ensure suitable levels of heating 

and hot water. 

 

Lack of awareness of issue and 

causes determining someone 

being in fuel poverty. 

 

 

P
ri

o
ri

ti
es

   
   

O
u

tc
o

m
es

 
   

 

 

 

Reduce levels of fuel poverty 

and increase number of 

people living in energy 

efficient homes. 

 

Measure, manage and reduce 

carbon emissions from 

housing stock. 

 

Continue to maximise 

available funding for 

Energy Efficiency 

measures. 

 

Develop measures to help 

reduce energy costs for 

tenants and residents. 

 

Ensure EESSH compliance 

by December 2020. 

 

Develop Carbon 

Management Plan for 

Housing operations. 
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12.1 Strategic Approach to Fuel Poverty, Climate Change & Energy Efficiency 

12.1.1 Advice and Information 

The council offers advice and information on fuel poverty to the residents of West Lothian via our 

Advice Shop based in Bathgate.  The Advice Shop provides a holistic service with multiple links that 

meet the needs of the local community with the main aim being to serve the West Lothian 

Community by tackling fuel poverty, social exclusion and disadvantage.  Through income 

maximisation, debt counselling and employment advice and assisting with housing and fuel poverty, 

the staff endeavour to help all people in West Lothian. 

12.1.2 Energy Tariff Comparison 

Through continued working with various organisations operating in West Lothian such as Citizens 

Advice Bureau, West Lothian Financial Inclusion Network and Home Energy Scotland we can provide 

the residents of West Lothian the ability to better understand their energy bills and check to see if 

they are on the best tariffs and if not then help them to switch suppliers. 

12.1.3 Collective Purchasing Scheme 

A collective purchasing scheme has had varying levels of success when performed by other local 

authorities across the UK but the principle of residents combining their energy demand requirements 

to bulk buy at better rates from supplier’s merits investigation.   The council will explore the possibility 

to be involved in an existing collective purchasing scheme for residents in West Lothian.  

12.1.4 Carbon Management 

Developing baseline levels of fuel poverty and the carbon footprint from housing allows us to 

measure the extent and scope of the issues that we are managing.  Our Carbon Management Plan will 

allow for a focused and clear approach to dealing with fuel poverty, climate change and energy 

efficiency. 

12.1.5 Renewable Energy 

As renewable energy technologies will continue to advance and offer potential solutions we will 

continue to monitor and assess the suitability and feasibility of integrating renewable energy sources 

into our approach for maintaining and developing our housing stock. 

12.1.6 Joined Up Thinking 

As well as climate change and energy efficiency, fuel poverty is also closely linked with a person’s 

Health and Wellbeing tending to have a negative impact on it.  By ensuring the factors that are linked 

with fuel poverty across council services are recognised by service provider we can help to identify 

those in need of assistance. 

12.2 Key Points from Review of Previous LHS 

Achieved 100% compliance with the Scottish Housing Quality Standard (SHQS) by April 2015 

 

Addressing fuel poverty remains a key priority for West Lothian Council and this chapter will detail our 

approach to understanding fuel poverty within the area and what we can do to reduce it.  There is a 

link that connects fuel poverty; energy efficiency and climate change so that developing strategies and 

approaches to address one of these issues will have an impact upon the others.  When planning and 

developing our approach we do not treat these issues as standalone but recognise the relationship 

each has with the other in order to develop a robust and practical approach that will deliver the 

maximum benefit. 

It is often viewed that a council can only directly impact on one of the factors that influence fuel 

poverty – which is the condition of a property and its energy efficiency – however in order to tackle 
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fuel poverty a more ambitious approach is required which develops approaches to address all of the 

three main causes of fuel poverty and not just one.  Due to the highly volatile yet upward trend in fuel 

prices combined with the extremely difficult economic conditions – both locally and globally – our 

ability to directly impact fuel poverty has never been more difficult yet more important for the 

residents of West Lothian. 

12.3 Understanding Fuel Poverty 

West Lothian Council will continue to recognise and use the definition of fuel poverty whereby; 

“A household is in fuel poverty if, in order to maintain a satisfactory heating regime, it would be required 

to spend more than 10% of its income (including Housing Benefit or Income Support for Mortgage 

Interest) on all household fuel use”. 

It is important to understand the factors that influence and determine if a household is living in fuel 

poverty, the three main factors are; household income, energy costs and energy consumption. 

Household Income 

The level of income for a household has a direct impact on whether or not a household is in fuel 

poverty; with those on a lower income more susceptible to being in fuel poverty in comparison to 

those on higher incomes.  From 2012 to 2015 both the UK Consumer Price Index (CPI) and levels of 

unemployment have fallen by 2.4% and 2.3% respectively yet levels of fuel poverty have continued to 

increase. 

Energy Costs 

From when the Housing (Scotland) Act 2001 came into effect to 2014 domestic energy costs rose by 

approximately 185% and during the same period fuel poverty increased.  However in recent years 

from 2012 domestic energy costs have fallen with whereas fuel poverty has continued to rise. 

Energy Consumption 

Recent trends show that the average consumption of energy for a domestic property fell by 13.3%  

between 2012 and 2015 which can be attributed to a combination of factors primarily being; 

improvements in energy efficiency (of properties as well as domestic appliances), weather patterns 

and price changes.   

The rate of fuel poverty has increased due to the rising costs (on average) of fossil fuel prices despite 

all the action and measures that have been taken to reduce this impact.  The historical upward trend 

in fuel prices where utility companies are quick to raise prices but slow to reduce them makes it 

difficult to monitor and manage exact levels of fuel poverty as the volatility of prices can move 

households into and out of fuel poverty based on a single alteration of tariff rates.  It is however 

anticipated that the longer term trend in fuel prices will continue to increase resulting in potentially 

even more households entering fuel poverty unless decisive action is taken. 

Our approach to tackling fuel poverty in West Lothian detailed in this chapter will evidence a more 

ambitious approach that we will develop and implement that will see us influence all of the three main 

factors determining a person being in fuel poverty and not just focusing on the physical condition of a 

property. 

12.3.1 Fuel Poverty in West Lothian 

In order to assess the level of fuel poverty within West Lothian we will use the figures provided from 

the Scottish Condition Housing Survey where the 2012-2014 survey states the level of fuel poverty in 
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West Lothian to be 29%; this is below the national average for Scotland of 35% however it is an 

increase on 2010-2012 data which was 26% and the 2011-13 which was 27%. 

By assessing West Lothian geographically there is a slight increase in areas identified as being in fuel 

poverty in the West part of the district compared to the East as this area is more rural in comparison 

(see Figure 9 below). However, analysing available data sources such as SIMD and Home Analytics 

there is no discernible pattern to fuel poverty within West Lothian with identified areas spread across 

the region including small villages in more rural areas to neighbourhoods of the larger towns such as 

Livingston.   

Specific areas that have been identified have been done so in preparation for HEEPS, SEEP and EESSH 

programmes of works and include (but are not limited to): 

 Dedridge 

 Howden 

 Armadale 

 Knightsridge 

 Deans 

 Pumpherston 

 Longridge 

 Westfield, Newton, Briech and Wilkieston (villages with no access to main gas)  

Figure 9: Proportion of Households in Fuel Poverty by Intermediate Zone West Lothian 2010-2012 (2014) 
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Economic Indicators 

From 2012 to 2015 the below changes have occurred in these key indicators; 

Table 17: Key Economic Indicators 

Indicator 2012 2015 % Change 

Fuel Poverty – Scotland 34% 35% + 1% 

Fuel Poverty – West Lothian 26% 29% + 3% 

Unemployment – Scotland 13.2% 10.7% - 2.5% 

Unemployment – West Lothian 12.7% 10.5% - 2.2% 

Average Household Energy 

Consumption 

19,793kWh 

(based on gas 

and electricity) 

16,784kWh (based on 

gas and electricity) 

- 13.3% 

Average Household Energy 

Costs 

£1,262.00 £1,184.00 - 6.2% 

Inflation 2.83% 0.05% - 2.78% 

 

There has been a recent downward trend in the main factors that can influence fuel poverty as shown 

in the above table yet levels of fuel poverty have continued to rise.  This pattern is counterintuitive 

and demonstrates how complex the issue of fuel poverty is. 

Another factor that needs to be considered is Welfare Reform.  The Welfare Reform Act 2012 is set to 

have a substantial impact on West Lothian residents who stand to lose approximately £57 million per 

year.  Claimants of health related benefits such as Disability Living Allowance and Incapacity Benefit 

look to be the hardest hit with an annual loss of approximately £22 million.  Recent changes in 

Housing Benefit are likely to have the most widespread impact with an estimated 6,000 claimants in 

West Lothian being adversely affected by the reforms, resulting in an annual loss of around £4.2 

million.  In real terms, this means a drastic reduction of income for thousands of people with many 

losing their entitlement to benefit altogether. 

The majority of households in West Lothian have access to the mains gas network which is 

advantageous as mains gas is normally the cheapest source of fossil fuel energy.  Only four villages do 

not have access to the mains gas network; in these villages residents use a combination of electricity, 

solid fuel and oil as a source of energy.   We are exploring the feasibility to connect these villages to 

the mains gas network as well as other potential energy solutions that could be suitable to help 

reduce energy costs for these residents such as the installation of Solar PV panels, Heat Pumps and 

Biomass District Heating. 

In order to further encourage energy efficiency improvements in the owner-occupied and private 

rented sector we will continue to maximise available funding from Scottish Government as well as 

from utility companies under the Energy Company Obligation in order to continue with our Area 

Based Schemes.  These will continue to be targeted at properties considered Hard-to-Treat with an 

emphasis on external wall insulation measures for no fines properties.  ECO is currently going through 

a transition phase and it is not yet clear how exactly it will be extended or replaced and this is a 

situation we will monitor closely as it develops in order to adapt to any changes that will arise. 

We can say with some certainty that the main factor that influences whether or not a household is 

living in fuel poverty is the cost of the energy required to adequately heat their home.  Although 

recently energy costs have fallen they have done so from a high point that had been reached over a 

prolonged period starting in 2001.  The recent Welfare Reforms also further compound the effect of 

high energy costs. 
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12.3.2 Local Issues Identified 

We held a seminar for local organisations and stakeholders to seek input into the causes and 

influencing factors to fuel poverty in West Lothian with the main themes identified summarised below: 

 Self-regulation of energy use – people not using the heating adequately and some rooms not 

being heated. 

 Lack of interactive information such as videos easily explaining the issue and measures such as 

correct use of heating controls, understanding fuel bills and switching energy suppliers. 

 People seek help when an issue reaches crisis point which makes issues harder to tackle. 

 Utility companies need to be more aware of vulnerable customers and ensure all customers are on 

the correct / best tariffs. 

 Fuel Poverty, Energy Efficiency and Climate Change can be difficult to fully understand with 

information needing to be simple to understand and concise and avoid jargon. 

 Better education of fuel poverty and financial management could help prepare younger people 

for sustaining tenancies.  

The Scottish Government has set ambitious targets to cut carbon emissions with the Climate Change 

(Scotland) Act 2009.  The council is required to comply with the public sector duties in the Act 

including reducing carbon emissions and acting sustainably.  West Lothian Council is also a signatory 

to Scotland’s Climate Change Declaration under which it annually reports on actions taken to comply 

with public sector duties in the Act.  In 2013, carbon emissions were 7.2 tonnes of CO2 per person; this 

has decreased from 8.9 tonnes per person in 2005. 

12.4 Housings Contribution to Climate Change 

The housing stock of West Lothian contributes to climate change primarily though the consumption 

of energy used to heat and power homes with this energy predominately coming from sources of 

fossil fuels.  We have taken a two pronged approach to considering the impact our housing has on the 

environment by focusing on our existing housing stock and also our new build programme. 

12.4.1 Existing Housing Stock 

We recognise that the most effective way to reduce the impact our housing stock has upon the 

environment is to reduce the demand for the energy required to adequately heat and power these 

homes.  By planning for being fully compliant with EESSH by 2020 we will ensure our own housing 

stocks energy efficiency levels are improved where required and through the continuation of our 

energy efficiency programmes will encourage owners and the private rented sector to improve the 

energy efficiency of their own homes which will help reduce energy consumption. 

Estimates from the Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) show that the carbon footprint 

from domestic sources for West Lothian in 2013 to be 386,300t/CO2 which has reduced year on year 

from 435,500t/CO2 in 2005.  In the same period the population of West Lothian has increased from 

165,000 to 176,100.  This trend is encouraging as it shows that despite an increase in the population 

the average carbon footprint per person has reduced. 

12.4.2 New Build Housing 

West Lothian Council maintains ambitious targets for the number of new build homes that we will 

provide during the duration of this Local Housing Strategy and are proud of the fact no other local 

authority in Scotland built more council homes between 2009/10 and 2015/16.  As well as our own 

new build programme, West Lothian is currently experiencing an increase in the number of private 

new build developments with several thousand anticipated new homes to be built in the period of this 

LHS. 

We recognise the importance of designing and building homes that have minimal impact upon the 

environment not only during the construction process but also so that once built the properties are 
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highly energy efficient ensuring low fuel consumption costs for owners and tenants.  We do not only 

consider the sustainability of the property but the development as a whole which relates to our 

approach to the design, development and maintenance of sustainable places.   

The council notes the decision of the UK Government to remove the Zero Carbon Homes Policy and 

the requirement for all new build homes to be carbon neutral by 2016; we remain committed to 

reducing the impact our new build programme has on the environment and will continue to explore 

the best options for reducing this, within the resources available to us. 

12.4.3 The Impact of Climate Change 

The council recognises that the threat and reality of climate change is both international and local.  

The direct impacts in West Lothian will not be as severe as in some coastal areas or in developing 

countries where the effects of drought, food shortages, flooding and land loss could be profound.  

This will inevitably impact on us all through supply chain impacts and increased demand for limited 

resources.  However, the effects of a changing climate are already beginning to be seen in West 

Lothian with increasingly frequent severe weather events requiring responses from the council, the 

emergency services and our Community Planning Partners. 

Even if all greenhouse gas emissions were stopped now, past and current global emissions mean that 

some level of climate change will still occur.  The council has prepared a Local Climate Income Profile 

(LCLIP) to assess the impact of past weather events on council property and service delivery.  The UK 

Climate Projections 09 (UKCP09) provides recent trends and future climate information designed to 

help organisations plan for adapting to a changing climate.  Details of the UKCP09 projections for 

West Lothian over the next 100 years are provided below in Table 18.  The main changes of 

importance to West Lothian include an overall rise in temperature, a decrease in summer rainfall and 

an increase in winter rainfall.  There will also be an increased likelihood of experiencing extreme 

weather events. 

Table 18: Projected Changes in Local Climate (West Lothian Council, 2015-2020) 

Projected changes in summer and winter temperatures and precipitation for West 

Lothian (Medium Emissions) 

 2020s 2050s 2080s Trend 

Winter Mean 

Temperature 

1.2°C (0.5°C – 

2.0°C) 

2.0°C (1.0°C – 

3.0°C) 

2.6°C (1.4°C – 

4.1°C) 

Warmer 

Precipitation 5% (-2% - 14%) 12% (-2% - 

24%) 

15% (2% - 

32%) 

Wetter 

Summer Mean 

Temperature 

1.5°C (0.6°C – 

2.5°C) 

2.5°C (1.2°C – 

4.1°C) 

3.7°C (2.0°C – 

5.8°C) 

Warmer 

Precipitation -6% (-17% - 7%) -14% (-28% - 

1%) 

-17% (-34% - 

0%) 

Drier 

 

Approximately 25% of all emissions come from domestic homes and the majority of homes that are 

with us today are likely to be with us in 2050.  For energy consumption in domestic properties to 

reduce and carbon targets to be met adaptations to existing properties will be required alongside 

measures to ensure new build developments consider energy efficiency and future climatic conditions. 

12.4.4 Threats and Opportunities 

The main threat posed by future climate change to housing in West Lothian will not be from the likely 

trend of warmer and wetter winters with warmer and wetter summers but by the increase in the 

frequency and intensity of extreme weather events.  Extreme weather events will directly impact 
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housing in two distinct ways; firstly to the physical condition of our housing stock and secondly the 

people who inhabit our housing stock and therefore we have detailed our approach to each. 

Threats to Housing Stock Condition 

There are three main types of extreme weather event that have been considered that can have an 

impact on the physical condition of housing in West Lothian.  These are; flooding, heatwaves and 

prolonged periods of freezing conditions including snow.  Each of these events poses different threats 

to housing condition therefore West Lothian’s vulnerability to climate change will be established 

through a risk assessment process and addressed through flood risk management planning and 

processes and the preparation and implementation of an Adaptation Action Plan.  The capability of 

council buildings and essential infrastructure to withstand more extreme weather will also be assessed, 

and a Local Climate Impact Profile (LCLIP) for West Lothian has been prepared for this process. 

Work to adapt to climate change includes flood prevention programmes and works.  A number of 

flood prevention measures have been carried out across West Lothian including works at Armadale, 

Bathgate, Broxburn and Fauldhouse. 

Threats to Vulnerable Groups 

The future effects of climate change will be even more compounded to those classed as vulnerable as 

they will have reduced resilience to be able to cope with changes and more extreme weather events.  

As well as living in fuel poverty we consider someone to be classed as vulnerable if they are elderly, 

low income earners, single parent households, caring for young children and the disabled.  In order to 

ensure those classed as vulnerable are protected from the future effects of climate change we will aim 

to prioritise our energy efficiency programmes to include these households where possible. 

Opportunities from Climate Change 

The main potential opportunities that will be provided by future changing climates will be enhanced 

capability to generate energy from renewable sources.  Our approach to Renewable Energy will be 

developed and detailed in the Carbon Management Plan for Housing but it is anticipated that there 

will be an increase in the suitability of solar PV, solar thermal and wind generation installations.  

Renewable Energy technologies still require financial support in order to be a feasible investment 

however these technologies will soon be economically viable options without subsidies and the 

development of our Renewables Plan will allow us to be positioned to take advantage once this 

occurs. 

12.5 Adaptation and Mitigation 

In order to both prepare for the threats of but also take advantage of the opportunities that climate 

change will pose it is not only vital to develop an adaptation and mitigation approach but to 

recognise the key differences these approaches have specifically for housing. 

12.4.1 Adaptation 

Adaptation is focused on changing our existing systems to both reduce the level of exposure to 

climate change whilst exploiting the potential benefits it provides.  In terms of the housing stock for 

West Lothian this means ensuring the physical condition of these houses are suitable for the projected 

future climatic conditions of warmer and wetter winters with warmer and drier summers.  Our 

adaptation approach will be focused on existing housing to ensure that we continue to maintain and 

improve the condition of our own housing stock whilst making decisions and designing capital 

programmes with a view to integrating adaptation to future climate change. 
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12.4.2 Mitigation 

Mitigation is focused on reducing the impact that the housing stock of West Lothian – both current 

and future – has upon the environment and climate change and implementing methods to reduce 

this.  Our mitigation approach will focus mainly on our new build housing strategy as it is both easier 

and economical to plan for future climate conditions and integrate these into our programmes at the 

design stage rather than retrofitting measures. 

The advantage that focusing on energy efficiency has to both reducing our impact on climate change 

but also climate changes impact on our housing stock is that an energy efficiency measure is both an 

adaptation and a mitigation measure.  For example installing external wall insulation to a property 

improves the thermal performance of the building ensuring it is suitable to live in with reduced expose 

to colder weather (adaptation) whilst it reduces energy consumption as less energy is required to heat 

the property therefore carbon emissions are reduced (mitigation). 

12.6 Energy Efficiency 

There are three main methods in which we are able to directly impact on the energy efficiency of the 

housing stock of West Lothian which will target social housing, owner-occupiers and the private 

rented sector. 

12.6.1 Home Energy Efficiency Programmes for Scotland: Area Based Schemes (HEEPS: ABS) 

The council’s HEEPS:ABS continues to be the main tool available for providing energy efficiency 

measures to the owner-occupier and private rented sector and we will continue to allocate capital 

programme funding to council owned properties included in an Area Based Scheme.  In 2015/16 the 

council increased its capacity to fully manage our HEEPS:ABS programme by creating two new 

positions in Housing, Customer and Building Services which will allow for greater control over 

identifying and designing suitable HEEPS:ABS programmes. 

As HEEPS:ABS is a Scottish Government initiative and budget allocations are determined by them on 

an annual basis it is not possible to detail our yearly approach to our Area Based Schemes for the 

period of this LHS as future budget levels are unknown.  A key action for this LHS will be to maximise 

available funding sources for Area Based Schemes from both the Scottish Government as well as utility 

companies. 

Our Area Based Schemes will continue to target the non-traditional housing stock in West Lothian and 

the main focus for funding will be providing external wall insulation to solid wall houses.  With over 

2,800 solid wall houses of no fines construction in West Lothian our overall aim for our Area Based 

Schemes will be that each of these properties receives an offer to receive external wall insulation.  As 

HEEPS:ABS budgets are determined annually by Scottish Government we have little control over the 

number of properties we can target each year therefore cannot commit to targeting all no fines 

properties within the period of this LHS however we intend to include the below areas within our 

HEEPS:ABS programme of works for 2016/17 and 2017/18: 

 Deans – Replacement EWI to one owner and four council owned properties 

 Pumpherston – EWI programme in Heaney Avenue for 46 owners and 23 council owned 

properties 

 Longridge – EWI programme in Kirkbrae for 31 owners and 20 council owned properties 

We appreciate some owners may refuse the offer of EWI however the aim is to have provided an offer 

for the works to each household in these areas. 
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12.6.2 Scotland’s Energy Efficiency Plan (SEEP) 

Within the period covered by this Local Housing Strategy SEEP will be introduced in 2018.  SEEP aims 

to combine the energy efficiency approaches for domestic and non-domestic buildings together.   In 

order to be prepared for this we will implement the below measures: 

 Develop a SEEP working group that will combine officers from Housing, Customer and Building 

Services, Construction Services, Finance & Property Services and Procurement in order to develop 

a joint approach to identifying, designing and implementing energy efficiency projects combining 

both domestic and non-domestic elements. 

 

 Develop an awareness campaign for local based organisations and communities who have energy 

efficiency projects to make them aware of a potential source of funding that SEEP could provide. 

 

 Further develop the energy plan for domestic properties which will be detailed in the Carbon 

Management Plan for Housing which will allow for closer integration to the council’s existing 

plans for Energy Management of its own estate. 

12.6.3 Energy Efficiency Standard for Social Housing (EESSH) 

The Energy Efficiency Standard for Social Housing requires that by 2020 all social housing stock in 

Scotland achieves a minimum level of energy efficiency represented by its individual Energy 

Performance Certificate (EPC) Energy Efficiency (EE) rating.  The table below illustrates the minimum 

criteria to be achieved by property type: 

Table 19: EESSH SAP Score Levels Source: BRE (2015) 

 Energy Efficiency Rating (SAP 2009) Energy Efficiency Rating (SAP 

2012) 

Dwelling Type Gas Electric Gas Electric 

Flats 69 65 69 63 

Four-in-a-block 65 65 65 62 

Houses (other 

than detached) 

69 65 69 62 

Detached 60 60 60 57 

 

Alongside our HEEPS:ABS and SEEP programmes of energy efficiency measures which are mainly 

aimed at owner occupiers and the private rented sector we will be required to ensure our own 

housing stock meets these requirements by December 2020 in order to ensure our tenants are 

provided with housing that is more energy efficient.  

Due to the varied house types that make up our housing stock different methods and approaches will 

be required as there is not one energy efficiency measure that suits all house types and therefore a 

more specific approach will be required.  Good work has already been done in ensuring 100% of WLC 

housing stock meets the Scottish Housing Quality Standard which provides us with a solid foundation 

to progress this work toward meeting our EESSH targets. 

By aiming for our housing stock to be compliant with the Energy Efficiency Standard for Social 

Housing (EESSH) by December 2020 we will identify properties that require energy efficiency measures 

to be performed in order to be brought up to the standards required. 

12.7 Carbon Management 

In order to develop an effective strategy to addressing fuel poverty it is vital to understand and 

consider the wide range of factors that can influence it; therefore a key aspect of our Local Housing 
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Strategy will be the development and implementation of a Carbon Management Plan specifically for 

our Housing Service.  The purpose of a Carbon Management Plan for Housing is threefold: 

 To act as an overall umbrella plan for related approaches that are connected to improve energy 

efficiency which can reduce fuel poverty whilst reducing carbon emissions from domestic 

properties. 

 To provide input into the Local Housing Strategy on the issues of Climate Change and Fuel 

Poverty whilst developing our approach to reducing these. 

 A Carbon Management Plan for Housing will allow for the carbon reductions achieved from 

projects to be measured and reported on. 

The figure below shows the council’s approach to Carbon Management for Housing.  

Figure 10: West Lothian Council’s Carbon Management Plan for Housing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This Carbon Management Plan will detail our planned approach to the main factors that the council 

can influence which are: 

Fuel Poverty 

We will detail how our approach to addressing fuel poverty supports our overall aims for addressing 

poverty across West Lothian and how the Carbon Management Plan will support our Single Outcome 

Agreement and Anti-Poverty Strategy. 

Renewable Energy 

Due to the differences in scale as well as financial incentives for domestic renewable energy 

installations compared to non-domestic/commercial installations a detailed approach specifically for 

domestic properties will be developed.  This will allow for easier identification of suitable situations 

where a renewable energy source is a feasible option. 

District Heating 

Having been identified by Scottish Government as a key tool in addressing climate change as well as 

fuel poverty we will develop our approach to identifying and developing possible district heating 

projects that could be progressed in West Lothian.   

Energy Efficiency 

We will detail our approach to developing and implementing energy efficiency projects as well as 

looking to further align our own capital budget programmes with our Home Energy Efficiency 

Carbon 

Management 

Plan for Housing 

District Heating 

Strategy 

Fuel Poverty 

Strategy 

Renewable 

Energy Strategy 

Energy 

Efficiency 

Strategy 

Adaptation & 

Mitigation 

Strategy 
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Programmes for Scotland: Area Based Schemes (HEEPS:ABS).  This will also include our approach in 

preparing for the upcoming Scotland’s Energy Efficiency Programme (SEEP) and also how we will 

ensure our housing stock meets the requirements of the Energy Efficiency Standard for Social Housing 

(EESSH) by the 2020 deadline.  See section 9.4 for further details on our approach to HEEPS, SEEP and 

EESSH. 

Climate Change 

We will further develop our understanding of the influence our housing operations can have upon 

climate change but will also detail our approach to adaptation and mitigation considering the effects 

that climate change may have on our existing housing stock and new build programme. 

Carbon Footprint 

A carbon footprint baseline will be developed for the council’s own housing stock in order for carbon 

reductions to be both measured and reported on and we will also utilise DECC modelled data to 

determine a suitable baseline carbon footprint for the owner-occupied and private rental sector.  It is 

vital that we understand the extent of our carbon footprint by determining suitable baselines in order 

to be able to develop an effective approach to managing it. 

An integral part of establishing a Carbon Management Plan for Housing will be setting out how we 

will measure, monitor and report on our performance in reducing levels of fuel poverty and carbon 

emissions.  Due to the fact that we as a council can only directly control one of the factors that 

determine fuel poverty it is not suitable to set annual reduction targets as despite our best efforts 

other factors may increase levels of fuel poverty.  Therefore as part of our Local Housing Strategy 

review process we will report on an annual basis what has been achieved in terms of reducing fuel 

poverty and carbon emissions. 

The development of a Carbon Management Plan for housing with the detailed plans that form it will 

further support the council’s existing Carbon Management Plan and Climate Change Plan whilst 

enhancing a joint approach from the different departments which will be required to successfully 

deliver our SEEP objectives. 

12.8 Working with Others 

Fuel poverty, climate change and energy efficiency are not issues that only affect council housing but 

the full housing stock of West Lothian and as a result it is key that we interact and work alongside 

other parties in targeting these issues.  In order to increase the impact our LHS has on West Lothian 

we will look to work with Registered Social Landlords, Community Groups and the Private Rented 

Sector. 

12.8.1 Registered Social Landlords 

We have already worked with two RSL’s with housing stock in West Lothian as part of previous 

HEEPS:ABS programmes to provide improved energy efficiency measures to owners properties when 

RSL’s were investing in their own stock for improvement. 

Over £2.4m in HEEPS:ABS funding has been provided in Howden to provide External Wall Insulation to 

owners’ properties; this was performed in conjunction with Almond Housing Association who invested 

in EWI for their own housing stock as part of the contract. 

£90,000 in HEEPS:ABS funding was provided to owners for an EWI project in Cunnigar Gardens in Mid 

Calder for 12 owner properties while WESLO funded 10 of their own properties in this location.  
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As part of future HEEPS:ABS and SEEP planning we intend to further engage with RSL’s to identify 

instances where their housing could potentially be included in a EWI programme but also to identify 

other areas for possible projects to be funded that would allow RSL’s to improve their stock. 

We will investigate the potential to establish a technical working group with RSL’s with stock in West 

Lothian to discuss methods and ideas for furthering energy efficiency works such as compliance with 

EESSH which RSL’s will also have to achieve. 

12.8.2 Community Groups 

As part of the management of the HEEPS:ABS programme we have and will continue to engage with 

local communities (through Community Councils where possible) to provide details on the proposed 

programmes of works and offer a means for communities to provide input and feedback on what is 

being proposed. 

We will also encourage community groups to develop their own energy efficiency projects which may 

be funded through the SEEP from 2018. 

12.8.3 Private Rented Sector 

The Private Rented sector is arguably the most important sector that we should engage with as it is 

the most difficult to monitor and manage the standard of housing that is being provided.  As RSL’s are 

required to meet the same standard of housing as the council there is confidence that the housing 

provided is fit for purpose; the same cannot be said for PRS housing.  As the consultation on the 

Regulation of Energy Efficiency in Private Sector Homes (REEP) has been delayed we will await the 

outcome of this process before determining our strategic approach to working with the PRS. 

12.9 Achieving Desired Outcomes 

The desired outcome for this aspect of the LHS is to reduce the level and number of households 

affected by fuel poverty.  In order to achieve this we will focus our strategic approach on firstly 

determining a suitable baseline of fuel poverty and the carbon footprint of our housing stock in order 

to fully appreciate the scale of the issue being dealt with to develop a suitable approach to reducing 

these factors. 

12.9.1 Resources 

As mentioned the council has employed two new members of staff to manage our HEEPS programme 

of works as well as our approach to energy efficiency projects for our housing stock.   

The Advice Shop 

The Advice Shop provides free and impartial advice to the residents of West Lothian and with the 

addition of officers to manage the HEEPS:ABS programme of works now working within the Housing 

Service it has allowed for a closer integration with the activities of the Advice Shop with regards to 

energy efficiency advice.   

 

Energy Forum 

An Energy Forum has been established by the West Lothian Financial Inclusion Network for public and 

third sector organisations in West Lothian providing work and information relating to fuel poverty and 

energy efficiency.  This forum allows member organisations to share knowledge and experiences with 

one another with the aim of aligning resources to provide maximum benefit to the residents of West 

Lothian.  Members of the forum include; the West Lothian Financial Inclusion Network, Home Energy 

Scotland, Citizens Advice Bureau Scotland, Almond Housing Association as well as the council.   
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12.9.2 Constraints 

Aside from the main constraints detailed above being that we have limited influence on the main 

factors that determine fuel poverty; our ability to achieve our desired outcomes is constrained by the 

level of funding available.  Although the HEEPS:ABS has enabled energy efficiency measures to be 

provided to hundreds of homes in West Lothian there remains uncertainty over the level of funding 

that will be made available under the SEEP and how this funding will be structured. 

A major aspect of the HEEPS programme of works is the Energy Company Obligation (ECO) that 

requires utility companies to contribute to the cost of measures in order to meet their own carbon 

reduction targets.  The levels of funding provided have decreased since it was initially introduced and 

although it is to be replaced in 2017 with a different method there are little to no details of what will 

replace it and what funding it will provide.  This hinders our ability to plan and forecast future HEEPS 

projects as we cannot determine our available budget far in advance. 
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12.10 Fuel Poverty and Climate Change - ACTION PLAN 

 

Outcome:     Reduce levels of fuel poverty and increase number of people living in energy efficient homes 

 

 

Action 

 

Baseline 

 

Indicators 

 

Target / Milestone 

 

Timescale 

Who is 

responsible? 

 

Progress 

 

Develop a baseline 

carbon footprint for 

WLC housing stock.  

To be 

determined. 

To be determined. Reductions to be 

reported on annually 

at review of LHS 

By end of 2017. 

 

 

HIO - Energy 

Efficiency Officers. 

 

Develop a baseline to 

measure number of 

actual households in 

fuel poverty included 

in energy efficiency 

programmes. 

To be 

determined. 

Number of 

households in fuel 

poverty. 

To be reported on 

annually 

On-going. HIO - Energy 

Efficiency Officers. 

 

Develop a HEEPS: ABS 

programme to assist 

householders to 

improve the energy 

efficiency of their 

homes, to reduce 

energy consumption 

and save money. 

To be 

determined. 

Number of 

households in fuel 

poverty. 

Implemented by end 

of 2022. 

Annually until 

replaced by 

SEEP (2017). 

HIO - Energy 

Efficiency Officers. 

 

Ensure all social 

rented housing 

complies with the 

EESSH by 2020. 

42.4% To be determined. 100% by 2020 By end of 2020. HIO - Energy 

Efficiency Officers. 

 

Develop SEEP working 

group including 

relevant council 

departments. 

To be 

determined 

To be determined Implemented by end 

of 2017. 

On-going once 

established. 

HIO - Energy 

Efficiency Officers. 

 

Develop technical To be To be determined Established by Mid- On-going once HIO - Energy  
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working group with 

RSL’s that have 

housing stock in West 

Lothian. 

determined 2017. established. Efficiency Officers. 

Provide energy advice 

services through the 

council or a 

mechanism to direct 

householders to 

existing services. 

To be 

determined 

Number of referrals 

to Advice Shop from 

Energy Efficiency 

Advisor from 

HEEPS:ABS 

programmes. 

Ongoing.  Ongoing.  Advice Shop.  
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13.  Equalities Impact Assessment (EIA) 

Appendix 2 

Housing, Customer and Building Services strive to encourage a culture and environment which is 

inclusive of all sections of society and responsive to the needs of individuals.  This results in staff, 

tenants, residents and other stakeholders who are free from any form of discrimination in respect of 

all their dealings with our service. 

We are fully committed to meaningful engagement with the diverse groups and individuals that make 

up our local communities.  We will continue to make appropriate resources available in order to build 

their capacity for involvement in our service planning and decision-making processes.  We aim to 

ensure that our staff are equipped to reach out to traditionally 'under represented' sections of society 

and will continue to expand on our methods of engaging with groups and individuals.  We will strive 

to break down any barriers they may have when trying to access or become involved in the service. 

We will: 

 Ensure buildings are accessible 

 Hold meetings at suitable times and in the appropriate venue 

 Meet with existing community groups 

 Make published information available in different formats 

 Encourage 'under represented' groups and individuals to become involved 

 Provide the required level of support to groups and individuals who have learning or support 

needs to enable them to participate fully and fairly 

 Provide the required support and advice to allow all groups to function equally 

 Provide resources to allow the option of external training when required 

 Make available learning and development opportunities within West Lothian Council 

 Provide specialist equipment, translation and interpretation services to aid communication 

where required 

 Ensure our staff are open, honest and accountable and that they ensure equality of 

involvement for all sections of the community 

 Through this commitment to enable full engagement with the people of West Lothian we 

hope to allow them to participate fully and equally in all aspects of the services that we deliver 

and make a valuable contribution to our success and development. 

13.1 Policies and Documents Accessibility 

West Lothian Council is committed to ensuring that all information is accessible for all users and 

provide a range of tools in order to do so.  We also look to ensure all content is presented in a "plain 

English", easy to understand format through consistently reviewing customer feedback and providing 

all our content editors with the correct training and guidance. 

By using the West Lothian Council website customer can use the accessibility link and the drop down 

list in the "Listen and translate" option at the top of the page.  This will allow customers to: 

 Change Text Size 

 Listen to this document with BrowseAloud Plus 

 Access a translated version: you can translate this website into a language of your choosing 

Dyslexia Assistance - Using the Assist Dyslexia link on the top menu of the website, the site will 

convert to a colour scheme to assist those with dyslexia. Documents are also available on request in 

Braille, tape, large print and community languages through the interpretation and translation services.  
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14.  Key Partners 

 

 West Lothian Tenants and Residents 

 Council Teams  - Social Policy,  Finance 

and Property Services, Operational 

Services, Corporate Services, Education 

Services, Planning and Economic 

Development 

 

 RSL partners 

 Local Equality Groups 

 Police Scotland 

 Scottish Fire and Rescue Service 

 Scotland’s Housing Network (SHN) 

 Department of Work and Pensions 

 Chartered Institute of Housing 

 Care Inspectorate 

 Community Councils 

 Corporate Services 

 Disability West Lothian 

 Hallnet 

 NHS Lothian 

 Other Local Authorities 

 Bethany Christian Trust 

 Women’s Aid 

 Cyrenians 

 Family Law Centre 

 Health and Social Care Partnership 

 Home Aid 

 Hubco East 

 Jobcentre plus 

 Lovell Partnerships Ltd 

 McTaggart Construction 

 Open Door 

 Richmond Fellowship 

 SAMH 

 Scottish Futures Trust 

 Scottish Government 

 Scottish Housing Regulator 

 Scottish Prison Service 

 The Rock Trust 

 Tenant Participation Advisory Service 

 Tenants Information Service 

 Victim Support 

 West Lothian Community Councils 

 West Lothian Drug and Alcohol Services 

 West Lothian Equality Groups 

 West Lothian Housing Providers’ Forum 

 West Lothian Youth Action Project 

 West Lothian Youth Inclusion Project 
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15.  Glossary 

 

A 

AHP – Affordable Housing Policy 

AHIP – Affordable Housing Investment Programme 

AHSP – Affordable Housing Supply Programme  

ALCHO – Association of Local Authority Chief Housing Officers 

ALMO – Arm’s Length Management Organisation  

Assisted Living: assisted living focuses on maximising service user’s independence and dignity.  It 

emphasises flexibility, individualised support services.  Involvement of the community, as well as 

tenants’ families, neighbors and friends is encouraged 

B 

Bariatric: relating to the treatment of obesity 

C 

Care and Repair: A scheme for home owners and private renters which helps the elderly and people 

with disabilities by providing information and assistance with regard to repairs and improvements to 

their homes. 

Care in the Community: West Lothian Council is committed to Care in the Community.  It works 

closely with West Lothian Community Health and Care Partnership, housing providers, housing 

support providers and voluntary agencies to help meet the housing, care and support needs of 

vulnerable people living in West Lothian. 

CHCP – Community Health and Care Partnership 

CHMA – Centre for Housing Market Analysis 

CHR – Common Housing Register  

CIH – Chartered Institute of Housing 

CMT – Corporate Management Team  

COSLA – Convention of Scottish Local Authorities 

Core and Cluster – consists of a network or cluster of tenancies for people with support needs which 

are linked to a hub or core housing unit.   

CSU – Community Safety Unit 

D 

DIA – Drainage Impact Assessment 

DHP – Discretionary Housing Payment 
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E 

EESSH – Energy Efficiency Standard for Social Housing  

ECO – Energy Company Obligation 

EIA / EQIA– Equalities Impact Assessment 

EST – Energy Saving Trust 

F 

Floating Support – a service which supports people to live independently which is not linked with the 

person’s accommodation. Support is individually assessed, planned and reviewed with the service 

user.  Usually the support reduces over time as the original need reduces.   

FOI – Freedom of Information Request 

G 

GIRFEC – Getting it Right for Every Child 

H 

Health and Social Care Integration - Legislation in Scotland came into force on the 1
st
 April 2016 

which brings together NHS and local council care services under on partnership agreement for each 

area to deliver the 9 national health and wellbeing outcomes.   

HEEPS:ABS – Home Energy Efficiency Programmes Scotland Area Based Schemes 

HES – Home Energy Scotland 

HMO – Houses of Multiple Occupation 

HIO – Housing Investment Officer 

Housing Support – services which help people to live as independently as possible in the community.  

They can be provided in an individual’s own home or in temporary accommodation such as hostels for 

homeless people Housing support services help people manage their homes in different way.  These 

include assistance to claim for welfare benefits, fill in forms, manage a household budget, keep safe 

and secure, get help from specialist services, obtain furniture and furnishings and help with shopping 

and housework.  They also include community alarm services in sheltered housing.   

Housing with Care – The aim of Housing with Care is to promote independent living through 

assisting older people with support needs to reside longer in their own homes as an alternative to 

other forms of institutional care. 

HNDA – Housing Need and Demand Assessment 

HRA – Housing Revenue Account 

HS&D – Housing Strategy and Development 

HUBCO - Hub East Central Scotland Limited – a company set up as a procurement vehicle to support, 

develop and deliver well designed, affordable, sustainable and functional community facilities that 

enable effective service delivery throughout the East Central Territory. 
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I  

Independent Living - “having the same freedom, choice, dignity and control as other citizens at 

home, at work and in the community” 

J 

JIT – Joint Improvement Team 

JSNA – Joint Strategic Needs Assessment 

L 

LA – Local Authority 

LAC – Local Area Committee 

LDP – Local Development Plan 

LHA – Local Housing Allowance 

LHS – Local Housing Strategy  

LIFT – Low cost Initiative for First Time Buyers 

LRO – Local Records Officer 

M 

Main stream/general needs housing: housing not specifically designed for a particular user group.   

MIR – Main Issues Report 

MMR – Mid-market Rent 

MSC – Matters Specified in Conditions 

N 

NBCH – New Build Council Housing 

NETS – Neighbourhood Environment Teams 

O 

OT – Occupational Therapist 

P 

PDSP – Policy Development and Scrutiny Panel 

PGs – Planning Guidance  

PRS – Private Rented Sector 

PSP – Public Social Partnership 
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PU – Public Utility  

R 

RCC - Road Construction Consent  

Respite Care: Short term care for those who require family members or others to look after them.  Its 

aim is to give the carers a short break whilst avoiding the need to place those they care for 

permanently in a facility which is not their home. 

RSL - Registered Social Landlord A not for profit housing association of housing cooperative that is 

registered with the Scottish Housing Regulator. 

RTB - Right to Buy Legislation which enables people to buy a house where they have a Council or 

Housing Association tenancy. 

S 

Standard Assessment Procedure (SAP) - The only official, government approved system for 

assessing the energy rating for a new home.  SAP assessors must be accredited and registered with a 

certification body. 

SDP - Strategic Development Plan 

SDS - Self-Directed Support  

SEEP - Scotland’s Energy Efficiency Plan 

SESHOF - South East of Scotland Housing Forum 

SESPlan - South East of Scotland Strategic Plan 

SG - Scottish Government 

SHBVN -Scottish Housing Best Value Network, renamed in 2016 as Scotland’s Housing Network 

Sheltered Housing - Housing for elderly people that includes some form of support service. 

SHIP - Strategic Housing Investment Plan 

SHQS Scottish Housing Quality Standard - Scottish Government standards for the quality and 

condition of housing.   

SLPA - Strategic Local Programme Agreement 

Single Outcome Agreement (SOA): The Community Planning Partnerships priorities and outcomes 

for the local authority.   

Specialised Housing – housing which has specifically designed and designated to meet the needs of 

people with particular needs. 

Scottish Planning Policy (SPP): The Scottish Government’s approach to planning. 

Supported Accommodation/Housing – terms used to describe a variety of accommodation 

including:  

A house or flat, where the occupant receives support from social work or other organisations 
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Sheltered housing, housing with care or assisted living, retirement housing,  

A hostel, refuge or rehabilitation centre.   

Scheme of Assistance (SOA): Information, advice and practical assistance for private owners as 

required by the Housing (Scotland) Act 2006. 

T 

Telecare/Telehealth: the use of telecare and telehealth equipment for the continuous, automatic and 

remote monitoring of real times emergencies and lifestyle changes over time in order to manage the 

risks associated with independent living. 

Tenure: The conditions under which land or buildings are held or occupied 

TP: Tenant Participation / Officer  

V 

Voids: Empty properties  

W 

WLC - West Lothian Council 

WLDA - West Lothian Development Alliance 
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Appendix 1: Consultation Background Paper 

 

Introduction 

The purpose of this report is to provide an overview of the consultation which took place during the development of West Lothian Council’s Local Housing 

Strategy (2017-2022). A Local Housing Strategy (LHS) is a statutory document which each local authority in Scotland is required to produce under the Housing 

(Scotland) Act 2001. Current LHS guidance published by Scottish Government in 2014 emphasises the importance of early engagement with key partners, 

stakeholders and the public in order to develop the strategy. This report aims to outline the formal and informal methods of consultation which took place, 

the results of these consultations and how this shaped the LHS.   

Methods 

In October 2015, a questionnaire was piloted at a Tenants and Residents Open Day. The purpose of the questionnaire was to collect people’s opinions on 

what they believed should be the council’s main housing priorities. At the event 20 questionnaires were issued to a random sample of the attendees. From 

these 20 questionnaires, 15 were returned, and 13 (65%) analysed. It was apparent from this pilot questionnaire that there were some issues regarding the 

difficulty of the questionnaire and the time it took to complete.  

Once the questionnaire was edited it was presented to West Lothian Council’s Tenant Panel for approval. The Tenants Panel provided constructive feedback 

and the questionnaire was edited to reflect these comments. The final questionnaire was made available online, via the Council’s website and Facebook page 

from the 17
th

 of June 2016 and the 29
th

 of July 2016.  

Furthermore, in order to reach as wide a range of residents as possible, seven pop-up consultation sessions were conducted in seven different Partnership 

Centres and libraries across West Lothian.  

These pop-up sessions took place from the 17
th

 of June until the 30
th

 of June 2016:  

 Friday 17
th

 June 2016 at Bathgate Partnership Centre from 12-2pm. 

 Monday 20
th

 June 2016 at Linlithgow Library from 12-2pm.  

 Tuesday 21
st
 June 2016 at Strathbrock Partnership Centre from 12-2pm. 

 Wednesday 22
nd

 June 2016 at Fauldhouse Partnership Centre from 10-12noon.  

 Friday 24
th

 June 2016 at Armadale Community Centre from 12-2pm. 
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 Monday 27
th

 2016 June at Whitburn Library from 12-2pm. 

 Thursday 30
th

 June 2016 at the Mill Centre, Blackburn from 11-1pm. 

These pop up sessions were advertised on the council’s website and reminders on the day of the events were posted on Facebook to encourage people to 

attend. The sessions proved valuable as they allowed for 1-2-1 engagement and to reach people who may not have had access to the internet. There were 62 

questionnaires completed as a result of the sessions.  

In total the questionnaire was completed 170 times, of which 139 (82%) of the surveys were adequately completed and could be analysed. Lessons have been 

learned regarding the 31 questionnaires which were void. These lessons will be taken forward in any future consultations.   

Key Findings 

The pilot questionnaire, although not well returned and superseded by the revised questionnaire, outlined a number of interesting findings:  

 53% of respondents indicated that New Council House Building was Very Important. 

 The majority (30%) of respondents identified Livingston as the priority location for new build council housing. 

 53% of respondents said it was Very Important that the council provide advice on how to avoid becoming homeless. 

 53% supported enforcement measures against Private Landlords who do not carry out their legal obligations. 

 

Some of the comments from the pilot questionnaire included:  

 “new housing for those overcrowded especially with children of different sex sharing a bedroom”. 

 “houses to buy.” 

 “curb high rents in the private sector.” 

 “more examination of properties.” 

 “Private landlords to improve their stock.” 

 

Findings from the main questionnaire will be outlined below.  
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The Pie Chart above shows that the majority of respondents selected New Council House Building as the priority for delivering affordable housing in West 

Lothian. Housing for people with particular needs and the elderly was also seen as very important. Opinion was divided in terms of where respondents would 

like to see new build council housing with no clear preference of ward. In order of preference;  

 Bathgate (18.55%);  

 Fauldhouse and Breich Valley (14.52%);  

 Whitburn and Blackburn (14.52%);  

 Livingston North (13.71%);  

 Broxburn, Uphall and Winchburgh (11.29%);  

 Linlithgow (11.29%);  

 Livingston South (8.06%);  

 Armadale and Blackridge (4.84%); and 

 East Livingston and East Calder (3.23%).  

61% 

5% 

1% 

8% 

6% 

19% 

Preference  of Affordable Housing 
Delivery 

New Council House
Building

New Housing
Association Building

Mid-Market Rent
Housing

Low Cost Home
Ownership

Temporary
Accommodation

Housing for people with
particular needs
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This conveys that there demand for new build council housing in all wards.  

Providing support and advice and temporary accommodation were the preferred method of tackling homelessness. It was found that 82% of respondents felt 

it was not important that the number of private rented lets should increase.  

The majority of respondents (63%) conveyed that taking enforcement against private landlords was very important in improving the quality in the private 

rented sector.  

One question was designed to specifically target West Lothian Council tenants. Replacement kitchens, improved fencing and new windows and doors were 

highlighted as priorities for improving the condition of their tenancies.  

In terms of energy efficiency and climate change around 30% of respondents felt they needed more information on how to reduce fuel costs. On average 

opinion seemed unanimous in terms of investment in homes to reduce the impact of climate change. Insulation in homes, renewable energy and benefit 

checks were seen as most important while flood prevention and advice and recycling measures were least important.  

Comments covered a number of topics. From strategies for vulnerable groups, to concerns in the private rented sector and repairs to both council and owner 

occupied houses. Examples of such comments are quoted below:  

 “Is there likely to be a future strategy for gypsy travellers?” 

 “People who currently rent in the private sector should not be penalised by having their points removed for being "adequately housed". Private sector 

rentals are not secure and cost much more than council or housing association rents.” 

 “Priority should be given to young people setting up home for the first time that have lived in West Lothian all their lives” 

 “Re private housing - the emphasis needs to be housing for people who wish to downsize. Stop the equation of fewer rooms with smaller room to 

encourage ageing people to move thus freeing up more family sized homes.” 

 “We should be able to pay councils for doing work to private houses” 

 “Rent increases but don't think we see a pro-active strategy. More reactive to repairs as they appear, which is a plaster approach strategy” 

 “I am an owner in need of a new energy efficient boiler” 

 “I think key issues regarding housing, locally and nationally, is rent controls in the private sector and increased council house building. There are 

nowhere near enough good quality council homes for those that want or need them, and the private rental sector (at present) is not an adequate 

solution to the housing crisis.” 

 “The wording of the lowest ranking being "not important at all" doesn't seem right. Just "rank in order of importance to you" would be sufficient to 

avoid someone inadvertently saying disabled housing (for example) is "not important at all"” 
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 “We live in an older house. The internal doors and fittings are very old and need upgraded. We cannot afford to do it and feel this is something that 

the landlord should take care of. Also the walls are in poor condition and this makes decorating impossible....The walls need skimming. The internals 

are probably the ones which were fitted when the house was built.” 

Conclusion  

There are a number of reoccurring themes which have developed out of formal and informal consultation processes. The main themes include, need and 

demand for additional new build council housing, concerns about the Private Rented Sector, house condition and climate change and strategies to prevent 

and address homelessness. These themes have formed the structure of the Local Housing Strategy 2017-2022.    

Forums and Working Groups 

Several meetings were held with representatives from; Housing Associations; Developers; Voluntary Organisations; Tenants Groups and officers from a range 

of council services. A range of comments were received at each of the meetings and many of these have been used to inform the Local Housing Strategy. 

Chapter  Consultation 

Undertaken 

Issue Raised Response included in  LHS 

Housing Supply and 

Placemaking 

West Lothian Tenants’ 

Networks 

 

There was discussion about new housing supply and 

the way in which this would be provided. 

It was noted that there will be significant 

additional resources and that both RSLs and 

the council would be instrumental in 

providing new affordable housing. 

 West Lothian Housing 

Providers’ Forum 

 

Lack of housing 

 

 

 

 

Increase housing supply and make best use 

of existing stock.  Consider a range of 

housing options and tenures to meet housing 

need. 

Preventing and 

Addressing 

Homelessness 

West Lothian Housing 

Providers’ Forum 

 Seems to be an increase in homeless presentations 

and use of temp accommodation (including bed and 

breakfasts) in West Lothian.  

 

 

 

 

Increasing the supply of temporary 

accommodation is a key action in the LHS.  
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Chapter  Consultation 

Undertaken 

Issue Raised Response included in  LHS 

  Ensuring that there is sufficient support to enable 

people to sustain their tenancies. 

Increase in numbers of tenants with complex needs 

which means that more intensive support is required 

for a longer period. 

Some tenants do not engage with support that is 

offered. 

Review of housing support is being 

considered. 

This is noted as an issue in the LHS and 

housing support with be considered as in line 

with the development of commissioning 

plans. 

  Welfare Reform 

 

 

 

Consideration of a range of options on 

temporary accommodation options for those 

under 35.   This may mean working with 

private landlords to consider the provision of 

shared accommodation. 

  Quality of housing in the private rented sector. Raising standards in the private rented sector 

and provision to enable tenancy sustainment.   

The council is developing its approach to 

private sector housing. 

  Need to state clearly what RSL contribution is 

to addressing homelessness in West Lothian 

This is noted in the LHS and the council will 

continue to work with its RSL partners to 

enable RSLs to address homelessness. 

  Impact of new allocations policy  

 

Allocations policy to be monitored.   

 Joint Strategy Group for 

Homelessness 

 

Expectation that people presenting as homeless 

require and are entitled to a single tenancy.  Culture 

of non-dependants that often made homeless by 

relatives. 

 

Need to manage expectations and offer 

alternatives such as shared accommodation 

  People staying in temporary accommodation for 

longer reducing turnover 

Explore a wider range of housing options and 

more regular review of client circumstances. 
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Chapter  Consultation 

Undertaken 

Issue Raised Response included in  LHS 

  Lack of developed market for shared accommodation 

in West Lothian 

Getting the right accommodation.  Use of 

Blackburn Homeless Assessment Centre 

potentially for shared accommodation. 

Increase quality and monitoring of private 

rented sector, particularly HMO licensing. 

  People with complex needs often present in 

emergency. 

Acquire flats for intensive support and make 

use of Voluntary Organisations that can 

provide support. Develop better links with 

health and social care to identify complex 

cases early. 

  Give consideration to accommodation for “breathing 

space” to enable people to consider their options 

before becoming homeless. 

 

May be scope within the assessment centres 

for this. 

  Domestic violence – ensuring options are there for 

people who feel they need to leave their home. 

Ensure that there is a range of housing 

options available for people facing domestic 

violence. 

 Homeless’ Network 

 

Allocations to homeless people should be made 

sensitively – know your communities.  Sometimes 

people with support needs will thrive in mixed 

communities, but clustering homeless people into 

communities is not desirable. 

 

This is taken into account through the 

allocation process. 

  Communication with partners is important: homeless 

people need to know what services and provision 

exists.  They need to be able to find out what’s there. 

 

 

Information available as part of Housing 

Advice Service and this will be regularly 

updated and reviewed. 
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Chapter  Consultation 

Undertaken 

Issue Raised Response included in  LHS 

  Peer support throughout the process of homeless 

allocation should be considered i.e. before, during and 

after through e.g. befriender schemes, as support 

workers have a limited role. 

 

Involvement of voluntary organisations to 

provide this. 

 Liaison with Social Policy 

and NHS. 

 

Importance of housing support in homeless 

prevention and tenancy sustainment. 

This will be considered in line with the 

development of the Joint Accommodation 

Strategy and the LHS. 

 

Independent Living and 

Specialist Provision 

 

Housing Providers Forum 

– Discussion on the 

Housing Contribution 

Statement 

Development of Joint 

Accommodation Strategy  

 

 

The impact of changes to the Local Housing 

Allowance (LHA) on the viability of new build 

supported accommodation.  

 

 

This will be monitored through discussion 

with the Housing Providers Forum and 

through liaison with the voluntary sector. 

  Quantification of supported accommodation 

provision in West Lothian and the impact of the LHA. 

Can a survey be done or quantification through 

information on housing support through contracts 

held with Social Policy. 

 

This may be considered as required. 

  Need to capture the Housing Sectors wider role in the 

contribution beyond specialist housing provision. e.g. 

role of housing officers, prevention of homelessness 

and welfare rights advice. 

This will be developed further through the 

Housing Contribution Statement. 

 Liaison with Social Policy 

and NHS 

People with bariatric and/or other complex conditions 

requiring major adaptations to property. 

Cost of structural works is examined closely.  

Range of housing options is considered with 

the client. 
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Chapter  Consultation 

Undertaken 

Issue Raised Response included in  LHS 

 Liaison with NHS staff 

Health Improvement and 

Health Inequalities 

Alliance. 

Further consultation to be undertaken.  

 West Lothian Tenants’ 

Networks 

The importance of specialist housing provision was 

raised, in particular housing for older people. 

This is highlighted as an issue in the LHS. 

Private Rented Sector Landlords’ Forum Improving quality and standard of private rented 

sector. 

This to be taken forward. 

House Condition West Lothian Tenants’ 

Networks 

Liaison with 

Environmental Health. 

Feedback from the Tenants’ networks on WLC Capital 

Programme on annually. 

Comments on investment proposals received through 

the LHS questionnaire. 

 

Capital Programme determines investment in 

WLC stock. 

Comments will be fed into the development 

of the WLC capital programme. 

Fuel Poverty and 

Climate Change 

Strategy 

Seminar for RSLs and 

Energy Forum 

Sharing Experience on Projects 

 

Sharing experience of doing energy efficiency 

improvements through the Energy Forum to learn 

lessons from projects undertaken.   

There is a Housing & Energy Forum that runs 

in Edinburgh with RSL, council & 

Changeworks.  An Energy Forum has been set 

up in West Lothian. Joint working will be 

reported through LHS updates. 

  Awareness raising on energy use 

Improving awareness of energy use amongst 

residents. 

 

Need for education on energy bills and this 

Introduction of smart meters and ensuring people 

understand how to use them. 

 

 

HEEPs funding will help to support another 

energy adviser to enable income 

maximisation of residents. 

Could be done through a YouTube video to 

take a step by step approach to 

understanding energy. 

Support is in place to provide energy advice 

to new council tenants and for welfare advice 

and income maximisation. 
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Chapter  Consultation 

Undertaken 

Issue Raised Response included in  LHS 

  Opportunity for Joint Working 

Is there any opportunity for developing a 

procurement framework to appoint contractors to 

deliver energy efficiency measures for both councils 

and RSLs? 

 

Economies of scale can be achieved by joint working 

and will bring the cost down which may be more 

attractive to owner occupiers to take part 

 

SEEPs – this will be challenging as private companies 

may not wish to follow public sector procurement 

terms and conditions. 

 

Important to be clear about the properties and streets 

that are included in schemes.so that there is sharing 

of information to identify RSL properties and 

homeowners prior to a programme getting underway. 

 

A new framework is being developed on 

Scotland Excel for procurement of energy 

efficiency measures for councils.  There would 

be a list of contractors identified that would 

meet the relevant criteria. There should be no 

reason why RSLs couldn’t use this too, 

subject to agreement with their procurement 

management. 

 

Owners currently pay a flat rate but this may 

change subject to ECO funding. 

 

Issues will be identified through liaison with 

other councils undertaking SEEPs and 

Scottish Government. 

  Fuel Switching Schemes 

Fife Council – have appointed Our Power as preferred 

supplier offering gas & electricity and 10% below 

market levels to households in Fife.  There are other 

providers that offer similar – Robin Hood and Citrus. 

 

Blockages to switching include fear of higher charge, 

complexity. 

 

Most important that people keep their annual 

statement so they can compare offers but this is not 

widely known. 

WLC has not considered this route as it is 

complex and tariffs can change quite quickly 

so difficult to know what the best deal is.   

May be more beneficial for individual energy 

advice. 

One solution may be to have an online video 

to take people through the steps to switching 

suppliers. 

 

This is publicised through energy advice. 
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Chapter  Consultation 

Undertaken 

Issue Raised Response included in  LHS 

  Private Rented Sector 

Raise awareness of energy efficiency measures in the 

private rented sector to improve condition. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Engage landlords that have large portfolios 

of property to ensure they get access to 

advice and assistance on energy efficiency 

measures. 

Ensure information on energy advice is 

available through landlord forums. 

Raise awareness amongst landlords and 

housing staff about REEP once timescales are 

known. 

 

Consultation Meetings 

 9
th

 March 2016 – West Lothian Housing Providers Forum – discussion on the Housing Contribution Statement and the Local Housing Strategy 

 17
th

 May 2016 – Tenants’ Network to discuss tenant input to the Local Housing Strategy 

 19
th

 May 2016 - West Lothian Landlord’s Forum discussion on the LHS private rented sector section 

 15
th

 June 2016 – West Lothian Housing Providers Forum – discussion on serious and organised crime and group input to the Homeless Strategy 

 17
th

 June – 29
th

 July 2016– Questionnaire made available online and at 7 pop-up sessions in June across West Lothian (held in various Partnership 

Centres and Community Centres across West Lothian) 

 23
rd

 June 2016 – Joint Strategy Group for Homelessness included briefing of voluntary organisations to get their input to the LHS Homelessness 

Section 

 19
th

 July 2016 –Seminar Fuel Poverty and Climate Change 

 2
nd

 September 2016 - West Lothian Housing Providers’ Forum – Housing Supply and Placemaking 

 10
th

 October 2016 – Health Improvement and Health Inequalities Alliance 

 15
th

 & 16
th

 November 2016 - Five Sisters and Cairn Brock Tenants’ Networks 

 1
st
 December 2016 – Tenants Panel  
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Appendix 2: Local Housing Strategy Equality Impact Assessment  

Equality Relevance Assessment 

1. Details of proposal 

Policy title Local Housing Strategy 

Lead officer Colin Miller 

Date relevance considered 10
th

 September 2016 

2. Does the council have control over how this policy will be implemented? 

 

YES X NO   

 

3. Do you have evidence or reason to believe that this policy will, or may potentially impact? 

General Duties Impact on equality (Yes or No) 

Reduce or increase discrimination, victimisation or 

harassment against people covered by the equality 

protected characteristics? 

Yes 

Reduce or increase equality of opportunity between people 

who share an equality protected characteristic and those 

who do not? 

Yes 

Provide opportunity to improve good relations between 

those who share an equality protected characteristic and 

those who do not? 

Yes 

4. Equality impact assessment required? 

(Two Yes above = full assessment necessary) 

 

YES X NO   

 

5. Decision rationale 

 

The LHS is the council’s sole strategic document for housing and related services.  It spans a wide range of 

policy areas which impact on a broad spectrum of the community.  An EQUIA is necessary as individual 

groups may be potentially adversely or positively affected by aspects of the strategy. 
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Equality Impact Assessment 

1. Details of proposal 

Details of others involved Fiona Taylor, Gillian Edwards, Colin Miller 

Date assessment conducted 6
th

 October  2016 

2. Aims of the proposed change to council policy or resources 

The Local Housing Strategy (LHS) is the council’s sole strategic document for housing in West Lothian.  The 

LHS sets out the joint and strategic approach of the local authority and its partners to delivering high quality 

housing and housing related services across all tenures, to meet identified need in West Lothian. 

 

The contents and structure of the LHS is set out in guidance provided by the Scottish Government in the 

Local Housing Strategy Guidance issued in August 2014. The Housing (Scotland) Act 2001 places a statutory 

requirement on local authorities to produce an LHS which sets out its strategy, key development priorities 

and how the council plans for the delivery of housing and related services.  The LHS reinforces the council as 

the strategic housing authority and sets how investment priorities will be delivered council-wide.  It also 

informs the Scottish Government and other stakeholders of the housing investment decisions made by the 

council.  

The strategy sets out how investment in housing and related services will be delivered over a five year period 

to achieve outcomes in the following areas: 

 Supply of housing and place making 

 Preventing and addressing homelessness 

 Independent living and specialist provision 

 Private rented sector 

 Sustainable places, fuel poverty and climate change 

 House condition 

 

The LHS is developed in consultation with key stakeholders.  These stakeholders include other departments in 

WLC, RSL partners, members of the public and the council’s own tenants.  

 

All of these key priorities are underpinned by the council’s strategic and policy commitments on equalities of 

opportunities for the people of West Lothian. 

 

The panel for assessment consisted of Fiona Taylor, Gillian Edwards and Colin Miller . 

 

3. What equality data, research or other evidence has been used to inform this assessment? 

The following documents are relevant in consideration of the assessment of the LHS: 

 

 Single Outcome Agreement 

 SHIP 2017-22 

 SESplan Housing Need and Demand Assessment 2 

 West Lothian Joint Strategic Plan 

 Age, Home and Community: A Strategy for Scotland’s Older People 2012-2021 

 WLC Joint Commissioning Plans 

 

4. Details of consultation and involvement 
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Draft LHS Consultation 

The draft version of the Local Housing Strategy was made available on the council’s website for consultation 

from 13
th

 June 2016 to 29
th

 July 2016. A link was also available through the council’s Facebook page and 

Twitter, and comments were encouraged.  

 

Comments were received from a range of individuals, organisations and groups. The majority of comments 

were supportive of the outcomes identified in the Local Housing Strategy. 

 

Consultation has also been undertaken through various forms to inform the LHS: 

 

 West Lothian Tenants and Residents 

 Council Teams  - Social Policy,  Finance and Property Services, Operational Services, Corporate 

Services, Education Services, Planning and Economic Development  

 RSL partners 

 Local Equality Groups 

 Disability West Lothian 

 NHS Lothian 

 Other Local Authorities 

 Women’s Aid 

 Cyrenians 

 Health and Social Care Partnership 

 Lovell Partnerships Ltd 

 McTaggart Construction 

 Open Door 

 Richmond Fellowship 

 SAMH 

 Scottish Government 

 The Rock Trust 

 West Lothian Housing Providers’ Forum 

Discussion forums have been held with: 

 

 Housing Providers’ Forum (RSLs and voluntary organisations) 

 Disability West Lothian  and West Lothian Disability Forum were involved in the Equalities Impact 

Assessment for the New Build Council Housing Programme. 

 Tenant Consultation Forum presentation, approval of public questionnaire 

 The Homelessness Forum (Tenants and service users) 

 Health Improvement and Inequalities Alliance (NHS and Social Policy) 

 

Consultation with other departments of WLC has been extensive: these include Allocations, Planning, Social 

Policy and the WLC Joint Integration Board. 

 

The LHS will be reported to the Services for the Community Policy Development and Tenant Scrutiny Panel 

and to the Council Executive.  The LHS will be reported to the Services for the Community Policy 

Development and Tenant Scrutiny Panel and to the Council Executive.  

 

5. Issues identified and ‘protected characteristics’ impact 

(Covering: age; disability; gender; gender identity; pregnancy and maternity; race; religion or belief 

and sexual orientation equality 

A key theme of the LHS, which affects groups with particular needs, relates to housing with specialist support.  

Partnership working is an essential aspect of housing with support to ensure the sustainability of the housing 

solution for the resident.   
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WLC’s Housing Options provides valuable information to residents which is ‘tenure blind’. 

 

A key theme in the LHS is the provision of housing and support for the homeless.  This linkage between 

housing and support requirements for individuals is not restricted to a particular equality group or protected 

characteristic and must be borne in mind in consideration of the impact of the council’s housing strategy on 

the equality groups identified below.  The emphasis in relation to addressing homelessness is on prevention 

to assist all minority groups, particularly those who are vulnerable.  This includes refugees, asylum seekers and 

those disadvantaged by health issues (see Independent Living and Specialist Provision). 

 

The EQUIA identifies the following minority groups and equality characteristics as potentially affected by the 

LHS: 

 Age 

 Disability 

 Gender Equality and Gender Identity 

 Race Equality 

 Religious or belief/sexual orientation 

 

Age Equality 

All new build and RSL housing provision proposed in the LHS will be built to Housing for Varying Needs 

Standards. 

This is to ensure the housing is accessible to as wide a range of the population as possible regardless of age. 

 

In planning housing and related services,  specific consideration has been given to the type of housing for an 

ageing population who will have a range of needs.  Specifically provision for elderly people will be provided in 

ground floor accommodation or in bugalows. 

 

Fuel poverty is a keen consideration for the elderly and the LHS has a sharp focus on actions to address fuel 

poverty. 

 

The integration of health and social care services and the opportunity this presents for the elderly and for 

young people who have support need is also addressed in the policy (see 6.1 Independent Living and 

Specialist Provision). 

 

The policy also identifies actions as a consequence of changes in welfare, particularly in relation to changes 

affecting those under the age of 35 years with non-dependants (the shared room rate), and those under 25 

whose benefit entitlement is restricted. 

 

Disability 

The LHS identies the need for specialist housing provision for people with disablities in West Lothian and how 

this will be funded in relation to the provision of housing and related services for those with a disability.  It 

includes an action plan for independent living (para 6.2 Independent Lving – Action Plan). 

The policy establishes a number of linkages with other startegies to ensure a consistent approach (p54 Links 

to other strategies) and establishes outcomes for people with disabilities to ensure that appropriate 

accommodation is planned and available for people with differing needs.  This includes planned investment in 

housing which is “Core and Cluster” to support independent living in the community for people with 

disablilities. 

 

For people with physical disabilities the highlights the continuing need to address the requirement for 

individual aids and adaptations to ensure people’s accommodation remains suitable. 

 

The affordable housing that is proposed through the LHS, whether it is built by RSLs or the council, will be 
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built to Housing for Varying Needs Standards.  This includes a high proportion of wheelchair specific 

provision in the council’s own new build programme.  Ground floor accommodation in cottage flats and 

terraced or semi-detached properties will also provide a flexible house type for people with a range of needs 

including those with some mobility issues.  

 

Some examples of where consultation has determined policy include: 

 

 An Equalities Impact Assessment was carried out for the New Build Council Housing Programme and 

the SHIP.  It has been identified that increasing the number of bungalows will assist in meeting the 

needs of a range of households with a person who has a disability.  There is also high demand for 

smaller, accessible properties.  

 

 Discussion on housing need and demand at the 1,000 Houses Project Board Sub Group on Housing 

Mix, which involves consultation and coordination on the provision of housing type and mix with NHS 

professionals, including Occupational Therapists with expertise in housing adaptations for disabled 

people. 

 

Gender Equality and Gender Identity 

The LHS applies to all citizens of West Lothian by providing housing and related services to all residents, 

regardless of gender.  All allocation of housing developed by the council and its partners is subject to the 

relevant equalities legislation. 

 

Pregnancy and Maternity 

There are no specific pregnancies or maternity equality issues that apply to the LHS. 

 

Race Equality 

In planning for housing and related services the council and its partners have and will continue to take 

account of issues relating to ethnic minorities.  These include particular demand issues, such as household 

size and age distribution as well as accessibility for these groups where language and communication may be 

an issue.  As a result particular consideration has been given to census data which indicates the growing 

population in West Lothian of Polish immigrants; the age “bulge” of ethnic groups which is appearing in the 

elderly, as well as language barriers.   

 

The Gypsy/Traveller group lifestyle can mean that access to health, education and social services can be 

difficult. Action being taken to address housing related issues is clearly stated in the LHS.   

 

The allocation of council and RSL housing will be a fit for all household types, without regard to race or 

ethnicity, however, and will be allocated accordingly.  The council Allocation Policy has been Equality Impact 

Assessed to ensure that no particularly minority group is disadvantaged through the delivery of the new 

council housing. 

 

Religion or belief/Sexual orientation 
There are no specific religion or belief, or sexual orientation equality issues that apply to the LHS.   
The council’s website includes an accessibility facility to assist those with hearing, sight, dyslexia 
impediments as well as the opportunity to translate documents, including the LHS summary, on request. 
 
6. What measures are in place to monitor the actual impact following implementation? 
Following allocation of new build housing a Development Survey to record satisfaction issues with the 
property and any tenancy issues which have arisen is carried out. 
 
Continue reporting to the LACs, to the Tenants’ Panel and other networks on progress with the new build 
council housing programme. 
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Ensure consultation with relevant groups remains continuous during the further development of the LHS. 
 
7. Recommendation 
X  Implement proposal with no amendments 

  Implement proposal taking account of mitigating actions (as outlined below) 
  Reject proposal due to disproportionate impact on equality 

 
8. Mitigating actions and additional outputs 
None.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


